Title word cross-reference

(2 + 1) [KH09, LWZ08, Ma09a, TG03, YZ02b, Yan03a, Zha07b].
(2, 2n - 1, 2n + 1, 2n + 2, 2n + 1, 2n - 1) [ARS02].
(3 + 1) [BB08b, Asl11, HO00, TGH02]. (A, η) [CyL08, Jin07, Jin08, LVC06, yL08b, yL09c].
(A, A) [Sav08a]. (α, A) [Lug01]. (α, β) [DSA09, Jun10, WI08]. (α ∈ N) [WS07].
(d, B) [Lin07]. ([digamma], α, ρ, θ) [Zal02].
(ε, ε ∨ ϕ) [Jun09]. (F, α, π, d) [GA06]. (F, ρ, θ) [Zal03].
(H, η) [FHT05]. (h, q) [OS08b].
(k, n - k) [LJL06, ZYW08]. (N + 1)
[WWY08a]. (n + 2) [WWY08b]. (n, k, m)
[AF06]. (n, n + 1) [Den08]. (ζ, ζ ∨ γ)
[MZ09]. (p, r) [Ant08]. 0 [SKU01]. 1
[Col02, PP08, Ram05, SKU01, YM04b].

$104.95 [An00-56].$105 [An00x].
$105 [An00-56].$110 [An00-50].
$110 [An00-56].$115 [An00-56]. $119.00
[An00-56, An00-50].
$125 [An00-56, An00-50].$130 [An00-56]. $132
[An00-56]. $14 [An00-56]. $14.95
[An00-56, An00-50].
$149.95 [An00-56, An00-50].$16.95 [An00-56]. $165
[An00-56, An00-50]. $17.50 [An00-56, An00-50].
$18.75 [An00-56, An00-50].$18.95 [An00-56].
$189.00 [An00-56, An00-50].$19.95
[An00-56, An00-50]. $19.99 [An00-56]. $193.00
[An00-56, An00-50]. $20.00 [An00-56, An00-50].
$213.50 [Ano00-85]. $22.50 [Ano01v]. $22.95 [Ano03]. $24.95 [Ano03-49, Ano00v, Ano00-57, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-91, Ano03-50, Ano04-30]. $25 [Ano03-38, Ano03-90]. $25.00 [Ano001, Ano00-42, Ano00m, Ano03]. $26.00 [Ano00-33, Ano00-76]. $26.00 [Ano00-35]. $27.50 [Ano00-80, Ano00-81]. $27.95 [Ano04, Ano03-89]. $28 [Ano00p]. $29.95 [Ano00-74, Ano001u, Ano03-68, Ano00-36, Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-65, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-92, Ano00-93, Ano01-27, Ano01-28, Ano03u, Ano03-85, Ano03-64, Ano03-72]. 2mth [CH00c, GH03]. 2n [CZ08]. 3 [AMV08, Bae07, Br003, BV01b, Den01, HZZ02, HWHG08, ITR08, Kor00a, Kor07, NSB08, Nik06, OAVB08, WYL08b, WB09, YY03b, ZRS05]. $30 [Ano04e, Ano04g]. $30.00 [Ano00-54]. $315 [Ano00v]. $32.00 [Ano04x]. $34.95 [Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-37, Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano00-60, Ano00-61, Ano00-63, Ano00-62, Ano00-67, Ano00-68, Ano001s, Ano03-83]. $35 [Ano00-83, Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano03f, Ano03t, Ano003n, Ano00-79, Ano03-33, Ano03-63, Ano03-62]. $35.00 [Ano00-64, Ano00-30, Ano01m, Ano01t, Ano04-27]. $37.95 [Ano03x]. $38 [Ano03-78]. $39.95 [Ano03-34, Ano003w, Ano00-32, Ano00-33, Ano01v, Ano03-35, Ano04-29]. $40 [Ano00-53, Ano03-66]. $40.00 [Ano01q, Ano01r, Ano03-71]. $42.50 [Ano03-58]. $44 [Ano00-47]. $44.95 [Ano01f, Ano01k, Ano03e, Ano03-69, Ano00-27, Ano03-30]. $45 [Ano03-41, Ano03-87, Ano04h, Ano04-31]. $45.00 [Ano01g, Ano03v, Ano00c, Ano00f, Ano00-29, Ano03z, Ano03-81]. $49.50 [Ano03-49]. $49.95 [Ano00-46, Ano03-34, Ano03-54, Ano04j, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano00-55, Ano00-70, Ano03i, Ano03y, Ano03-84, Ano03-56]. $50 [Ano00-38, Ano00-60, Ano03-70]. $50.00 [Ano01x]. $52.50 [Ano01p]. $54 [Ano00-58]. $54.95 [Ano01i, Ano03-75, Ano03h, Ano03r, Ano03-40, Ano03-45]. $55 [Ano03-86, Ano00m, Ano00-84, Ano03g, Ano03o, Ano03-28]. $55.00 [Ano01o]. $59.95 [Ano00-78, Ano00-79, Ano03-67, Ano00o]. $60 [Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano04d]. $60.00 [Ano001, Ano00m, Ano03-80, Ano00-59, Ano00-69, Ano01n]. $62.00 [Ano01z, Ano01w]. $64.95 [Ano03-37]. $65 [Ano03s, Ano03-55, Ano03-61]. $65.00 [Ano03-68, Ano03e]. $67.50 [Ano04-32]. $69.95 [Ano03-74, Ano04z, Ano03-31, Ano03-46, Ano04f, Ano04y]. $70 [Ano03-36, Ano04n]. $70.00 [Ano03j, Ano04q]. $72p [Ano00-31]. $74.95 [Ano00-74]. $75 [Ano00-51, Ano03k, Ano03-29]. $79.95 [Ano03-82, Ano04i, Ano04v, Ano04-34, Ano03-51, Ano03-52, Ano03-88, Ano04w]. 8 [KHA07]. $80.00 [Ano00-41]. $80.95 [Ano00i]. $83.95 [Ano04u]. $84.95 [Ano03-42]. $85 [Ano04e, Ano04g, Ano00-43, Ano03-73]. $85.00 [Ano00-80, Ano00-81, Ano00s, Ano00t, Ano01]. $89 [Ano00u]. $89.95 [Ano03-39, Ano04s]. $9.95 [Ano01j]. $90.00 [Ano03-77]. $95 [Ano04-28]. $95.00 [Ano03-59]. $97.00 [Ano04k]. $98 [Ano03-65]. $98.00 [Ano04l]. * [YY07]. [x] [AHRT09, AM04, GS07b]. [B] [GLZ00, Gup02b]. [X] [LKH03]. [2F1 [IR08]]. [H] [AM04]. [N [AK06]]. [A] [Ver08b, WC04, WX00b]. [A - θ [KK06a]]. [A1XB1 = C1 [NOY01]]. [A2XB2 = C2 [NOY01]]. [A2(2) [SC07]]. [AB2 [JKY06]]. [a ≥ 3 [CC08b]]. [α [HX03, mLpW08, Xu02b, Zha04a]]. [AX + YB = C [Lin06a]]. [AX - EXF = BY [WHD09]]. [AXB = C [CL06, Lin08c]]. [AXB = D [YD08]]. [AYB = E [DH08b]]. [B [AA05, Ant08, SJL09]]. [B(r, s, t) [FBA07]]. [B2]
\[ YT00 \]. \[ B_n^{(x)} \] [LS06a]. \[ B_n \] [KPSW06]. \[ 6 \] [Hav08]. \[ \triangle [DP08] \]. \[ C \]

[FB07, KL02, LGY05, XL01]. \[ C_1^{(1/3)} \] [JN07]. \[ C_1 \] [CL08b, Heo0a, LW09a, LHC05]. \[ C_2 \] [LF09]. \[ C^k \] [Gou02]. \[ C_0 \] [FBA07].

\[ \chi_{n+1} = (\chi_n \cdot \chi_{n-k}) \] [SX06].

\[ \chi_n + 1 = \alpha + \beta \chi_n A + B \chi_n + C x_{n-1} \]

[KLMR03]. \[ C_Y = D \] [DH08b]. \[ D \]

[HLFL01, LL05, HL07, JLP09]. \[ \Delta \] [JN07].

E [SJJ09, FQZ02]. \[ e^2 E_1(z) \] [Has02], \[ e \] [Li07]. \[ f \] [KC05a, qW]H07]. \[ G \] [LWY09]. \[ \gamma \] [Ant05].

\[ \bf{GF}(2^m) \] [LLY01, JKY06]. \[ H \]

[Din00b, HL08a, HLWT04, HN07, LCC08, Ver08a, Ver12, Wu00, WTY03, XH07, ZGY05a, ZGY07a, BV09]. \[ H - \eta \] [LH08].

\[ H_2 \] [Mah09]. \[ H_2 \] [LH04c]. \[ H_\infty \]

[KL09, PCE05, SN03]. \[ H_\infty (R^n) \] [PPA08].

\[ h_p \] [DMV00, PLL03, Ses03, WFS03, ZRS05, BCS03]. \[ I \] [ADN02, CS08, Ik]03b, LW06, LW08a, LW08b, Liu09a, SFL02, WF05, hLY09, ZL07b]. \[ J \] [Ano01b, WS07].

\[ K \] [CLJ09, KWHC05, Waz05c, DW02b, GSS02, Inc09]. \[ K/(1 + x^n) \] [NG04]. \[ \kappa \]

[HTZ03]. \[ L \] [DP02, Din02, DJ03].

\[ \bf{EGM}^x02, JC05, Wen08]. \[ L_1 \] [Xu02a]. \[ L_2 \]

[Yan05a]. \[ L_\infty \] [Bou03, JKO1]. \[ L^\mu (\mu) \]

[Di04b]. \[ L_1 \] [WLFC05]. \[ L_\infty \] [a, b] [BCD02].

\[ I_{x \times N} \] [PS03b]. \[ LD \] [PS07b]. \[ LU \]

[MAK02, Pan00]. \[ \bf{LUT} \] [CWLC09]. \[ M \]

[CCMRF00, FTC03, Sot01, WS07, ZH05, AZCK05, DG05, LKC04, Ma01, Ma04, SSS09, Sun09a, XCO6, Xie06, YW08b, ZL08c, ZYW08]. \[ M(x) \] [Cha08]. \[ M/M^B / \]

[HR07]. \[ M^X/G^Y \] [N] [SG08]. \[ C_2 \] [HR08].

\[ R_+^N \] [DZ08]. \[ N \]

[LY08b, LWY09, PS08a, Qua01, TL00, AM08c, BS01b, Coh00, DLF09, DCLF09, Dra08, FW00, GK04a, GM09c, HYZ02, Jum01, KDY09, KL02, XCO6, XCO7, YAO04].

\[ n + 2 \] [YWY07]. \[ n^{th} \]

[Coh00, Guo01, Guo02, Liu06b]. \[ n \times n \]

[YS^{+}08]. \[ O(n) \] [LU09a]. \[ P \]

[Net05, QS03, XX09a, AS03a, AM08c, BS03b, BH00, CG08, CD05a, CWZZ07, CT08, EA03b, Jia01c, JX04, JLZ09, KRO7b, KLI09, LX03, Liu04c, MD05, MA09b, PGT08, PDBH03, Sm00a, TS00b, WG06, WG07b, WG08a, WA08, WZ06, XY04, XG07, YW08a, YWYL07, ZG09]. \[ \beta \]

[Ben00, Cha01b]. \[ \beta (x) \] [CL07]. \[ \Phi \]

[H03, Hu00, WS04a, AOS07, BAI01, Cao01, HGH02, KT09, LK03]. \[ \Phi_1 \]

[SL06c, SJL08]. \[ \pi \] [BDTO4, Cho08]. \[ Q \]

[SH02, Gau04, KRO7b, MRS08, Rom01]. \[ Q(\sqrt{3}) \] [Deu01]. \[ QR \] [SV09]. \[ R \]

[Yav05a, XZ09a]. \[ R^n \] [LdS00]. \[ R^m \] [LS05a]. \[ R_3 \] [She04a]. \[ R_L \] [ZL07b]. \[ S \]

[An04y, AK06, CCRM004]. \[ \sigma \] [MM08d].

[T] [CC04a, LZZ04, ND05b, DLF09]. \[ T_{3/2} \] [Li04a]. \[ \theta \] [Gan06, GL03a, SYL05].

\[ x \] [LS02]. \[ U \] [DFFL09]. \[ U(n+1/q) \] [Wan09c].

\[ V \] [Zal02]. \[ V_p \] [KHS00]. \[ X \] [JAM02].

\[ x'(t) + ax(t) + \alpha x((t-1)) = 0 \] [LY09].

\[ C(t) = I \] [Ada04]. \[ X - A^* X^{-n} A = Q \]

[ES01]. \[ x^{1/3} \] [Bel09]. \[ x^2 - kxy + y^2 + x = 0 \]

[MZ04]. \[ X^A = AX \] [Ada04].

\[ x_{n+1} = (1 - \alpha) x_n + \beta e^{-\gamma x_{n-k}} \] [MY05].

\[ x_{n+1} = (a + x_{n-k}^x)/(x_n + x_{n-k}) \] [ASCY08].

\[ x_{n+1} = A + y_{n-m} / x_n \] [KZ09].

\[ x_{n+1} = \alpha + x_{n-1} / x_n \] [Ste08].

\[ x_{n+1} = \alpha + x_{n-1} / x_n \] [Ste08].

\[ x_{n+1} = \alpha + A \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{n-1} \right) \] [HP08].

\[ x_{n+1} = \alpha + x_{n-1} / x_n \] [KZ09].

\[ y_{n+1} = A + y_{n-m} / y_n \] [ZG09]. \[ Z_m \] [Coo05].

\[ z^2 + c = 0 \] [WS07]. \[ |A| \] [Sav07a]. ||A^{-1}||_\infty [Hua08].

*congruence* [ZCY09].

-1 [XC07]. \[ \textit{accretive} \] [AZCK05, LKC04, CyL08, JIN07, JIN08, LCV06, yL08b].

-\textit{adaptive} [ZRS05]. \[ \textit{adic} \] [KR07b].

-\textit{algebras} [JLP09]. \[ \textit{ary} \]

[DLF09, DCLF09, K Dy09]. \[ \textit{attracting} \] [XX09a]. \[ \textit{averaging} \] [Din04b]. \[ \textit{band} \]
30 [Ano00-47]. 34.00 [Ano01i]. 35.00 [Ano01w]. 35.50 [Ano03-54]. 38.50 [Ano01o, Ano04j]. 39.50 [Ano01z].

4 [Ano00-74]. 42.00 [Ano03-80, Ano04p]. 44 [Liu09a]. 45 [Yan08]. 45.50 [Ano03-37]. 46 [Liu08b]. 49 [ID10]. 49.00 [Ano04i]. 4d [HHL+06]. 4d-VAR [HHL+06].

5 [Ano03-38]. 50 [ID08]. 52 [Ata09]. 52.00 [Ano03-82]. 52.50 [Ano04z]. 53 [KÖ08b, Zho08]. 54 [Ari09c, EM09b, ES08b, KÖ08a, NLL08, SW08]. 55 [Ver12]. 56 [Ano00u, Asl11, fDxZ11]. 58 [AR10, JY11].

59.50 [Ano03-82, Ano04u]. 60.00 [Ano03-48]. 62.00 [Ano04k]. 63.50 [Ano00-28, Ano00-56, Ano00-71, Ano01d]. 68.25 [Ano00-50]. 69.00 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53]. 70 [Ano00-86, Ano00-36]. 70.00 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-92, Ano00-93]. 70-058 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-92, Ano00-93]. 73 [Ano00x]. 75.00 [Ano01d]. 76 [Ano00-50].

7 [Ano00-28]. 70.00 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-92, Ano00-93]. 70-058 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. 70-059 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. 70-068 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. 73 [Ano00x]. 75.00 [Ano01d]. 76 [Ano00-50].

83 [Ano00-28].

91.25 [Ano00d]. 92-05-29 [Guy00]. 92-05-31 [Guy00]. 925 [EM09b]. 98.00 [Ano01h].

= [LL05].

a-priori) [WWS+06]. AAAI [Ano01r]. abatement [CS08]. Abbass [Ano03k]. Abbott [Ano00-54]. Abdelhamid [Ano03-81]. Abel [HM03a, HHL08, MCH01, MH02, MO01, PSS09]. Abel-type [MCH01, MO01]. Abelson [Ano00j, Ano00k]. Absence [PP08]. Absolute [XLL04, Zha04b, Che03, Sav07b, Sav08b, SL09]. absolutely [BCDF02, CCD07, ZC06]. absorptions [Che04e]. Abstract [Xie01, ZLS06, BPA03, BSK04, HM05b, HPG06, LX00, LQ04, MAH08, Par04a, WW03, WFC04a]. abundant [SSH09, Yan03a]. Academic [Ano00d, Ano00u, Ano00x, Ano00y, Ano00w, Ano00-28, Ano00-50, Ano00-56, Ano00-71, Ano01d, Ano01h, Ano04k]. Academic/Plenum [Ano00-71]. accelerate [HBP06]. Accelerated [Pao03, Wan00e, PR06]. accelerating [FAF09, RTS07]. acceleration [BNP05, PW00]. accelerators [VA04]. accessible [HYZ06]. accounts [SY05]. Accretive [CPC00, AZCK05, CKN04, CyL08, HH03, HCLJ00, HGH02, HF04, IP07, Jin07, Jin08, LCV06, yL08b, LK03, LKC04, MN01, ZCK00]. accretiveness [Dog01]. accumulation [MT09]. Accuracy [CSX01, Sch00, Yan03d, AY06, HSS01, JYDH02, KKS+04a, Ryo03, SALK02, YX09b]. Accurate [GK04a, Gra08, LTWM08, De 02, Jog04, LS04a, WK05]. ACL2 [Ano01h]. Acoustic [HCTC03, PCA09]. action [CS00a, SK06a, Ano00-46]. activations [NC09, WL08c]. active [JJZQ07, bJQx09, LYF09, Mar09]. active-set [JJZQ07]. Activities [Ano00-35]. activity [Kaw06, MS09]. actuator [TLS+08]. actuators [WGF09]. acyclic [MPZ08]. Aczél [DBGSP08]. Aczél's [Wu08c]. Adam [Ano03-60]. Adams [LT09a, Sha02]. adaptation [ZL09c]. adaptations [Pan05b]. Adaptive [CJL04, DH07, Lei02, MKK08, PL01, PFP09, SL08, WLL06, ZYG+09, ABH08, BI02, CY00, ES08b, HL02b, HLW07, Han08, HLP03, LML02, LW02, LNL08, LVpST07, MB108, NLL07, NLL08, NST01, PFP09, PLL03, SSL07, SC00a, TAT07].
adaptivity [OP01, PDP05], addition [IK05, Ung07], additional [RS06].

Additive [FGH08, PM+08, IW06], ADI [Deh02, LCL06], adic [KR07b], Adjoint [AN05, Ale06, GC06, PPP+06, BN05, CLC01, DW08a, HHR07, LYG05, Shi03, VJ04, WXM09]. Adjoint-Based [Ale06].

adjustable [JCC+09], adjusting [HLP05].

administration [Ano01s], admission [WLT07].

Adomian [GS06, JYDH02, LHC08, Les02, LW09c, OY08, SGM09].

adsorbents [VM09]. Advanced [Ano00-88, BUP09b, BBP09, DN03, FHZ08, LY07, PS03b, SYL05, Yan01, Ano00d, Ano01d, Ano03g]. advanced-delay [BBP09]. Advances [YZWL09, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano01e].

advective [Bel01], aerodynamic [DS02].

advertising [Bel01].

agreement [CYH05, LLS+09a, YSH03]. AI [Ano01i]. aid [YCCY02]. aided [Ano03-69, BP09, Cip08, Ano01b]. Air [MS08, Gre09, WK08, Zla01]. aircraft [LNL08].

algorithm-based [WWWL08, WHS08, WYL+09, WNS09, Waz01, WFTL09, XH02, XCL+09, XXLD04, XXL04b, YY07, YZHY09, YC07a, YZYW08, ZGY05b, Zha01d, Zha02a, ZW03a, ZYY08, ZYY09, XALT09, ZLN06, ZYY06].

algorithm-based [WWWL08, WHS08, WYL+09, WNS09, Waz01, WFTL09, XH02, XCL+09, XXLD04, XXL04b, YY07, YZHY09, YC07a, YZYW08, ZGY05b, Zha01d, Zha02a, ZW03a, ZYY08, ZYY09, XALT09, ZLN06, ZYY06].
BGS04, CLM03, CLY08, CSdS08, CHL09, CSZH09, CW206, DLL08, DAKO06, FHZ08, GPMPr03, HHJS03, Her01, HR05, IK04, JS08, Jiu07, KPD+09, Kur08, LCHL06, LZZ04, LRL09, LHW04, MMM04, MULHD03, Noo00b, PSS09, PLD02, PGH08, PZ07, Pra02, RIT07, SKU01, SHWF05, TH02, Ver01a, Ver01b, WD08, XZZD09, XD02, XW05, Yan03, ZGY07b, ZAY08, ZZZ02, Ano01g, Ano03p, Ano03-68, Ano03i, Ano03h].

Alienor [ZCM01b].

aligned [CO00, HW05c].

alignment [CSZH09].

alignments [RMC08].

Allee [JD07].

allelopathy [ZM02].

Allen [Ano00n, Ano03-78].

Alligator [Ano00-62].

allocation [EMP+06, JWC08, LLS+09c, QW09, WI08].

allowable [CHW07].

allowing [LGGSP06].

Almost [AB08a, AOW05, FW04a, LKC04, Sav07b, Son09, ZS08a].

along [Yav05d].

altering [Bal00].

Alternate [WW08a, SMO03].

alternately [LYL07].

Alternating [BNP05, Che04c, GKO4b, HLW07, LY09a, WYH00, ZW09a, ZH09].

alternating-direction [LY09a].

alternation [FM05].

alternative [SH02].

alternatives [CL00, She05].

Alvin [Ano03-53].

always [MG08a].

Alzer [XX02].

Amanda [Ano03-86].

ambiguity [AS05].

amended [Pan05a].

America [Ano00-32, Ano00-33, Ano00-35, Ano00-66, Ano03-35, Ano03-58, Ano01-28].

American [CKKK06, Hou02].

among [DY09, LWLJ09, MM08c, OKC008, ZY07].

amphiphilic [TLM08].

ample [YLZ08b].

amplitude [Blo08, Fan09, Hai03, ÖY07b, PB01, Zha09a, Zha09g].

amplitude-frequency [Zha09a].

Amsterdam [Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano00-85].

analog [TLS+08, Ano04d].

analogies [NST01].

analogue [JSS01, RGT03, ÚCT08].

analyses [Che04a, He00a, RPO03].

Analysis [ACV03, AS03a, ACLL06, Bel06, CJ08, CCK03, CCHK07, DA06, EAE09, FP06, GC06, Gil00, GC02, Iac07, IMLF09, Jon07, KS00b, Lee04, LC06b, Ras06, SPW08, SW06, ZSPZ08, Abu01, AB05, Ano00-94, Ano03-73, Ano04i, Ano04m, Ano04p, Asi08, BSS98, Bal00, BJ02, BNH08, BP03, BX02, BMM+06, CJR09, CM09, CCS08, CFP08, Che00a, Che04a, CC08a, CW08, CCF06, CFV05, DPU07, EA03b, EW00b, FT01, FS04, FM08c, GT00, Gla07a, GS07b, GMB06, GMB09, GYPL08, GHC09, Has02, Hav08, HC02, HHC08, IKY06, IDOK06, Jali04, JS04, KCD05, KOV08, Koi07, KZD03, KWHC05, LTYB09, LMA08, LGBS00, Li00a, LZZ04, tLW08, Li08a, LY09, Lin08a, LCC08, LB04, LLL2, MQ05, MH09, MS03, Min08, Mos08, Mou02, NS00, NTTS09, NKCS08, NC09, Noo02a, PSM02, PC08, PL05b].

analysis [PB02, RMC08, SANH08, SDK01, Ser00, SS09b, SSL07, SBSY06, SK06b, TS00a, TGIM02, TL06, TV07, TYW05, WK04, WZ06, WKZ08, WYL08b, Wei00, Win03, WX03c, Wu03, Xia07, YTCF08, Zha03a, Zha04b, ZYG+09, ZZZ09, ZC08, ZZD08, Ano03-46, Ano03-52, Ano03-62, Ano04c].

analysis-based [Lin08a].

Analytic [CSPJ05, JP01, RRM08, SW02a, SW02b, AIS08, AD09, BR05b, CC08, CK06, CDJ04, JI04, Jan03, LTWM08, MA09b, NCK+08, PS03a, PMS07, QC06, SL07a, Waz07b, XA09].

Analytic-numerical [CSPJ05, RRM08].

Analytical [Das09, STH08, WG08b, Ari09b, BNH08, DS02, De 04, GGE09, HL09a, Lu09b, MH09, Wu09].

analyzing [XZ09b].

anarchy [HLY08].

Anatoli [Ano04w, Ano04v].

Anco [Ano04y, Ano04z].

Anders [Ano00-28].

Anderson [Ano03-54].

André [Ano04j].

Andrea [Ano04-29].

Andreas [Ano04p].

Andy [Ano00-63].

Aneja [MCC09].

aneurysms [BW09].

angle [LGGSP06, WB01, Köh00].

Angular [CGL01, AA08].

animal [Ano03-78].

animals [Ano03-36].

Anisotropic [PPP+06,
anisotropy [Sar03], Anjewierden [Ano00-38], Anne [Ano03-29], annealing [ZYY08], annuli [CYX09], anonymous [Jua03], answering [Ano04q], ant [KWHC05, KS07, MWZ09], Anthony [Ano00-58, Ano00-89, Ano03-32], anthropometrical [SYHC06], Anti [Gon09, Ou08, BCGA08, ES07], anti-involutions [ES07], Anti-periodic [Gon09, Ou08, BCGA08], antigen [LMSH04], Antiperiodic [LSN05, Jan04b], antisymmetric [tLjW08], Anupam [Ano00-50], anurans [Ano03f], any [Dra03b, TT09, IYsT09], aorta [MP07b], Apostol [LS06b, WJW08, ZY08a], appearance [LLT09], Appell [BCR04], Appl [AR10, Asl11, Ata09, fDxZ11, ES08b, ID10, ID08, JY11, KO08b, Liu08b, Liu09a, NLL08, SW08, Ver12, Yan08, Zho08].

applicants [KT03a], Application [Asl11, BB09a, BBA09, BB08b, ES08b, GK02, GNM07, GAT07, GL09c, He09a, KH05, KH09, LHWJ09, NLL07, NLL08, ÖY07a, PdlF09, PS04, RD07, SG09, Sim07, TL06, YLZG01, Yil09, YB07a, Zha06, Zha09a, ZWC09, dM06, Ano00-37, Ano03-82, Ano03-75, BGMB02, BGA08, HI01, BS08, Can03, DTXW05, DE06a, ES08, FJ07, GSNS05a08, GYP09, HHS07, Hua01, ISAAM09, IDOK06, JSKE05, Kay04, KDC08, KC03b, LCW06a, LCW06b, LSZW07, MR02, MAR05b, MVS0708, Öze08, PPRG02, PP09, PT07, PV01, PDBH03, RZH03, SC07, SL00b, S09a, Ung01, WK08, WD07a, WWH09, XZ08b, XM09, YL09b, YK00, Zha07b, ZL05, Zha01]. Applications [Ana06, Ari09c, BRC00, Che06, DLF09, EM09b, KH00, LGXX06, SM00, Ana04a, Ana03-35, Ana04m, Ana04w, Ana04v, Arg00a, Arg00b, AVA01, Bab09, BL01, BL08, BS01a, BCDF02, BCDC02, BBM08, Cap00, CD09, CTYW05, C1T09, D0 04, Dha06, Dha07, DBEB08, Din02, DSS00, Dra03a, Dra08, EM09, EM03, FM06, Gl05b, He03, HW07, HHY09, Her01, HJL05, HM01, IL04, JSS01, JC05, Kir08, Lan04a, Lan04b, LCLJ03, LCY00, LC03, LWZ04, LTSS02, LLNS05, LW09e, LWG04, LCWL06c, Li07b, LL08b, Li08d, Mas07, NOY01, Nie09, OEV09, PG04, R0V5, RSR00, Roj08, RFCCRM03, Sid08, THD08, Uje03, Uje04a, Uje04b, V07, VO87, VO98, VO99, Ver09, Ver12, Wan00b, WLS06, WW09, Wan09a, Wen08, Wu00, WD07b, qWJH07, XG07, ZY05a, ZYG08, ZC09b, Ano00y, Ano00-50, Ano00-70, Ano01k, Ano03-59].

Applied [Ano03-46, IS06, Ano00-50, BT03, BDGR01, CCZY09, El03, GW03a, JLP09, Mar00, MIPT08, MRdCV00, RW03, WC04, XWD04, Z090, Ano006, Ano03]. Applying [B0C08, BHS09, CH05a, FL05, HCG08, Lin08b]. approach [AH09, A001c, Ano01x, Ano3v, BGMB02, Bel01, BHS08, BS08, BPW00, BHCO07, BV01b, CMF02, COS09, CH05a, CL01, CKK06, CCP09, CM08, DCW08, Ehr02, FP02, FM08, GM00, GZ09, GLTS08, HSG09, HHS06, HCCW07, IN07, Isk04, JKY06, KLHC08, Kha01, LP08a, yL08a, LW02, LW04, LLNS05, Liu09b, Lu09b, LG09b, LHWW08, Mah09, MM08a, Mak09, MH09, MRP08, yNyLjZa08, OY06, Pal01, PP01a, PKM08, Par04a, Par04b, PP01b, PM05a, QA09, Ren03, Ryu07, SS09a, SW09, SM09, SWL04, Shi05, Sh09b, SB03, SM003, ST00a, TLP09, WS00, WFLC05, WLS06, WSO08, Wan09d, WY02, XZ09b, Yan06b, YFT04, YGH09, Zha07a, ZMLG09, ZLN06, dSM02, Ano03-34, Ano04-27]. approaches [GPT03, Ind02, KK06a, Lin08b, MS08, YAV08, Ano03-41]. appropriateness [LRLM01]. approximability [Ano00a]. approximable [BA08]. approximants [NMD09, ZP02]. approximable [HY2006]. Approximate [BN08, CY08, CHZ09, ETA09, FM06, Gu07, HHL08, KF0806, Ma09a, Waz00].
Approximating [All02, DDF02, Dra08, udK07, HS00, IP07, CSPJ05, HH02b, Sar06a, YYZ07, YL09c, Li00b, LC01, SW02a, LC01, DW02a, KC02, Kar03, LZ09, LTWM08, SA03, SV09, Tan03b].

Approximation [All02, DDF02, Dra08, udK07, HS00, IP07, CSPJ05, HH02b, Sya01a].

Approximations [AG09, Bao03, CKQ08, Dog05, DE06b, FRL05, Gal08a, GJQ07, yL09c, Li00b, LC01, DW02a, KC02, Kar03, LZ09, LTWM08, SA03, SV09, Tan03b].
band [FTC03, NV08]. banded [RH09].
bandlimited [CWW08, HS00]. Barbara [Ano00-90]. Bardos [Phu02]. Bargaining [ND01]. Barone [Ano03-44]. Barons [You04]. bars [Has03]. Bartels [Ano03-46]. Bargaining [ND01]. Barone [Ano03-44]. barriers [RH09]. based [FTC03, NV08]. batch [GS07b, KK06c, SG08]. bathtub [SY05]. Bayes [Elk06, GZZ09, Jah04]. Bayesian [BG05, JAM02, KLHC08, KC03b] bazaar [Ano00-75]. BBK [HL08c]. BBM [Che04b]. BBM-equation [Che04b]. BCC [CJ05]. BCI [JLZ09]. BCI-algebras [Jun08, Jun09, JLZ09]. BCK [Jun08, Jun09]. BCK/BCI-algebras [Jun08, Jun09]. BD [DH03]. BDF [ZL02]. be [LL07, WW04b]. beam [CO07, GX04, LHC08, Liu00]. beat [Lin08a]. Becoming [DFY06]. becoming [Ano01-28]. bed [VM09]. Bedau [Ano03k]. beds [Gla07b]. Beesack [CD09]. before [Ung03]. beginner [Ano00-74]. beginning [Ano01p]. Behavior [Wan06b, ATY08, CS02c, Dix05, Dua09, FDWC02, GL09b, HLS05, HLY05, JK06, Kra01, LLT08, LZ02, LG04a, LST02, Med01, MC02, Pen09, PP04, Qiu08, SZJ09, Tan02a, TL00, TMG03, Wan06c, Wan09e, XLL08, Xu01, ZW04, ZY05, ZYH01, ZY05]. behavioral [LBZ09]. behaviors [Guo03, HC09]. behaviour [Dib03, EZ08, IWL04, IW06, MG01, Zha01a]. Behind [ANV00, Ano00-47]. Belrooz [Ano00s, Ano00t]. Beijing [Ano00u]. Beissinger [Ano03-62]. Bekoff [Ano03-78]. Bell [Ano00-71, BNR05, NR04, Ikho8, WW09a]. Beller [Ano00-64]. Bellman [BH01, DBGP08]. bells [EPS05]. below [ZQ08]. Beltrami [BMH08, LZ08, Xu04]. BEM [FP02, YW03b]. Ben [Ano03-50]. Benassy [Ano04-27]. Benjamin [YM09]. Benker [Ano00-58]. Benoit [Ano03-35]. Berger [Ano00q, Ano00r]. Bergman [RNM00]. Berlin [Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00o, Ano00-58, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano03-42, Ano03-82, Ano03e, Ano03-69, Ano04i].
Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04r, Ano04q, Ano04-28, Ano04s, Ano04u, Ano04t, Ano04c, Ano04w, Ano04v, Ano04y, Ano04z, Ano04-30, Ano04-29, Ano04-32, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano06b, Ano08a, Nam02, Rod00, Rod01a, Rod01b, Rod02a, Rod02b, Rod04, Rod05, Rod06.

Books
[Ano00-29, Ano00-59, Ano00-78, Ano00-79].

bookshelf
[Ano00-78, Ano00-79].

Boolean
[LSL09, CCS00, CSC+09, JWSS04, Luo06, Wan00a]. Boolean-type [LSL09, Luo06].

bore
[EW00b].

Borgese
[Ano03-57].

Borjas
[Ano01o].

Bornemann
[Ano03-67].

Bose
[ZZ09c].

Boston
[Ano00d, Ano00x, Ano00w, Ano00-28, Ano00-50, Ano00-56, Ano01d, Ano01l].

both
[FG00, Tan03b, ZSZ06, ZY07].

Boulder
[Ano03g, Ano03n, Ano03s, Ano03-33, Ano03-70].

bound
[CZ02, FB05, HL03a, SHWF09, ZQC08]. boundaries
[BGR09, DLSB08, FDWC02, Pos08].

Boundary
[CJ08, CLL09, GC06, GCN06, Liu06b, Mas07, NRL08, Ram05, ABBD01, ABBDP04, AS03b, ATT03b, AOS07, AN09, AM09, AS01, AD03, AL08b, AA01, And03, AK08b, AS08, AC03, ACH01, Ayk04, BG04a, BLD07, Bai08, BJL03, BHH004b, BM05b, BW05, BW06c, BF002, Cab01, CH01, COE03, CC09a, CM09, CG08, CM04, CS02b, CK02a, CMS04, CT02a, CWZ07, CO07, CL08a, CKK06, CH00c, CW05, CZ08, CZ09c, Cui09, CM08, DPU07, DRR09, DR01a, DMP03, DL05, DHO05, DG05, Du08, DXZ05, Dua09, EGZ04, EGA03, ES08a, EVS06, FFK02, FZG07, FR04, GNR05, GH03, Gra03, GHJ06, Ha01, HLO2a, HH02a, HH02b, HW05a, He02, HG03, HH04b, HW09, HT02, HY03, HLMR08, HLC05, IS04, ITT07, IMLF09, Jan04a, Jan04b, Jan04c, Jan05, Jan07, Jia00b, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02].

boundary
[JG04, JX04, JY09, KP01, KK09, KA09b, KK04, Kel06, KS00b, KL08b, KKZ02, KLV09, KKM00, Kru08, LP08a, LW09a, LR03, LLWY00, Li04b, LCGX06, LTWM08, LS08, LLJ09b, Lia04, Lia05, LG09a, LDG05, LJL06, Lin07, LT04, Liu02, Liu04a, LQ04, Liu04b, Liu04c, LHC05, LY05b, Liu07, LL07, LDK08, Lu07, LS05, LJ08b, Ma00, Ma01, Ma04, MDG05, MZ09, MS04a, Mar07, Mcd07, MEG08, MS04b, NVAR03, NRL00, NMD07, NMD08, OIL08, OIL09, Pal01, PLG07, PGT08, Pao03, PKP09, PM05a, Pru09, RR08, RSK02, Ryo04, SA05, SS09b, SR04, SC03, SW07, Sl09, Son08, Sta02, SPW08, SZ02, Sun09a, TLL08, TD07, Th01, TGS07, Top04, Tur07, VBG07, VNG04, VJ04, Wan00c, Wan03a, Wan03b, WG07a, WG07b, WL07, WJA08, WWW08, WSL08, Wan08a, WG08a, WF09, Wan09d, Wash0, Waz01, WA08, Won00].

boundary
[WX03b, WCW08, Won08, WK05, WZ08c, Wu09, XXD06, Xu07a, XL09, XG07, Yan05a, Yan06a, Yan07, YW07, Yao04, Yao05, Yao07, Yas08, ZM04a, ZLY06, ZL08c, ZYW08, ZL08d, ZJ08, Zha09c, ZC09a, ZC09b, Zya08d, ZG09b, ZC09a, ZCC04].

boundary-element
[BJBL03].

boundary-layer
[XL09]. boundary-linked
[EBVS06]. boundary-only
[CT02a].

boundary-value
[EGZ04, KA09b, Won08, ZG09a].

Boundeds
[DJ08, DN03, DZZT06, KK05, MRT04, PS01, Tan02b, BCGA05, CCD07, Che08a, Dra08, JY08, LZ04a, Lu00, THD08, XC07, ZF00, ZG02, ZC06, ZLH07].

Boundness
[LC07b, Zha01b, LLT08, WD05, ZSKZ03, ZLCM08].

Bounding
[CD09, AN05, HHR07, U!02].

Bounds
[BD02, BONA07, CD05b, CD06, Coo05, DS04, PS07b, SR00, AJ09a, AJ09b, CG00, CD03, CB01, CRK02, DSS00, Gal05, Hu08, JAM02, JMR00, KUM05, KCO05a, KNP06, Li01a, PRA01, PJP04, TK02, Uje03, Uje07, WWS+06, Xu02a, ZL07c].

Bourne
Boussinesq [AETEZ07b, CC04b, LWZ08, LC06b, SSD07, Waz05b, Waz05d]. Box [Ano04c, Yan03f].

Brain-wise [Ano03l]. branch [CZ02, FLFL08]. branches [HY08, MP05, MP08b]. breakdowns [LWY09, NQHN03, Wan04a]. breaking [Tao09, YZ02b].

brief [Ree00]. Bringing [Ano03-71]. Broadband [SGR +09]. broadcast [JWC08]. broadcasting [TJ01, ZW08].

Broer [RD07, KHN09, Ma09a]. Brookes [Ano00l, Ano00m]. Brooks [Ano00l, Ano00m].

Brosch [LYX09]. Brownian [AL08a, Gre04, HH09]. Bruce [Ano04k].

Bruit [IX06, IX07, May00]. bubbles [BBB08, Kor00a]. buckling [CA09]. budget [Lin06b]. buffer [GM09b, GSS04, SG08].

Building [Pic00, LG09b, Ano01f].

buildings [KOV08]. Bulirsch [Ano03-46]. bulk [GM09b]. Bunce [Ano00-62]. bundle [SP08a]. bundle-type [SP08a]. Buoyancy [SHKL08, SBPD08]. burger [Zha01a].

Burgers [SGM09, BA09a, Hay06, KC02, Kay04, KX05, Ras06, SSH09, WZ08c, cW09b].


BVPs [AORS03, DM08, GM09c, LS04b, WW03, Yi08].

C [Ano00-28, Ano00-95, Ano01e, Ano04-28, Ano03p, Ano03s, Ano03-42, Ano03-46, Ano03-84, Ano03-59, Ano03-67, Ano04u, Ano04v, Ano04y, Ano04z, LL05, ASESESA09, FP06]. CA [Ano00-75, Ano00v, Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-36, Ano00-37, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-57, Ano00-60, Ano00-78, Ano00-61, Ano00-79, Ano00-63, Ano00-62, Ano00-67, Ano00-65, Ano00-68, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-87, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-92, Ano00-91, Ano00-93, Ano01f, Ano01j, Ano01k, Ano01r, Ano01s, Ano01-27, Ano04q, Ano04-32, CCK03, CCKH07]. cache [BK07, CCHK08]. cache-aware [BK07].

CAD [Ano00-48, Ano00-49]. Cahn [CCK00, UK08, Ye02]. calculate [BI01].

Calculating [Bel05a]. Calculation [SGBt+00, AC04, AN06, Lam05, Mic09, She02, YW03b]. calculations [WK03].

Calculus [LG09a, BG07b, CGL01, Fer01, Gau04, JSS01, LTSW02, LTS03, LLNS05, SV01, SM00, TWS00, WLS06, Ano03-64].

calendar [Sch00]. Calendrical [Ano03m].

calibration [KYJ03]. call [CCKK06, WLT07]. callosum [Ano04-28].

Calude [Ano03-45]. Cambrian [Ano00l, Ano00m].

Cambridge [Ano00e, Ano00j, Ano00f, Ano00k, Ano00-74, Ano00l, Ano00n, Ano00-76, Ano00-30, Ano00-77, Ano00-38, Ano00-43, Ano00-41, Ano00-54, Ano00-59, Ano00-69, Ano00-83, Ano00-84, Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano01e, Ano01y, Ano01n, Ano01u, Ano01t, Ano01x, Ano01-28, Ano03-36, Ano03-77, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano03m, Ano03-78, Ano03o, Ano03v, Ano03y, Ano03-79, Ano03x, Ano03z, Ano03-28, Ano03-81, Ano03-32, Ano03-30, Ano03-44, Ano03-45, Ano03-46, Ano03-47, Ano03-50, Ano03-53, Ano03-55, Ano03-58, Ano03-60, Ano03-61, Ano03-63, Ano03-87, Ano03-66, Ano03-71, Ano03-89, Ano03-90, Ano04e, Ano04d, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano04n, Ano04l, Ano04-27, Ano04-28, Ano04-30,
campaign [Bel01]. can [LL07, WW04b]. cancer [IDM08, XMW09]. candidates [Bel05b]. canes [LCYL00]. Canonical [Rap01, Cho03, IK04]. capacitance [YW03b]. capacitated [Lin01, XD02]. capacitated-flow [Lin01]. capacity [Jai05, WK08]. capillary [OKCO08]. Caputo [Mur06, Mur08b]. car [FY04]. Caratheodory [YO06]. carcinoma [GMSRP08]. carcinoma [Ano04c]. care [Ano03-63]. cargo [WK08]. CARI [BHC07]. Carl [Ano03f, Ano04n]. Carlo [Ano04i, Lei02, Wan02e]. carpet [Jia09]. cascade [Ano01h, Ano03-80, Ano04-32, BM09, BK07, CO07, DSS08, Kan04, KKM00, Lin04a, MAR05b, WB09]. cash [Cap07]. Castor [Mic09]. cat [GPAA09, DP08]. catalytic [GW01a, HRP01, XZ09b]. catastrophes [KA00b]. categories [EGM02, HLCL00]. category [CZ06, YL05, ZAAESG09]. cathedral [Ano00-75]. catheterized [SS09e]. Cauchy [CP04, El 03, Les05, LX00, Mar05a, SWX06, Yil09]. Cauchy-likesystems [CP04]. causal [PP06]. Caused [Wan06a]. cavities [ZR05s]. cavity [DS08, Gre03, MK08, SHKL08, Zha03b]. Cayley [CL08, Pet04]. CD [An00-03, An00-39, An00-40, An00-46, An00-78, An00-79, An00-83, An01f, An01k, An03v, An03-34, An03-58, An03-67, An03e, An03-75, An03-88, An00-78, An00-79]. CD-ROM [An00-34, An00-39, An00-40, An00-46, An00-83, An00-83, An00-83, An00-83, An03v, An03-34, An03-58, An03-67, An03e, An03-75, An00-78, An00-79]. Cebyshev [CD09]. Cedar [An00-85]. Ceiling [Bel06, MO08]. cell [AACLM08, BI01, CL00, MM08c, SGR09]. cells [LW05, LMSH04]. Cellular [GY06, CSC09, YMI06, Zha03a, Zha04b, Ano03n]. censored [MJ02]. center [CR06, DL08, Gin02, HLC00, HLM04]. center-finding [HLM04]. centers [DLM08, GKO4a, GLO6, HRO58, ZHZ00]. central [MP08b]. centro [DH08b]. centro-symmetric [DH08b]. centroid [CT02b, WL08b]. centredial [DW02b, DW05]. centro-symmetric [Wan05a, ZH03]. century [Ano00v]. Ceramics [LYF09]. cerebral [BW09]. Certain [Aou08, CCS02, LSW02, SBS06, WSZ09, YI06, AG01a, AOS04, AIS08, ASS08, AOY9, CT05, CK06, CK02c, EAA09, EGA03, FRO08, GYS05, Gre04, Hill01, HIL03, HLM04, LL03b, KK06a, LTS03, MA09b, NCK08, SRI03, TA04, TRZ01, XA09, ZD01]. Cesaro [Kua08, Alb02]. CFD [Mas07]. CG [Yan03d]. CG-type [Yan03d]. Chain [An00i, MR06, OSS07, BL07, DK05, LR03, LP00, Nak06, WK03]. chains [BC01, LXH05]. Chaitin [An00a]. Chalmers [An00-84]. chamber [Dem00]. Chan [LHR09]. change [CYH05, Kar08, Liu04b]. changes [BH03]. Changhee [KR07]. changing [AS03b, DCS09, DG05, LS09, LL09b, SXX09, Yan06a, YW09a]. channel [AH08, CCZK09, Gla05b, HASA07, JS04, Kan04, Mak09]. Chaos [MS03, An00g, An00-29, An00h, GLT08, MM06, TCX08, An00p]. chaos-evolutionary-programming [GLT08]. chaotic [DW09, GLT08, LWO9f, TLP09, WY09a, XCC09, ZXTL09]. Chapman [Ben01]. character [ABH08, SX06]. Characteristic [Che04f, ZCK00, CZW08, Fer01, GY08]. Characteristic-nonconforming [Che04f]. Characteristics [DHY06, Ikh08]. Characterization [HLWT04, QC06, ZGY05a, Pra07, VDM08]. Characterizations [Li04a, XM08].
Characterizing [BCA09, Mär05c, WGF09].
Charafi [Ano03-34]. Charles [Ano00-27, Ano03-54]. chasing [She04b].
Chebyshev [AK06, Bar01d, Boy01, Boy07, CB01, CBGR03, CN04, DGVP06, Her01, KT08, RTW05, Ser00, YW03a]. checking [KNP06]. checkpointing [NFi03, NUN06].
Chee [Ano00-31]. chemical [Gre01, Jon07, NB08]. Chemically [BR06, MRMRM02]. Chemically-Reacting [BR06]. chemistry [GNM07, dR03]. Chen [LC06a, LLXC03]. Cheng [Ano04e].
Chengtian [He09a]. Cheung [Ano03-64].
Chicago [Ano00p, Ano00-42, Ano00-64, Ano00-80, Ano00-81, Ano01z, Ano01o, Ano01q, Ano01v, Ano03f, Ano03-29, Ano03-80, Ano03-57, Ano03-62, Ano04x].
Chichester [Ano00-55]. Chii [Ano04d].
Chineese [ARS03, WW02a]. Chircop [Ano03-57]. choice [Ano04g, Hoh01, YZHY09]. Cholesky [M6505]. choosability [CZW08]. Choosing [KT03a, HY09, HB04]. Choquet [Pos08].
Chor [EMD08]. chord [Gil00, HS02].
Chree [SK04]. Chris [Ano03-54].
Christoudoulos [Ano00y]. Christoffel [Ano03-66]. Christoph [Ano03e].
Christopher [Ano03-90]. Christos [Ano04-30]. Chromatic [ISAAM09].
Churchland.The [Ano03l]. CICS [Ano01k].
circle [BCA09, CS04b, GM09a, SS06].
circuit [LL08a, MNIS06]. circuitry [DW09].
Circuits [Ano04d, YSP’08]. Circulant [CZ00, JLW04, BFMM04, FL05, JL09b, PSM02].
circular [Che01a, FMVF08, Gil00, Gre09, Mic08, SAS06, Son00, Zho05, ZS08b, Zho09b].
circumstance [ODO00]. Circumventing [KH00]. citations [Ano03-60]. city [Ano04]. civilized [Ano01m]. Claes [Ano00-28].
claim [YLD08]. Clarendon [Ano01m, Ano01l]. clarifier [BKR05].
Clark [Ano00-80, Ano00-81]. Class [LET06, Mig06, PXXW06, Sat06, ZHZT06, Agr08, Bae07, Bai00, BCRS05, BN00, CYG06, CYG08b, Che08a, CC08b, DL05, DH03, DLM08, EGA03, FW08, FM07, FZG07, FLW06, GL06, Gon09, GM09c, Guo02, HH02a, Han04, Han06, HR05, Hua01, HZ07, HZ09b, JA03, JX04, KZ02, Kot01, KC05a, KHS00, LDZW05, LBZ’09, LWZ09, Lin08c, LC02, LC06c, MP07a, ND01, NRL08, OR01, OZY05, OSSY04, PS03a, PXGL09, PP06, RC07, SZ05, Sun05b, Sun05c, Tao06, TCX08, Ver01a, W100, Wan03b, WFC04a, WH08a, WYL08a, WYL’09, WS04b, WL09b, Xia07, XTX01, XZ08b, XX09a, YAV08, Zou09, ZTO4, ZLH07, ZY08, ZG09a, ZG05, ZXL07, ZYCI09, ZH02, ZHL04, ZH04].
Classes [PMS07, AR07, AY09, CCS02, DFL09, H100, PWX08, Pic09, WSZ09, WHL’09, ZCS04, Zha09f]. Classic [TSY09].
classical [BJ00, TB09, YL05].
Classification [Li01b, Ano03, BFFL08, Bi05, FM08c, GZZ09, XMW09, ZZ09b]. classifier [HL093, Lin08a, WYL’09]. classifiers [SS09a]. CLAWPACK [FL03]. cleaning [HL09a, Ano03-31]. Clements [Ano00-30].
clanes [KOV08]. clinical [FDY’08].
clock [CGFS09]. clock-controlled [CGFS09]. cloning [Tan00]. close [NT08].
closed [LGH09]. closest [LG00]. closure [BJK’08]. cloth [An000l, An000m, An000p, An000-64, An000-80, An000-81, An003-49, An003-68, An003-74]. clothing [LHLW07].
cloud [De’04]. Clough [LF09]. CLSI [Ano04-32]. Clues [May00]. cluster [GYP08, HH09]. Clustering [CW06, IS06, FDY’08, GYP09, HLSL03, KPD’09, KWH05, PL01b, PCA09, SP09, YL09b].
clusters [An01f]. CO [An03g, An03a, An03s, Ano03-33, Ano03-70, AI06, KLZZ09, CWY02, DM09, FDY’08, ZH09].
co-clustering [FDY’08]. co-coercive [ZH09]. co-complementarity [CWY02].
Co-evolutionary [KLZZ09, DM09].
Co-Quasi-Variational-Like [AI06].
coagulation [BHS’08]. coastal [WHL02].
coaxial [Lee01b]. cocoercive
[CyL08, LCV06, yL09c]. code [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, PG08, Pos00, Yan03b].
coded [ZXTL09]. codes
[AMM00, AB08c, Ano00-54, BSM01, Mic08, MPP08, Ree00, Sha02]. codeword
[AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].
codeword [AFI06, BBGG08, PG06, Pos00, Yan03b].
codeword [ZXTL09].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].

Cohen
[Gon09, LYJ09, NC09, RC07, ZLH07].
CHY01, DGG+04, GGE09, Gla05a, Gla06, Gla07a, Isk08, Jan05, JEP08, LRL09, LY04, PKSP08, PB02, SK04, SH06, SDZ06, Sma01, Sür08, TRG01a, WF07. \textbf{comparisons} [CJ04, Hof03, ZH09a].

\textbf{compatible} [CRRU08].

\textbf{competence} [HCTC03].

\textbf{competing} [BGS04]. \textbf{Competition} [SSLL09, Ano04-27, FW00, GW03b, Mar09, MM08b, Wan01, ZLZ09].

\textbf{Competitive} [Bel05b, CF04, GY09, Hoh01, LY08b, LF02, LL03c, TL00, WW04b, YWZ03].

\textbf{complementarity} [CWY02, CLK07, HL05, IL04, JT05, Ló09, Taa06, XZ08a, YL09a].

\textbf{complemented} [CCK03, CCKH07].

\textbf{complete} [XH02, ZT08]. \textbf{Completely} [AI06, CGY08b, PL05b, Xa02a, ZGY05b].

\textbf{completion} [MS09, TT09, YC07a].

\textbf{completion-time} [MS09]. \textbf{Complex} [Mis05, RV05, AG09, Am00u, BCT00, CLL09, DCW08, Gal08a, Has04, HR08, HJL05, MOP06, ME03, Nic04, NB08, PS01, RRR07, Rap01, SS06, TaL09, Uhui09, WS00, Waz05c, WSZ03, XCL+08, XZ09a, ZL09a]. \textbf{complex-free} [WSZ03].

\textbf{complexes} [Dar08]. \textbf{complexities} [SDCL08]. \textbf{Complexity} [Ano01i, CKL07, XW05, Ano00-70, Ano03n, CG00, CWLC09, Lan08, Ano00o, Ano00p].

\textbf{component} [GK04a, LG58, MP05, WZ07a].

\textbf{components} [TBR01, ZZ09c]. \textbf{composed} [DH08a]. \textbf{composite} [EA03b, mLPW08, LY08d, LB04, MUHd03, YW09].

\textbf{composition} [Ano00x, LYL00a].

\textbf{Compositional} [WZE+06]. \textbf{compositions} [XWD04]. \textbf{compound} [HCTC03].

\textbf{compressible} [Ban00, Fei07, Gla04, Gla08, NP07, Pad06, ST07, Tan01]. \textbf{compression} [ABH08, AB08c, CLX08, KP03, Kor07, OY06, WL05, WLL06, ZLN06]. \textbf{Comput} [AR10, AS11, Ata09, fDxz11, ES08b, ID10, ID08, YJ11, KÖ08a, KÖ08b, Liu08b, Liu09a, NLL08, SW08, Ver12, Yan08, Zho08].

\textbf{Computable} [JMR00]. \textbf{Computation} [Ano03-54, AMR05, JWSS04, Ano03-32, Ano04-30, Ari09a, Fan02a, FW04b, GK04a, GM00, HY00, LLCS02, Nab04, Rap01, SA08, TG03, Tun05, XZL02, YZ02b, YZC09, YB08, Ano00-54]. \textbf{Computational} [ABBD01, HH09, OS07, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano03j, Ano03-41, BN05, BS00b, BHC007, CF03, CPP07, CPP08, CGGC02, Ind02, Isk08, Jun07, KM03a, LF05, PC08, RZH03, TB08, VB01, YAVB08, ZC08, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano03, Ano03r, Ano04f].

\textbf{Computationalism} [Ano03t].

\textbf{computations} [AH00, BLS05, CK02a, CY05, FHZ08, IR08, PIM+08, Sid08, Ano00-39]. \textbf{computed} [LL07, WWH05]. \textbf{Computer} [BP09, GT00, Gre09, HK08, SHWF05, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00-58, Ano00-69, Ano01w, Ano03q, Ano03-69, Ano04t, Cip08, Jun01, Kor00b, LRLM+01, MPS04, MG08c, NS00, ODO03, PS08b, Ano00s, Ano00t, Ano01i, Ano01h].

\textbf{computer-aided} [Cip08, Ano01h]. \textbf{Computer-based} [SHWF05]. \textbf{Computers} [Ari09c, EM09b, LLB05, Ano01y, Ano01x, Ano03-32]. \textbf{Computing} [ACCMJ07, Boy07, GSS04, PD04, SP01, SV09, VBG07, AMYS+09, Ano00-55, Ano03-50, Ano03-73, Ano03-67, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04s, CXZ09, DW02b, ES01, LLV01, LYC07, PST08, Ter00, WZ08a, YFT04, ZM94, ZWC+09, Ano00w, Ano00-41, Ano03-56]. \textbf{concave} [DW08b, WY02, YHT04]. \textbf{concavity} [KL02, SJ09, SL08]. \textbf{concentrating} [MT00].

\textbf{concentration} [CGPB08, PCRR09]. \textbf{concept} [LSZW07, Zha02a]. \textbf{concepts} [Isk02, LCL00, Ano00i, Ano03-87].

\textbf{conceptual} [PCA09, WFT+09]. \textbf{concerning} [XYZ09, Zha08b]. \textbf{concurrent} [CS00b, Dra06]. \textbf{condensates} [ZZ09c]. \textbf{condensing} [AO01a]. \textbf{condition} [BKN09, CCJ08, DR01a, Deh02, DS08, DXZ05, Dua09, JY09, KKM00, Kru05].
Lia04, Lia05, LLW08, Mar07, OIL09, Phu02, Pru09, S AN H08, S D08, Slo09, Soto1, Sun06a, Sun06b, VM09, Wan07b, Win03, WLZ07, YH09, YTCF08]. Conditional [Çin03].

conditioned

[Ata09, CWZ03, Kum06, WSZ02].

conditioning

[Ata09, CWZ03, Kum06, WSZ02].

Conditions

[Ata09, CWZ03, Kum06, WSZ02].

conducting

[Fei07, HM05a].

conduction

[MO08, Mur07a, NT01, OIL09, WZ09].

cone

[Gil00, MS00, Rad09, RR09a, SZ09b, XZ08a].

cones

[CPC00].

conference

[Ano00-43, Ano01e].

configurations

[NT08, WH08b].

confined

[HZZ02, Qia08].

confined

[HP02].

conformal

[RN00].

conforming

[GKM08].

confusion

[KT09].

confusion-based

[KT09].

congestion

[HLY08, HSG+06, KY06].

conic

[QJZ09].

conjecture

[Cip08, DW05, Gyi01, LH08].

conjectures

[KLMR03].

Conjugacy

[DP07, Far02].

Conjugate

[ABBP04, MLW09, Bax01, LJJ06, Won00, ZYW08].

Conley

[Zha02c].

connected

[KL08, Kru03b, Kru08, LW03].

Connection

[AO09].

connectionist

[HXG03].

connections

[Ak07, YH03].

connectivity

[HK07].

connectivity

[HK07].

consciousness

[Ano00-84].

consecutive

[Ano03-80, Ano03-37, CS02b, Gos00, Kan02, PLD02, SD08, Soh05].

Conservative

[CCK00, Gl00, Gl03, Gl04, Gl05b, Gl08, Gl09, Bel09, FP02, Gl05a, Gl06, Gl07a, MM08d, YS04].

consideration

[KYN06].

considerations

[WH08a].

Considering

[OK06].

consistency

[PL03].

consistent

[Bar01a, Lam05, Min08].

Constant

[AOW05, AOTW07, LY06b, WY06, WS05, AB08b, AV008, CA09, FQZ02, GK04b].

Constant-sign

[AOW05, AOTW07, WS05].

constantly

[FAF09].

constants

[CS00a, DH03, XC04a].

constitutive

[MVS+07].

Constrained

[Dim00a, Zha06, Din00b, DPJ03].

Constraint

[ZXL07, COS09, HCG08, Lin04a, Lin06b].

constraint-based

[COS09].

constraints

[FM08, FY01, HL09b, KKY06, PK08, Tao06, TLS+08, Wan02a, Wan09b, WX05].

constricted

[MG01].

construct

[Wan09a].

constructed

[HHS06, HD01, ID01, JW05].

Constructing

[AC07, LW03, RR03b, YZ02b].

Construction

[CC08b, JG07, Kov00].

contaminant

[DE06a].

content

[HLY09].

Contents

[Ano06l, Ano00-97, Ano00-98, Ano01-30, Ano01-31, Ano02g, Ano03-93, Ano03-94, Ano04-39, Ano05b, Ano06j].

context

[LW09b].

contextual

[TDHL09].

Contiguous

[IR08].

contingent

[YLD08].

continua

[BJ06, DP02, DE06b, LL06a].

Continuous

[CD06, DP02, DE06b, LL06a].
PF01, ZYZ08, AC09, Bae07, BCDF02, BRMS01, BKR05, CCD07, CKZ01, HM03b, Huo04, JS05, KKS04b, KL08a, Kum04, Kum05, KU01, LYL07, Moc02, OLAS01, Pao01a, Saw03, SYL05, SF07, UF02, Wan09a, XM08, XZT08, ZC06, Zhu08b.

**Continuous-discrete** [OLAS01].

**Continuous-Time** [LL06a, BRMS01].

**continuously** [ZLLL08].

**continuum** [Che04a, Oze08].

**contours** [LT05].

**contract** [RS06].

**contraction** [DWL08, Han06, LW02].

**contractions** [MCQK09].

**contractive** [AA09c, GJM03, Inc09, Rad09, ZCK05].

**contractors** [JJ01].

**Contribution** [Gyi01].

**contributions** [Ano03e].

**Control** [BFL06, DZZT06, FY01, FY04, GC06, GCN06, LET06, OK06, PXXW06, Sat06, XWL06, Yav00, YF04, Yav05a, Yav07a, YGH09, AH06, AS09, Ano05g, AK03, BG04b, Che08a, CLS07, DR04, Dra06, ES08a, ETH05, FY03a, FY03b, GX04, HR03, Iva07, JCT09, JCC09, Jun01, Kar05, KY00, KAK00, KLP09, KB08, KX05, KL01, LC06b, MLM02, LY02, LY06a, MB08, MM08a, PCE05, PKP09, PXGL09, Phu02, PR07, SDK09, Saw03, SN03, TLS07, TD07, Tur04, WLS01, WOS08a, WW08, WWS06, WLT07, XCL08, XTO8, YX07, YK00, Yav05b, Yav05c, Yav07b, YZZ08, ZLCM08, ZL09a, ZTH09].

**Controllability** [BSD00, BA01, BPM05, SBS06, GH06, HPT05, Phu02, SC04].

**controllable** [Pan05c].

**controlled** [AVBW08, CF08, ODO00, LC06a].

**controller** [VG08, YL04c].

**controllers** [Kar01, KT02, MLM03].

**Controlling** [KY09b].

**controls** [GW03b, JS03, NTHP09, PXW09, Wen00].

**comdrum** [Ano03-63].

**Convection** [ASL06, AM08a, BD04c, CAZAA00, GY08, Ili04, KZ02, KOV08, Kur08, LP08a, LY08a, MO08, MS04b, MS06, Ram05, SHKL08, SDDC08, VR02, VH06, Wan02c, ZDLH08].

**convection-diffusion** [VH06].

**convection-dominated**

**Conversion** [Ale06, AE06, AB05, Ban00, BA08, CS02b, DE06b, HHS06, HH03, HCL00, Juz08, JY08, KZ02, KH08, L0002, LZZ04, LZZ04, LRL09, LKC04, LCC08, LTL09b, LY06b, MXZL09, Mie01, Ras06, S106, SH06, SM02, TS06, Tia05, Xu04, YH03, Zha06, ZL08, ZHL04, Ana00a, Ana05, Arg00a, Arg00b, BM09, BA09c, BB01, CZG04, DP08, HR02, HCLF01, Huo04, H07, HS04b, Inc09, IL04, JZT07, JD08, K08, Li01c, Li02, LXZ08, MCQK09, NV08, OF00, PZ07, PV00, PPI03, PR04, PR06, PW06, QJZ09, RL08, SDVS09, Sav08a, Ses03, ST07, Son08, SY09, UL00, Wan02d, WW08, WW09b, WK03, WFS03, WF01, XCD07, XX09b, YS04, ZP02, ZG02, ZL08a, ZZ03a, ZTO8, ZCK00, ZL05].

**convergent** [AD03, HZ09a, JWC08, ZS09b, TXC02, WLS01, Yan03f].

**Conversations** [Ano03u].

**Converse** [QL08a].

**Conversion** [ID10, WJ05].

**converter** [HRP01, HNR08].

**converters** [ARS02].

**Convex** [CCRMOG04, LK04, ZLY06, BV09, CCRMRF00, CHZ09, DP02, Din02, DPJ03, EAA09, udK07, GSS02, GMM09, JC05, KDC08, Lan04b, Lu09a, Led00, SM00, SL06a, SL06b, SL09, Ubh04, WL08a, Wen08, WD07b, YHT04, YL04a, Zal02, Zaf03, Ano00a].

**Convexity** [BW06b, SL04, SS09, S01b, SL06a, SL06c, WS04a, Xie01, YL07].

**Convolution** [HT04, RFCCRM03, Ana04a, Ana04b, DF06, Xu02a].

**convolutional** [AFI06].

**convolutional-code-based** [AFI06].

**Convolutions** [NG04, ND05b, ND05a, Pie06].

**cookbook** [Ano00-37].

**cooling** [LY09, RDS00, SKU01].

**Coombes** [Ano00z].

**Cooper** [Ano00-42].

**cooperation** [Wan06c].

**cooperation-diffusion** [Wan06c].

**cooperative** [WW02b, WW04].

**coordinate** [AM08b, CO00].

**coordinates**
[GGCD05, GAA06, Kan02]. coordination [HY08]. Core
[AS05, AS07, AOS07, Ano00-34, Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-92, Ano00-93, CB02, bFFIT09, FF07, JTRu09, SPW08, WGF09]. Corless [Ano03-30]. Cornelias [Ano03-68]. corner [Kel06]. corpus [Ano04-28].
corrected [AC02, AC05, BD02, BX02]. correcting [AB08c, Pen03, Ree00]. Correction [Ikh08, AN05, FJ05, Lee04, WDLP04, WDLP08]. correctness [Ano01i]. corrector [PSS07]. correlated [FKM05]. correlation [BS01b, ZYG+09]. correlations [RMC08]. corresponding [VNFF08]. Corrigendum [Ano00-94, Ver12]. corrosion [HHC08]. cosine [KGB07, Waz05c]. cosmological [HM03a]. cospectral [WHL+09]. Cost [BFL06, HLY08, IDOK06, LW09d, Lin04a, Lin08b, PKM08, Par04b, SY05, TSY09, WI08, Ano03v]. costs [FKM05, HCT03]. Couette [WL04]. Coulomb [AC05]. countable [YYZ07]. countably [AO01a]. counter [KM01]. counter-example [KM01]. Counterexamples [ZSKZ03]. counterpart [GMG09]. Counting [Lai08, XH02]. Coupled [PL01c, RL08, ZW06, An09, BUP09b, CCJ08, CDJR03, CJ05, C02b, CDJ04, CGPB08, HKL03, He02, JCO0, JF00, JPV01, LDK+06, LHT07, MM08c, OR01, PJJ04, SAB07, SK09, WW08, WLWC08, ZLD08]. Coupling [He02, MZ07, Li01d, MS04a]. couplings [LD08]. Cournot [CS05b].
covariance [BD04a]. coverage [ASM09, JCC09, JCC+09, WNS09]. coverage-control [ASM09]. covering [QW09, TDY08]. Covolume [KK02]. crack [DD00]. cracked [Kr05]. cracks [Kor07, Kru05]. Cramér [NWL08]. Cramér-von [NWL08]. Crack [ZW09a]. Crawford [Ano00-36]. Crawley [Ano03-73]. crawling [CML+09]. Creating [Ano01-28]. credit [Cap07, ETH05, HL08b, LZS07]. credit-based [ETH05]. Crescenzi [Ano00o]. Cressman [Ano04h]. Cristian [Ano03-45]. Criteria [HY09, TZ01, TS06, AL04, BKK08, CT05, CZ03a, CS04b, CCF09, CH03, DJ08, DK05, DSS08, DAK06, DR01b, EM09c, GS09, HHl01, Isk08, JLT04, JT07b, Kar09, LRLM+01, LA00, Lin08b, LT09b, Luo02, LD02, MCO09, Man00, PG00, QSL08, SL00a, SHWF05, SS06, TX04, TÇ04, TCG05, WBG00, WWZ03, Wan04b, WL07b, X04b, Xu08b, YYY03, ZT04, ZW08]. criterion [BGS04, Che08b, GS05, HL08a, HLZ09, Hka09, Par04b, QZ05, WB01, W108]. critical [CYG06, CA09, DSS08, Kan09, LP08c, LP08d, ZHJ00, Zha02c, ZZZ0b]. critique [Ben01]. Crop [Ano04k]. Cross [Wan06a, CML+09, CA09, Has03, MG03, RV01, WL07a]. cross-cut [WL07a]. Cross-Diffusion [Wan06a]. cross-language [CML+09]. cross-section [Has03, MG03, RV01]. cross-sections [CA09]. crossing [MAR05]. Crossings [DL06]. crossover [Cha06]. Crothers [Ano00-71]. Crouzeix [SB06]. CRT [ARS03, ARS02]. cruciform [DD00]. crude [SM02]. Crutchfield [Ano03-80]. Cryptanalysis [TJ01, WY09a]. Cryptographic [CKY07]. Cryptosystem [TJ01, EDM08, WY09a, ZW08]. cryptosystems [Sma01]. crystal [Tur04]. Csiszar [Ano07b]. Csiszar’s [KC05a]. CSLI [Ano04q, Ano04x]. CT [MRÂR08]. cube [CDV08, YY07]. cubes [Gor00, LT09h]. cubic [AS01, BLO08, CLR08, DCWO8, DSHS05, HSWL08, HRS08, LW09a, LG08, LC02, LHC05, LPSS02, PHAF09, TDS08, WFLC05, ZHZ00]. cubic-matrix [TDS08]. culture [Ano01m]. cumulative [QNN03]. Cure [CPP07]. currency [CM03]. Current [SK06c, CMS04, KK06a]. currents [Lee09]. curvature [Bao03, CB02, XX09b]. curve [ADN02, BV01b, CBW01, Hua08c, KU01, LW04, LHL08, Sma01, Yav05a, Yav07a].
curved [APS07, RQH+08]. curves [GPvZ06, KA00a, LH00b, LW03, MCZ00, Sya02]. curvilinear [GAA06]. Custance [Ano04-31]. customer [AP09, Hoh01, YZH09, Ano03w].

Customer-based [Ano03w]. customers [KF05a]. cut [SLhYL09, SYJJ09, WL07a, hYLL09]. cut-points [SYJJ09]. cuts [Lin07]. CVS [Ano01j]. cyborg [Ano04-04], cycle [CHW07, GY09, LL03c, Mic09]. Cycles [ZHZT06, ANZ09, Blo08, DL08, GL06, GY09, HL04, LL08a, LC02, LPSS02, LL02b, LL03c, WH08b, XHZ05, ZA03b, ZL07a].
cyclic [OS09, WD07a]. Cyclone [HHL+06]. cylinder [FMFV08, Gre09, Kan07]. cylindrical [HHK06]. Cynthia [Ano03y].

D [Ano00-87, Ano03v, Ari09c, EM09b, AC02, AM09, AMV08, Bae07, BR03, Bri00, BV01b, CM00, CM01b, Col02, DPU07, HJWL03, He00a, HZZ02, HWHG08, ITR08, ISL00, Kor06a, Kor07, KKM00, Kru08, NSB08, Nk06, OAVB08, PP08, Ram05, WYL08b, WB09, YM04a, YM04b, YW03b, ZRS05, ZCM01a, Zha03b]. D.C [Ano03-35]. DAEs [HR05, Lam05, MAR05b]. daily [YZWY08].

Dale [Ano03-28, Ano03-02, Daiheimer [Ano00-67, Ano00-68]. D’Aluisio [Ano01u]. dam [AHN06]. damage [JSK+04, JSKE05, QNN03, SO03, SK06a].

Dami [Ano03-75]. damped [CC04b, FS04, LY09b, WWZ03, ZP01]. damping [IJBB00, LA00, ZY08]. dams [ZYY08]. Danny [Ano00-43]. Dantzig [LLL02]. Daphnia [Gou01]. Darcy [MS00].

Dario [Ano03-36]. Dasu [Ano03-31]. Data [Can03, CCN06, PLL03, SYC06, ABH08, AB08c, All02, Ano03, Ano00-50, Ano03-31, Ano03-43, Ano03-73, BFLL08, BR03, CSPJ05, Dim08, DY09, DE06a, FDY+08, FM08c, HW08, IKY06, JWC08, Kru08, LGH09, MRP08, MJ02, OTB+08, ROY01, SMW04, SWK07, TS00a, TD07, TZ08, WK04, WL06, WB01, Wu03, Ano04e].
data-driven [DE06a]. Database [KS07, Ano00d, NK01, NT02, ZCCB08, Ano00v].
databases [CS00b, CKY07]. David [Ano00-30, Ano00-36, Ano00-57, Ano00-60, Ano00-61, Ano00-84, Ano01f, Ano01s, Ano03-39]. Davidson [Ano03-77, FJ05].

Davies [Ano00-29]. Davis [Ano03-55, Ano03-70]. Dawn [Ano03s]. DBI [Ano00-62]. DC [Ano00-32, Ano00-33, Ano00-35, Ano00-66, Ano03-58]. DCNNs [ZS08a]. dead [AOS07, SPW08]. dead-core [SPW08]. death [Ano00v, LP00]. debates [Ano00-84]. Debian [Ano00-39].
debits [De 04]. debugging [Ano01d, TY03]. decay [AU03, BS01b, KL09]. Decent [Ano00-68].
decipherable [BSM01]. Decision [MM05a, PRA02, Che08b, Ehr02, Eke02, ESNP06, KKY06, LYL00a, LCL00, LLL08b, LY05a, MB02, QL08a, SJ08, TS00a, WS04a, WL07b, XZ08b].
decision-making [Che08b, WL07b]. Decisions [Ano03x].
decoding [Pan03, S000]. Decomposition [CZLN06, HS07, AV00, AK03, BHEKE07, BD04c, Chn05, Gra03, GS06, GL00, Han08, JYDH02, JDH03, JDY08, Jin09, JR01, KP05a, Kay04, KPP00, LHC08, LCHL06, Les02, Le05, LY08a, LW09c, LT01, LLL02, Mar09, MAK02, OLAS01, Pan00, S000, SSSH01, Sch01, SC02, Waz00, WS04b, YS04, ZW03a].
decompositions [Sau07, S006]. decreasing [CD06, GA09, KA07, Wan09b, ZC09b].

Dedication [CEG04, Dey00a, GS05, SY03a, dKLR09].
defect [Lee04].
deficiency [LGGS06].

Defined [CD06, GA08, DA02, CR06, FH07, Gal02b, KDC08, Kmo04, NR01, POS03, Pte09, Sav08a, Sya02, XA09].
definite [ES01, LHL07, MOP06, Sun00, Xie00, YH04, YTEC02].
definition [Ely04, XCS+08, YL04a].

Definitions
definitive
[Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-65]. Deflation
[PV01]. deflections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07],
deforming [HRM08]. Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].

Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].

Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].

Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].

Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].

Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].

Degenerate
[ZW06, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, GL06, KLJ09, LST02, SC00a]. degradable
[NS00]. degradation
[PV01]. connections [LM03]. deformable
[FM08a, FF07, ZS07]. deformation [Bat07].
Ano00-91]. Detachment [Ano00-42].

Detectability [BHC007]. Detecting [KHS00, Ros03, HHR07, WSO08].

Detection [AS07, BIKL06, GHC09, HHC08, IDM08, JSK+04, JSKE05, KKS04b, ZMLG09].
detector [ARS03]. deteriorating [HY06, HL08b, MM08a, MM08b].
deterioration [HY06, HL08b, MM08a, MM08b].
determinants [HL05]. Determination [CA09, ÖY07b, TB09, Tou05, HSM00, HS02, Ikh08, Lam05, MM08b, NT08, RV01].
determined [SS09c, ZLY09]. Determining [MPTV06, HY06, VLZG01]. Deterministic [BBGG08, BBM08, LC07a, AC00, LCL08, MS08, Ano00y].
detonator [BT03].
detours [HSG+06]. Deu
hard [Ano00-67, Ano04p]. Development [Ano01k, EA03b, PM08, TZ08, Ano03-75, CPP07, Dra06, HW07, Rec00].
development [AW01]. deviated [Jan07], deviating [Can08, Don09, Jan09, JA03, Kop01, Liu08a, SL07a, Wan04b, Won08, ZT07]. deviation [XXLD04]. deviations [AA08, BX07].

DGFEM [WFS03]. diabetes [SYHC06].
diagnosis [SYHC06, YY07]. diagonal [CT09, HX03]. diagonalization [CFY08].
diagram [DMVR00]. diagrams [KKS04b].
dialogue [Ano00-64]. Dialogues [Ano03-89].

Diameter [YMTE05, MP05, She00].
dichotomy [HM01]. dielectric [SBD+00].
diesel [HK08]. Dieter [Ano03-71].

Difference [ATT03a, AE06, CD06, TZ01, Wan06b, Ag01a, AZ01, AOW05, AD03, AO05, AY06, AO09, AK01, AP03, ACH01, Ayk04, BP03, BNGA07, COEPO0, Cab01, COE03, CY05, CY06, CHS02, CP01a, CDM01, CDM03, CD05b, CZ03b, CS04, CHE03, CKZ01, CRK03, CK04, CCK00, CK02b, C03, Coh00, CP01b, CD05c, DJ08, DS04, DN03, fDxZ11, DK04, DP07, DR01b, DH03, DDM08, EM09a, EM03, EM09c, ERRY01, FH03, FT03, Gla00, Gla03, Gla04, Gla05a, Gla05b, Gla06, Gla07a, Gla08, Gla09, GJM03, GNR05, GH03, GW01b, HJW05, HW09, Hl01, HX07, HL03b, HM01, HSS01, IS04, IJB00, JV01, JKN09, JK09, JA03, JLT04, JT07a, JT07b, JZ03, KK09, KC02, KZ02, Kar09, Kha09, KKKZ02, Kop01, Kra01, KLF01, LFZ00, Li01b, LA03, LZL04, LS04b, LZ04a]. difference [LZ05, LYW02, LLT08, Lin05, Lin06a, LZ02, LL02, LG04a, LC04, LG04b, LY08d, LL08b, LKK09, LYG05, LPvST07, LS01a, Lu02, MHS01, Med01, Mic03, MPV02, Mur08a, Nic04, Pao01a, PS04, Pen02, PHW03, PS01, PS03b, PP04, Pit01, Pit03, Roe09, Rom01, Sah01, SMM02, SW04, SL00a, Shi03, SDZ06, Sie03, Ste08, SS06, SX06, SBD+00, TYP00, Tan02a, Tan02b, TL08, TA01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TMG03, TK07, TZ40b, TX04, Trz7, WZ00, WJA08, WG08a, We05, WA01, WX03b, cWcX09, XTX01, XT04b, Xu01, Xu03a, YW07, YTOC08, YZZC09, ZZ00a, Zha01b, ZP01, ZC01, ZD01, Zha01c, ZZ01b, ZZ02a, ZSKZ03, Zha03b, ZW03a, ZA03a, ZL03, ZD03, ZT04, ZM04a, ZY05, ZYE07, Zha90e, ZW00b, ZW01, ZC01, ZH01, Zh01, ZZ03b, ZC01, ZH04, Zh08b].
Differences [CD03, Fer03, Jun01, LY08a].
different [Hav08, ICH09, HB04, Kon09, Sma01, VB01, ZL09a]. Differentiability [Sy01b, HR02]. differentiable [Kir08, LV03, YHT04]. Differential

[Che00a, HM04, Lin06b, NCK+08, NON+08, Rom01, SW02b, WY06, WS04b, ZLMW06, ZCW06, AETEZ07a, AB08a, AVLPN04, AP08, AML02, AL04, AN09, ATY08, AB08b, AJ09a, AJ09b, AU09, AIS08, AE07, Ano00-66, Ano03-42, Ano03-59, Ano03-67, Ano04f, Ano04y, Ano04z, AO08a, Ash05, ACH01, AT02, BMHV09, BUP09a, BUP09b, BF03, BX07, Bai08, BA01, BM01, BM02, BJ02, BK04, BHEKE07, BN00, BH01, BH04a, BGO04, BHN04b, BG05, BRRS08, BBI05, BB099, BG08, BA09b, BA09c, CCP02, CJO5, CT05, CCJ08, Can08,
differential

[Rom01, Sah01, cWcx09, YZZC09].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional

[BK04].

differential-functional
Mar05a, MM08d, PG04, Qua01, RRR07, Raz00, RR08, Roo08, SN02, SD08, SKG01, SYHC06, TG02, TG03, TCX08, VH06, Wan03b, WG07b, WYL08a, Waz05d, WK03, WZ08c, XYC Tie’09, YZ02b, Yan03a, Zha07b].

**dimensionless** [MO08]. **dimensions** [AC04, AC05, CD05a, CAZ01, CY00, DMSV00, ER07, GS07a, KU01, LYW04, Ren03, SS07b]. **Dimiter** [Ano00w]. **Diophantine** [MZ04]. **Dirac** [QZ05]. **Direct** [Slo07, Ste06, BMHV09, dSM02]. **direction** [HLW07, LY09a, MLW09, WYH00, Xie08, YX09a, ZH09]. **Directional** [Yav05b, HM00, LTY05, WNS09, ZMLG09]. **directions** [CG01, JZT07, Wan02d, Ano03t]. **Dirichlet** [AOS07, JN07, Kru05, Kru08, LWY02, SNG06, STA02, Wei00, WYZ01, Yan06a].

**disambiguation** [Ano04-32]. **disasters** [LL06b]. **disc** [Ung03]. **disc-transformation** [Ung03]. **discipline** [PdlF07]. **Disconjugacy** [CH03, LYG05]. **discontinued** [dZmClQ09]. **discontinuities** [KM07, MP02a, Slc006]. **discontinuity** [BGAM09, UA06, VC03, Zha09a]. **Discontinuous** [ASL06, SW06, Abu01, AA05, COEP00, CH00a, Che00b, Dha06, GMS07, Kru08, LI02, RW03, RPO03, WL08c, Yao07, Zha09e].

**Discounted** [KKY06]. **discounting** [DKO03, MM08a]. **Discovering** [LJSH09]. **discovery** [YZWL09, Ano03-43]. **Discrete** [AO01c, AGO03a, AP04, And03, AM04, CDJR03, CCS08, Dib01, Hil01, IY06, IDOK06, JCO0, LKH03, V04, XX09b, AHRT09, AM08a, AG00a, ATT03b, ALS08, All05, ACCM07, A01, AAD03, Ano04x, AC03, BD01, BCJ08, BD03, CAHCL09, CG08, CJ05, CF04, Che01b, Che04a, CZ05a, CWL07, Cse06, DCO0, DMSV00, DCS09, Dib03, EIR03, GPV06, GW01a, GM09b, GHW04, GSS04, GK03, HHR07, HT02, HZ03, Hor08, HC01, HZ08b, HS01, JSF00, Kar05, KCO05, LZX08, Ma07, MXZ09, MBI08, Mah09, MRT04, Mc03, Mie01, Mur07b, OLAS01, PW00, RGTT01, RGTT03, SBPD08, Son09, SF07, SZ09, Sun05b, Sun06a, TLLM08, TCX08, Uhb04, UTC08, Wan00e, Wan01, Wan03b, WZ07b, WLWC08, WZZ09, cWcX09, Xu04, YJ0808, YH03, ZSG04, ZCM01a, ZWCW00, ZL09b, Zho03, ZW03b, ZH04, Ano04g].

**discrete-continuous** [SF07]. **discrete-delay** [HC01]. **Discrete-time** [AM04, IDOK06, LKH03, AHRT09, CÁHCJL09, GM09b, GHW04, GSS04, Kar05, MBI08, Mah09, Sun05b, Sun06a, WZ07b, WZZ09, YH03, ZW03b, ZH04].

**discrete-velocity** [Mie01]. **Discretization** [Lia04, YH04, AS09a, Far01, HCL07, HS04b, JMR00]. **discretizations** [PD06]. **discretized** [AMV08, AU03, Far02, IY06, You04].

**discrimination** [Gar01]. **discrimination** [Lin08a]. **discussion** [WWH05].

**discussions** [Ano00-84]. **disease** [AVAGP08, GPAA09]. **disfocality** [LY05]. **disjunctive** [Am07]. **disk** [Ari09b, BC02, BC03, GM00, Ikh08, KS03a, KY00, Tur07, Yav05a, Yav05b, Yav05d, Yav07a]. **disks** [AK08a, AG09, Gal08a, LM03]. **dispatch** [LCL09]. **dispersal** [CCW00, Cui02].

**dispersion** [CGPB08, MKSB08, MS00, Roo08, SC00b].

**dispersion-advection** [CGPB08].

**dispersive** [VNG04, Yan03a, ZTW09, ZW09a].

**displacement** [De02, LY08d, MB08].

**displacements** [AK08a]. **dissection** [KKS08].

**dissipation** [KJJ09, Man05].

**Dissipative** [All05, Mor01, GS08, H03a, Pnu02, SWX06, You04].

**dissipative-type** [GS08]. **Dissipativity** [Gan06].

**dissolution** [AVB08].

**Distance** [Fro08, MUHdH03, Bax06, She02, She04b, YT00, ZZ09b].

**distillation** [HM03b]. **distinct** [PT00, YT00].

**distress** [CCF06].
distributed [Ano00-54, Can08, CLS07, DR04, Don09, HL02c, Hua05, HLCW07, LPRH05, LDZW05, tLW08, LHYM09, LC07b, Raz00, RB06, Sha09, Wan04b, WFC04a, WL06, YL04c, ZLLL08].

Distribution [Ata09, DA06, LC06a, Wu08b, Gil00, IWL04, IUCR06, Kaw06, Kum06, IWLJ09, Nab04, ND05b, ND05a, SS09d, Wan02e, YC07a].

Distributions [CD06, SNG06, ZHZT06, Ata09, GSS04, Kon09, Kum06, LWZ04, Nad05].

disturbance [SKU01].

disturbance-rejection [Kar05].

disturbances [MM07a].

divergence [KC05a].

divergent [H209a].

diverse [Ano03f].

dividend [BCJ08].

divisibility [KM03b, MR06, MYR09, SM03, SMOK05].

division [TS00b, Tan03b].

divisors [Coo05].

dix [Ano01n].

dM [Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-47, Ano00-46, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01w].

dNA [Dar08, RM08, SK06a, Tan00, XCC+09, ZWC+09].

do [Ano00-90].

document [GZZ09].

dollarization [Ano03z].

domain [AV008, ADH+03, AV00, BD04c, CSX01, Gra03, GL00, HJW05, HL09, ITT07, JZ08, JR01, KPP00, Kru03b, Kru05, Kru08, Lev06, LY08a, LK04, Lin08a, Liu00, MRMR02, Sch01, WY07, WS04b, WS08c, Xu07a, YS04, ZW03a, Ano04q].

domains [CZ06, Den07, Din04b, HH02a, HH02b, JY08, Ren03, XM08].

dominance [CL01, HX03].

dominant [Yu04].

dominated [BCGP03, BMM+06, Che04f, GY08, Ili04, PDBH03, Wan02c].

dominating [HHJS03, HLCW07].

domination [HX07].

dominon [Gar00].

donald [Ano04s].

done [Bat07].

dordrecht [Ano00h, Ano00v].

dortmund [Ano03-88].

dot [HW05c].

double [BG07b, CWZZ07, GH03, CB02, LP08a, LF09, Lu09c, M002, NF03, ÖY09, Sav08a, SH06, Waz05a, ZAAESG09, Zhu05, ZMM07].

double-sequence [Moo02].

double-step [Zhu05].

doubling [MM06].

doubling [Douglas [An000n, Ano04d]].

dover [Ano03p, Ano03q].

dPR1 [PKM+06, PMR+08].

dr. [Ben01].

drain [DPU07].

drainage [DK09].

drawing [Kor05].

drbem [YTEC02].

driscoll [Ano03-66].

drive [Ano04c].

driven [DHY06, DE06a, GPvZ06, MRP08, WSG08, Zha03b].

dRM [FP02].

drop [Kor00b].

dry [Gla07b].

drying [CM06].

dSeSC [Pan05a].

dual [Mal04, Ano03-68, CKL06, DD08].

dual-primal [CKL06].

dual-rate [DD08].

duality [ZhYL05, CLT09, GHH08, GA06, KT03b, Zal02, Zal03].

duals [TB09].

duct [Gla08, Gla09].

due [Ano03-68].

duelling [Ano03-27].

duffing [Fan09, ÖY07b, PHAF09, WGO6].

duffing-harmonic [ÖY07b].

duplication [LLL08b].

durand [BGP04].

durations [Lin08b].

dusty [GGD00].

dv [Waz05c].

dYakonov [SSSH01].

dynamic [DH08c, GL09b, HC09, KN04, KWT02, LTYB09, CL08+09, Mig06, SDC08, SZ09, SZ06, YC07b, AR09, AR10, Ano03-79].

dynamic [Ano03-51, Ano04-27, A009, CKCG03, CL07b, CWZZ07, CS02c, DM07, DE06a, Gal06a, HNR08, HT05, JEP08, K008b, LW09b, MQ05, MH09, Nak06, SA03, Wan08a, WSZ02, WZ07c, Yav06, ZS05, ZLZ09, Zho08, SH02].

dynamic- [SH02].

dynamical [LY09, Qiu08, CZ05a, DRL07, Dog05, Don04, Hau06, HHR02, LBW09, Noel02b, SNA09, TaL09, CL0+08, ZL09a, Zhao3].

dynamics [DDM06, GAP+09, WW04b, Zha09f, ZHO4, AACLM08, A008, Ano03-54, Ano03-65, Ano04b, BAE09, BRC00, CSC+09, JSG08, KLMR03, LP04, Lo 02, MRT04, Qiu08, Raz00, RZH03, SA02, SASHS09, TL07, XZZ01, YK00, Ano03r].

dynamo [RF09].

dysarthria [KT09].
PSES07, SB00, YLL08]. Eigenvalues [WS08c, ZQC08, DMSV00, GS04, HH07, Hu08, LR03, LH05a, LYC07, PV01, RSR00, Wu08b, XZ09a, YFT04]. eigenvectors [Kor05, YFT04]. eight [Pla07].

eight-tetrahedra [Pla07]. eikonal [Qs03].

Einstein [Ahl02, Ung00, Ung05, Ung07, ZZ09c].

EinSum [Ahl03]. Eiter [Ano01n]. either [Kt03a]. El-Mistikawy [Ari09c].

Elastic [AC09, LLS+09c, Ak08a, CO07, CA09, DHO8a, DD00, GGDO0, GAA06, HL08, HGS07, IN07, KL01, MG03, RB06, St07, YLB06].

elasticity [Ara01, BCS03, CK03, JKR08, Liu00, RB06, RB07].

elasto [NLR00]. elastoplastic [HD08].

elasticity [Mar05a].

electronics [Be05a]. electric [MH09]. electrical [KPSW06].

electrically [HM05a, Mos08]. electromagnetically [SK00, Tan07, ZRS05].

Electron [Gre01, TG03]. Electronic [Ano03-88, Ano00-76, Ano00-77, Jua03].

Electroosmotic [DHY06].

electrostatic [KL05]. Element [ASL06, SK06c, AS03a, ABBDD01, ABBDP04, AM09, Ano03-84, Ban00, BT03, BJB04, Bed02, BCS03, Bla04, Bla07, BG04b, BH01, BKK08, BLS05, CJL04, Che00a, Che04f, Che04a, Che00b, Coo05, DW08a, DMVR00, EP04, FK01, FR04, GY08, Gir03, He02, HL06, HGS07, IN07, KK02, KPP00, KS06, KP06, Li00a, LLL02, Li02, LW09d, Liu05, NS07, NS08, OP01, OLS06, OIL08, OIL09, PLL03, PDB03, SNO1, SMH08, Ses03].

element-finite [NS07]. elementary [He09b].

elements [Ano03-34, AMV08, HM00, KK06b, MS04a, Pet04, SN02, SB06, TV07, Wu00].

eleven [ZL07a].

Ellsworth [Ano00-42]. Elsevier [Ano00-85].

email [Ano00-60, Ano00-61]. Embedding [LT109, KM01, ZQ09b]. embeddings [DBX04].

emerge [AA08]. emphasize [NKCS08]. Empirical [Ano03-78, Jati04, Ano03v, Cho08, Hau06].

employing [WF01]. EMQ [LCT08].

emulation [Yan03b]. enclosure [MO08].
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Finito [ASL06, CC08, CDO6, GNR05, Jai05, KC02, Lia05, LY08d, Pao01a, Raz00, SMH08, SK06c, AHN06, AS03a, AMT03, An03-84, AMV08, A009, ACH01, Bao00, BDA02, BJB03, BCS03, BM05b, BIA04, Bla07, BG04b, BHO1, BKK08, BM0+06, BLS05, CIL04, CHS02, CWY08, Che04f, Che00b, CHM06, CCP09, DW08a, DMVR00, dXZ11, DDF02, EP04, FK01, FR04, FY08, GM09b, Gu07, GSS04, JW05, He02, HL06, HGS07, HSS01, IS04, IN07, JKN09, JKY06, KK09, KPP00, LS08, KP06, KUM04, Li00a,
finite-buffer [GSS04]. Finite-difference [GNR05, AO09, HJW05, IS04, Nic04, Roe09, SDZ06, PLL03, PDBH03, Ses03].

Finite-dimensional [Raz00, CHM06, TCX08]. Finite-Element [ASL06, SK06, Lia05, AS03a, BJBL03, BCS03, Bla04, BG04b, BLS05, CJL04, Cole04, FR04, HL06, KLS06, KP06, OLS06, PLL03, PDBH03, Ses03]. finite-strain [Ste07]. finite-volume [BM05b, BMM06].

First-Order [NF03]. First-Order-Integration [AN06]. Flows [Hay06, HLMR08, AA05, APS07, Bab09, Ban00, BC00, BJK09, BCGP03, CLL09, Dog08, Fer03, Gla04, Gla05b, Gla07b, Gla08, GMS07, HHK06, JS04, JY08, LLCS02, LLC08, MM07a, MG03, NS07, Pad06, TRD08]. flows-theory [Gla05b].

flowshop [XXLD04]. flows [XXLD04]. fluctuations [AK08a, lacc07]. Fluid [BR06, Hay06, SGR09, AS09a, ASHA08, AZB08, AH08, An03r, An03-88, AO09,
Franz [Ano03f]. Frazer [Ano00-87]. Fréchet [LV03, AO01a]. Fréchet-differentiable [LV03]. Fredholm [BMHV09, CK08, DI08, Had03, LN07, Pa01b, YLD09]. Free [GC06, GCN06, BI02, CT02a, CKKK06, DPU07, FG00, bJQxCO9, LHC08, MPP08, Pad06, PB01, Pan05b, PMQR09, Ryo04, UHuI09, WX03c, WSZ03, WK05, Zai03]. freedom [Mos08, PP08]. Frequency [Lin08a, AVA01, CSX01, Fan09, JZ08, OY07b, Zha09a, ZXID09, Zha09g]. frequency-amplitude [Fan09, OY07b, Zha09g]. Frequency-domain [Lin08a]. Frequent [XT04b, LGH09, ZY07]. friction [BOP07, SBPD08, TRD08]. Frictional [Mig06, ZMM07]. frictionless [FS04]. friendly [Ano00-87]. Frobenius [CBJ01, WW08a]. frog [Sny00]. front [Gou01, Ano03-37]. Frontiers [Ano03-38]. frying [FM07, FM08a]. Fuchsiaian [LTS03]. fugacity [CGPB08]. Full [SC07, Ano03-71, Gal05, JH09]. Full-rank [SC07]. Fully [Ste06, LUZ05, SSSH01]. Function [Sar06a, AS05, AS07, AM08b, Aou08, AY09, Ad09, Asu11, BSR02, Ban07, BB09a, BA09a, BB08b, Can03, CLMM06, Cha08, CFC06, DCW08, Dra03b, Dh07, Elk06, FDWC02, GGA09, GPL08, HR01, HSO0, KH09, K009b, KHS00, LTY09, LF03, LH05b, Mert05, MF01, OS08b, PD06, PS09, PB02, RTGTO1, SERG09, SV06, Sar06b, Sav08a, SDB09, SD06, TD07, VTR04, WYL08b, mWmZ09, WJS09, Weii00, WZ09, WH07, Xie08, XYC09, XTYZ08, YC07a, YZZC09, YTEC02, ZTW09, ZX09, ZLN06]. function-based [SDZ06]. function-value [MF01]. Functional [HLY06, HL07, LHP07, MCZ00, SW02b, AB08a, AML02, Ayk04, BF03, BX07, BS00, BA01, BPA03, BM01, BM02, BK04, BHN01, BHN00a, BGO04, Cab01, CCP02, CFM02, CH00a, CP01a, CP02, CD09, CWZ07, CD05c, CHR09, DHM05, Du08, ERY01, GYS05, GL09b, GZ06, HPT05, HM05b, HZ03, HYLW00, HZ08b, HC02, Hu05, Ibr09, KZ02, LZL04, LZJ06, LF08, LX00, LL08b, LD02, LQ05b, Mar09, Mus06, Nie01a, NRL00, NRL06, NRL08, SW02a, SL07a, SDC08, TBG05, WJX04, WZ00, Wan00d, WS08, WWC08, WH05, WZ06, XX09a, Zen09, ZZ01a, ZZ04]. functional-differential [HC02]. functions [Cap00, PS04]. Functions [BFL06, DE06b, AO01b, AC02, AÖS04, AIS08, Ana04d, Ana08, AHS00, Aou08, ASS08, AM08c, AY09, AD09, BMHV09, Bal00, BKN09, BBCD02, Bax02, Bax06, BI02, BCGA08, BD07, Bih06, BV09, BPW00, Boy01, BR03, Bh06, CYX09, CCS02, CGGC02, C06, CW08, CZLC08, CC09b, CK06, CCHK08, Chu07, CC08b, DGPV06, DW08b, DGR04, DS07, DR02, Don04, DS06b, Dr08, DF02, Du08, EAA09, FF02, Fan02b, Fly06, FWL04, FLW06, GKO2, Gal02b, GS02, Gau00, GA06, HL02a, HYZ06, HS07, HHS07, Hof03, Hon02, HF00, IWL04, IW06, Jah04, JS01, JWS04, Jun01, Jun06, Km00, KH00, KDC08, KLP09, Kov00, KT03b, YL08a, LF05, Li00b, L01c, LLML03, LL03a, LTY05, LWY02, LWY04, Lin08c, LU09a, Mis05, MA09b, MDPD02, Nes01, Nob06, NCK08, Oro02, OF08, PdlF09, PS03a]. functors [PS07, Pie09, PG08, PD04, Rap01, SN02, SM00, Sri03, Sum00, SJL09, TZ03, TL06, Uhl04, UA06, VBGO7, Wac00, Wan00a, WY08b, Wan08b, WSZ09, WJS09, WHL02, WW08c, XC04a, Xu02b, Xu03b, XC07, Xu08a, XA09, Y006, YW07, YW08a, YH11, Za02, Za03, Zen00, ZG02, ZC06, ZCL08, Zha08b, ZL08b, Zha08d, ZS08b, Zhn09b, dSOGMR04]. functors [EGM02]. fundamental [CWLC07, SKG01, YTC08, Ano00-31]. Fundamentals [Ano00-39]. Further [TX04, Wan02a, WA01, BD04a, Jun06, Kir08, LXY09, MPU00]. fusion [WWHL09].
future [Ano00-76, Ano00-77]. Fuzzy
[AEC06, Ana04a, Ano05f, CC05, CC08a, DCLF09, Eke02, ESNP06, EMP^+06, Fot09, GL05, HSL03, KDY09, LZL06, LLS09b, LCWL06b, She05, Sh05, SL06a, TL06a, TYW05, WS04a, WLW09, XMW09, YL04b, AVLNP04, AH09, Ana04c, Ana04e, AD08, Ano00-47, AA09b, BM01, BM02, BM04a, BW06b, CCRMRF00, CCRM040, CCSL04, C06, CL01, CL02b, CT08, CZ09a, CCL02, Che04g, Cho03, CSLC07, CT02b, CL09, DL09, DFB03, DZQ06, DSA09, DCR07, EGM^+02, ES08b, GS08, GYPL08, GPL08, GYPL09, HJWL03, HLCL00, HCWC07, HF00, HLY09, HLY09, Hu08c, HLZ09, Isk02, Isk04, Isk08, Jun09, JY11, KH02b, KH02c, KLP09, KC05b, yL08a, YL07a, LCY100, LC100, LML02, LLML03, LL03b, LMHW05, LC07a, LC08, mLpW08, JL08a, LSL09, LLJ09a, sLhYL09, LLL08b, LH05b, LCWL06a, LCWL06c, LWL08, L0308, LTL09b, Liu09a, Lu06, LHL07, MZ090, MM05a, MGG05]. fuzzy [MM08a, NL07, NLL08, PL01a, PL01b, PKM08, Pan05c, Pan07b, PdlF07, PdlF09, RFCRRM03, SW09, SSL07, SN03, SFL02, SWL05, SWX06, Sya01b, SLJ04, SL06c, SJL08, TB09, Tan03a, TAT07, Tia01, WT00, WL07b, WK08, WML08, WL08b, WHS08, WL09a, WI08, Wu03, Wu04, Wu08a, WWHL09, XZ08b, XTZ08, YLY^+09, YL09b, YYNK03, YW08c, YLD08, YZW09, YX09b, YL04a, YL05, yL09, yL09, ZAAESG09, ZDS08, Z08, ZhYL05, ZY06, ZL06, ZBL07b, ZXTL09, ZL05]. fuzzy-random [Ana04c]. Fuzzy-rough [XMW09]. fuzzy-stochastic [PKM08]. fuzzy-wavelet [Ana04c]. fuzzy-weighted-average [CH05a]. fuzzy/fuzzy [PKM08]. fuzzy/fuzzy-stochastic [PKM08]. FVS [LW09a].

G [AHRT09, Ano00o, Ano03-32, Ano03-33, Ano03-42, Ano03-85, AM04, Gup02a, JC05, KA02, LH03, LL06b, LW09, Wan04a, WZ07b, WX09a, GLZ00]. Gabriel [Ano03]. Gagne [Ano00i]. Gale [Ano00u]. Galerkin [ABBD01, ABBDP04, AV08, RAK09, BLS05, EGZ04, GW01a, Gir03, LY09a, MEG08, MS04b, RW03, RP03, SW06]. Galois [TS00b]. Galvin [Ano00i]. Gambosi [Ano00o]. Game [CE02, EAE09, FM08c, TOH03]. games [Ano00-57, AMR05, CS02c, Din00a, Din00b, DP03, Gal08c, HLY08, KL02, MS03, ND01, NSQ02, PRA01, PRA02, SA03, Wu00, Wu01, Ano03-49, Ano04b]. Gamma [Ata09, Kun06, Sli02, Gal02a, Mer05, PG08]. gaps [HHR07]. Garber [Ano03-38]. GARCH [GT08]. Garfinkel [Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00v]. Garrett [Ano00z]. Gas [Tan01, BRC00, CS08, Dem00, Gla04, Gla09, Kor00a, KV03, NMD09, PP08, YLZ01]. Gas-kinetic [Tan01]. gas-phase [KW03]. gases [Gla07a, Tan01, DSM02]. Gasmi [Ano03w]. Gauker [Ano03-90]. Gauss [AG03, CLM03, Kov00, LZJ04, LCC08, MC07, Sha09]. Gaussian [CH05b, CHM06, EPS05, HL07, XX09b, Ano03-40]. Gauschi [Ano03-46]. Gaver [VA04]. GBP [Ano00d, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00u, Ano00x, Ano00y, Ano00v, Ano00w, Ano00-28, Ano00-47, Ano00-46, Ano00-50, Ano00-56, Ano00-71, Ano01d, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01w, Ano03-37, Ano03-82, Ano03-48, Ano03-69, Ano04j, Ano04i, Ano04k, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04z]. GDQ [Che04a, TV07]. GDSS [SHS05]. Geert [Ano03-89]. Gegenbauer [FF01]. gene [AMYS^+09, FM08c, Ano03-41]. General [DL08, Roe09, WW09a, ZAY08, AHRT09, AZ01, Ano04-27, AK00, Boy07, CHY01, Din00a, GGA09, Hol01, HCLF01, HGS07, JZQ07, JL09b, KA02, LV03, LP04, LLNS05, MP07a, MH02, MRT05, NOY01, N000a, N002a, PS04, PG06, Sun05b, Sun05c].
Generalisation [Ano03-48], generalised [KFMH06, SB03]. Generalization [LY04, WD07a, Kir08, Lon03, MJD08, MPU00, PCRR09, ULI02]. Generalizations [Jun09, SJL09, THD08, Wan09c, Xie01]. Generalized [AAI05, AI06, AEC06, AA09a, Ant08, BH00, CyL08, Din02, FjH07, GSS02, fHCH09, HBCK00, HX03, Jeo04, yL06, LCJL03, LKS08a, LKS08b, Nie01a, Pie09, RR08, SB00, Tia01, Ver08b, WX09b, Yan03a, YD08, ZDS08, AOLL04, Aou08, AY09, AD09, APS07, Ash05, AAR03, BZN07, BGAM09, BDGR01, BCR04, CL08y, CG08y, CGY09b, CWY02, CWW08, CH09, DLSB08, DRR09, DH08b, DGT08, DP02, DY08, Don04, GEM02, FW00, FM06, FF01, FMFV08, FAF09, FS07, GL09a, GPL08, GA06, HSG06, Hua01, IUCR06, JG07, JZ02, JZL04, JZT07, KK08a, KT08, KY02, Kov00, KTK03b, KI04, LLWY00, LZZ04, LD08, LHT07, Mah09, MWH08, Mis05, MK08, NC09, P10a, PSS07, PWX08, Pat05, PPA08, PL05b, PZ07, PY09, Pia06, RMM00, RB06, RB07, SD09, SERG09, Sav07b, SPO8a, SC07, SWK08, ST02, SDCL08, TD0y, Wan00a].

Generalized [AAl05, A106, AE046, AAA09a, Ant08, BH00, CyL08, Din02, FjH07, GSS02, fHCH09, HBCK00, HX03, Jeo04, yL06, LCJL03, LKS08a, LKS08b, Nie01a, Pie09, RR08, SB00, Tia01, Ver08b, WX09b, Yan03a, YD08, ZDS08, AOLL04, Aou08, AY09, AD09, APS07, Ash05, AAR03, BZN07, BGAM09, BDGR01, BCR04, CL08y, CG08y, CGY09b, CWY02, CWW08, CH09, DLSB08, DRR09, DH08b, DGT08, DP02, DY08, Don04, GEM02, FW00, FM06, FF01, FMFV08, FAF09, FS07, GL09a, GPL08, GA06, HSG06, Hua01, IUCR06, JG07, JZ02, JZL04, JZT07, KK08a, KT08, KY02, Kov00, KTK03b, KI04, LLWY00, LZZ04, LD08, LHT07, Mah09, MWH08, Mis05, MK08, NC09, P10a, PSS07, PWX08, Pat05, PPA08, PL05b, PZ07, PY09, Pia06, RMM00, RB06, RB07, SD09, SERG09, Sav07b, SPO8a, SC07, SWK08, ST02, SDCL08, TD0y, Wan00a].

generators [CGFS09]. Generic [DTZF03, NK01, WB09]. genes [Mic08, MD06, ZCC08]. Genetic [SA03, SP09, WWWL08, Cha09, CCL02, Hau06, JCCT09, Lee01a, LLJ09a, MMD04, SKU01, WNS09, WFTL09, XD02, YZHY09, ZXTL09, ZLN06].

genic [FY08, TB08]. genomics [RMC08, Ano03-53]. Genuinely [lli04]. Geo [GS07b, AHRT09, AM04, LKH03, WZ07b].

Geo/G/1 [WZ07b]. Geometric [CL08, DA06, OSSY04, Ana06, Ano00-41, CC05, Chu07, Gal08a, LG00, PKM08, Phu02, WZG04, WFLC05, WZ07a, Ano03-42]. geometric-mean [CC05], geometrical [Zha08c]. generally [HSM00, Ter00, ZM94]. generate [Lin07, ODO03]. generated [AT05, CLS08, NSQ02, TC09, WLY08b, Wei00].

generating [CC02, HHS07, MCH01, MH02, MCZ00, PXW09]. generation [CJL04, GG06, LBY09, NKCS08, YZY08].

Generator [LL05, LW04, TK02, Tan03b, Tan04].
Globally [Yan03f, SZ09b]. Gloria [Ano04-31]. Glowinski [WFC04b]. Glynn [Ano00-74]. GMRES [CJ04, HBP06, MAK03]. GMRES/LS [HBP06]. GNU [Ano00-33]. GNU/Linux [Ano00-39]. Goal [OP01, PDP05, PS08b]. Goal-oriented [OP01, PDP05]. goals [LI00c]. Golay [Sol00]. Gol’dberg [YXZ09]. golden [KN08, SA08]. Goldstein [HS04a, SS07a]. Goldstein-Levitin [HS04a]. Golinski [Ano00-80, Ano00-81]. Golomb [Blo00]. Golombs [Bu00]. Gompertz [LP08c, LP08b]. Gong [Ano00u]. Good [KA03, AA09b, BH00, Oze08, YL05]. goodness [Ano00-74]. goodness-of-ﬁt [Sür08]. goods [Bel01, YC07b]. Gordon [Ano03-78, SH08, WX09b, Lu09b, mWinZ09, Waz05a]. Gorges [ZYY08]. GPB [Ano04v]. GPS [BGA08, KKS+04a]. Graceful [MP05, MP08b]. grade [AS09a, ASH08, G07a, HASA07, HNSA09, MP08a, SM08, SANH08, SH010, VSK08]. grade-two [AS09a, GS07a]. gradient-based [ZLD08]. gradient-ﬁnite [FK01]. gradients [Bax02, KF05b, MPW07]. grading [Che04g]. Grain [AS06]. grains [PP08]. Gram [GLR05]. granular [BS08, LLC08, Pei02, TRD08, Wan00b, ZMM07]. granularity [CGM08]. Graph [LMA08, RM08, BR05a, Das04, Guo07, KC03a, KYA08, PM05b, WH08a]. graphical [DK003, LW09b]. graphics [Ano00-57, Ano00-35]. graphs [CPZ00, CZW08, CLS08, Den08, FL05, ISAAM09, KLZ08, Kor05, LL07, LL08a, MWH08, MV08b, NT02, WH08a, WHL+09, ZLY09, Ano03i, Ano03-83]. Grau [Ano04-31]. gravitation [Ano03-33]. gravity [Har01, RQH+08]. Gray [Ano00-74]. greatest [KFMH06]. Green [HL02a, Ho03, LWY02, LWY04, WC04, XD09, YW07, Zha08d]. Greecov [Ano03-87]. Greg [Ano00i]. Gregory [Ano03u]. Green [HL02a, Hof03, LWY02, LWY04, WC04, XD09, YW07, Zha08d]. Grid [BI02, MYR09, CJL04, CWZ03, SC00a]. Grid-free [BI02]. grids [BMH08, CHS02, CLK06, CY00, HS04b, LY08d, NST01, SMW04, ST08, TSZ02]. grids/projection [CG05]. Groetsch [Ano00-35]. Gropp [Ano00-88, Ano00-89]. Grossberg [Gon09, LWY02, NC09, RC07, ZHL07]. groundwater [AS09b, DPU07]. Group [Che04g, Ano03-58, Ano05f, BENT06, CL00, CCHK07, Don04, ES08b, FF01, NLL07, NLL08, PL01a, TSY09, Ung03, WL07b, YL04b]. grouping [TSY09]. groups [AK03, AA09b, BH00, Oze08, YL05]. growing [BBH07, BB09b]. Growth [ASL06, Bra08, bFFlT09, Ano03-28, BBI05, Boy01, CCW00, Cui02, GMG09, Tur04, YXZ09, ZC01, ZDLH08]. Grp [YL05]. GRPM [HZ09a]. GRPM-style [HZ09a]. Grüss [Ano07a, Che01c, DMP01, Liu07b, LN09, MPU00, Mat03, Nie09, ÖY09, Uje03, Xu06, Yan06b]. guaranteed [Par04b, PPI03, Ryo03]. guess [KLS06]. guide [Ano00-74, Ano00-82, Ano00-35]. FG00, Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-65, Ano03-72]. Gunter [Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano03w]. Gurland [Mer05]. Guus [Ano00-38]. GXH [LL05]. gyration [DZ06]. H [Ano00-55, Ano003f, Ano003r, Ano03-54, Ano04-30]. Haase [Ano00g, Ano00h]. Habib [Ano04v]. Hadamard [BV09, EAA09].
haemodynamic [MG03]. Hagen [Pru09].
Hahn [Ano03-65]. Haib [Ano04w]. Hairer [Ano03-42]. Hal [Ano00j, Ano00k]. Half [Buh06, DLSB08, DM08, DR01b, HM01, JEP08, KK08b, LG09a, MZ09, ÖZ07, TRG01a, TGS07, Yan04b, Zha09d].

half-line [DM08, HM01, MZ09, TGS07, Zha09d].

half-linear [DR01b, JEP08, KK08b, TRG01a].

Half-plane [Buh06, Yan04b]. halftoning [CCP09]. halibut [Ano03-80]. Hall [Ano00-34, Ano03-59, Ano04r, HHK06]. Hallam [Ano03-36]. Hamdy [GGE09, MM07a]. Hamero [Ano00-84]. Hamilton [Ano01-27, BH01, LL08a]. Hamiltonian [All5, AG03, CLM03, CZ03a, DCS09, GK03, HK07, KLZ08, LTT09, LD08, MWH08, MS02, PM01, WXM09, YJCZ08, ZHZT06, ZQ00, ZQC08]. Hamiltonian-connected [KLZ08]. Hamiltonian-connectivity [HK07]. Hamiltonian-laceability [HK07].

Hammerstein [WD08]. Hamming [AB08c, Sol00]. Hammond [Ano00-63]. handbook [EA03b, Ano03-43]. Handling [PGH+08, OM09, Waz07a]. Hankel [BS00a, Roj08]. Hans [Ano00-38, Ano00-58, Ano01w, Ano03e, Ano04f]. haplotyping [BGLT08]. hard [Ano03h, KS03a, LW09b]. hardback [Ano00-74, Ano04e, Ano04g].

hardware [Ano00s, Ano00t]. Hardy [Ano01w, Li00b, Har01, HZ08a, Kan09].

Harmless [SC00b]. Harmonic [Cat05, BGAM09, CW09a, DBX04, Fan09, Kru05, Leu00, Liu09c, ÖY07b, VG08, WC04].

harmony [BM00]. Harold [Ano03-49]. Harry [Ano00-42]. Hartman [Che01b].

harvest [ZWCW00], harvest/stock [ZWCW00]. harvesting [BBI05, HZ08b, WW04a, WLW08b].

Harvey [Ano00-69]. hash [CCHK08]. Hashagen [Ano01y]. Hatfield [Ano03-33].

having [AO01b, KP01, Mic03, PCRR09, WHL+09, WSZ03]. Hayes [Ano03-36].

Head [PKM+06]. Health [KS07, Ano03-38, Ano03-63]. head [CNK00, CRK02]. heap-mergesort [CNK00]. Heat [BC00, GC08, Bat07, Che04e, Dua09, Fei07, FQZ02, GL09c, GW06, HH02a, Hor01, MO08, MRdCV00, Mur07a, NSt01, OIL08, OIL09, Phu02, QFZ03, RB06, SlO9, WZ09, XL09, ZW03a].

heat-conduction [NSt01]. heated [JZC06, SHKL08]. heatfunction [MO08]. heating [SKU01]. Hebrew [Sch00]. Heck [Ano04j]. hedging [BM06]. Heidelberg [Ano00-47, Ano04f]. Heilbron [Ano01m].

Helge [Ano03-37, Ano03-74]. helical [FMFV08]. helicopter [VG08]. Helmholtz [DR01a, Krut03b, LWY02, LWY04, Lau07].

Helmut [Ano00q, Ano00r]. hematopoiesis [Wen02, WLZ07]. hematopoietic [AACL08].

hemicontractive [Bai01, HH03, Hua00]. hemirings [DSA09, Jun01]. Hemivariational [Mig06, HZ09b]. Hendler [Ano03-71].

Hendry [Ano00-30]. Henrik [Ano03-37].

Henry [Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano03-71]. hereditary [JJ01]. Hermite [AG01b, BV09, GW06, KL06, Mak09, MC07, Sun00].

Hermitian [Jia00a, LP08a, LHL07]. heteroclinic [GY09, LL03c].

Heterogeneous [SDK01, Ano04s, Col04, EAE09, XCL+08, Ano01n]. heterozygous [Ano08].

Heuristic [XD02, Ind02, WW09c, WYSS09].

heuristics [Ano03h]. Hey [Ano03-32].

Hibbert [Ano00-71]. hidden [Ano00-90, LWZ09, May00, R0303]. hidden-class-label [LWZ09]. Hierarchical [GAA06, STK08]. hierarchies [OS08a].

hierarchy [LD08]. High [AC02, AC05, Ana04b, Ana04c, CM04, IS04, Li01c, LCL06, LYF09, NJ08, AC04, BOP07, GGA09, GPPRM01, HNR08, Liu09b, Net07, Ou08, RC09, SCF+09, SR07, TGI02, VNG04, WF01, XLL03, XLT09a, XLT09b, Ano03-44].
High-energy \[\text{Ano03-44}\]. High-Order
\[\text{LCL06, AC02, AC05, Ano04b, Ana04c, CM04, IS04, NJ08, AC04, GPPRM01, Net07, On08, RC09, SCF+09, VNG04, WFO1, XLL03, XLT09a, XLT09b}\]. high-speed
\[\text{TGIM02}\]. Higher
\[\text{AK08b, BJBL03, CLT09, WWW08, AG003a, AORS03, ADP08, BNR05, CH04, EM09a, GW01b, Jia00b, Kra01, LFZ00, LA03, Li04b, Lin05, LGD05, Liu04a, Mas07, Pal01, PGT08, Pit03, RC07, SC03, SB06, WJA08, Waz00, WA01, Won08, Yan07, Zen09, ZL08d, ZG09b, Zho01, ZO03b, ZY08b}\]. highly
\[\text{CXZ09, SNT08, WK05}\]. high-speed
\[\text{SWK07}\]. Hilbert
\[\text{Ano01i, BV05, CGY09a, CZ09b, DW02a, DDF02, FHT05, HS09, Inc09, IL04}\]. Hill
\[\text{BBI05, GK04b}\]. Hilliard
\[\text{CCK00, UK08, Ye02}\]. Himmelberg
\[\text{Xie01}\]. Hirota
\[\text{LHT07, Wan09a}\]. histogram
\[\text{LG09b}\]. History
\[\text{Ano01y, Ano01m, Ano00l, Mus06, Ree00}\]. history-valued
\[\text{Mus06}\]. Hit
\[\text{SK06a, HIV}\]. HIV
\[\text{LMSH04}\]. HIV-1
\[\text{LMSH04}\]. HJB
\[\text{KX05}\]. HLI
\[\text{Ste06}\]. Hm
\[\text{Ano01f}\]. HM
\[\text{PT07, WLT07}\]. HMM-based
\[\text{PT07}\]. Hough
\[\text{LWZ04}\]. HP
\[\text{PDP05}\]. HP-adaptivity
\[\text{PDP05}\]. Hromkovic
\[\text{Ano03h}\]. Hsiao
\[\text{Ano04e}\]. Hu
\[\text{Ano03p}\]. hub
\[\text{QW09}\]. Huber
\[\text{Ano03f}\]. Hubert
\[\text{Ano03-65}\]. Huffman
\[\text{AMM00, MK03}\]. Hugdahl
\[\text{Ano03-77}\]. Hughes
\[\text{Ano01x}\]. Human
\[\text{Ano03-50, PS08b, BI01, GPAA+09}\]. Human-computer
\[\text{PS08b}\]. Hunt
\[\text{Ano00z}\]. Hurewicz
\[\text{WI08}\]. Hursley
\[\text{Ano01k}\]. Hussein
\[\text{Ano03k}\]. Huygens
\[\text{Zhu09a}\]. Hybrid
\[\text{CG09a, Dna07, Gir06, HS09, SLL03, Ano03-82, CPP07, CCH07, GL05, GLTS08, Han08, HB06, HK09, tLW08, MPW07, PKM08, PC08, SSO9a, WL05, WL06, XXC+09, YZHY09, ZY08, ZL09c, ZZ06}\]. hydraulic
\[\text{Dor01}\]. hydro
\[\text{YZWY08}\]. hydrocarbon
\[\text{CS08}\]. hydrodynamics
\[\text{JTRu09, MG08a}\]. hydromagnetic
\[\text{GG00}\]. hydropower
\[\text{LWL09}\]. Hyper
[MWH08, KYAA08, Man05].
hyper-dissipation [Man05].
Hyper-Hamiltonian [MWH08].
hyper-Wiener [KYAA08]. Hyperbolic
[Ung00, Ung01, ADDL04, Ano03-37, AO05, AY06, BB09b, BG08, CDJR03, Che04d, CCZK09, Din04b, FL03, Gar01, Gos00, KKO5, LY09a, PLD02, PJJP04, Soh05, Ung05, Ung07, WZG00, Zha09e, ZS08b].
hyperbolic-parabolic [AO05, AY06].
hypercube
[KK06d, KM01, SLTH09, ZXX05].
hypercubes [HK07].
hypergeneralized [BB08a].
hypergeometric [Aou08, AY09, AD09, CCS02, GSS02, HS07, IR08, WJS09].
hypergroups [DFFL09].
hyperideals [ZDS08].
Hyperinterpolation [CDV08].
hyperlogistic [LG04b].
hypermodules [Fot09].
hyperrings [ZDS08].
Hypersingular [Kru03a, KR01].
Hyperstructures [SM06].
i.i.d [PL05a]. Iacoboni [Ano04-28]. IBM
[Ano01k]. iCAM [LLT09]. iconic
[Ano03-83]. ideal
[BKR05, Gla07a, WL09a, WWH05]. ideals
[CCZK09, DSA09, JLZ09, JLP09, Jun10].
Identification
[BFO02, CM00, HD09, YM04a, BFKL08, Col04, DD08, GT08, HMCR00, MV08a, PP06, WFC04a, WD08, WTZY05, YM04b].
Identify [TD07, JKR08, MD06].
identities [WW09a, ZY08a]. identity
[AP04, Ano01-28, CD05b, Pad06, YJC09].
ideology [STV08]. idiots [Ano03-27].
IHCP [CM00, CM01b, Mur08b, YM04a, YM04b, ZCM01a]. II [ARS03, Ano01, Ano01x, Ano01-28, CD06, ARS02, ARS03, CCK00, Dha04, Har01, Ihk02, KPh00, LH00b, Lia04, PS01, SYHC06, Won00]. III [Ano00-84, Ihk04, RB06, RB07, SDCL08].
IIR [Cha06]. Ill
[SN01, WSZ02, CWZ03, HB04, KH00].
Ill-conditioned [WSZ02, CWZ03].
Ill-conditioning [SN01, KH00]. ill-posed
[HB04]. Illiad [Ano00-87]. illusion
[Ano04-31]. illustrated [Ano03-72]. Illustrations [Ano00-90, Ano04p]. ILU
[MAK03]. Image [CVW00, AMS08, ADH+03, BC00, BFKL06, BFKL08, CFM02, HCG08, Iac07, Li01c, LLS09b, LWZ09, MWZ09, OY06, PLP09, ZLN06, Ano04i].
images [LH00a, OY06]. imaginary
[LYC07]. imaging [IDM08, KPSW06].
immersion [FM08a, Ano04-31].
immigration [Ano01o]. immiscible
[BJK+09, Qia08]. Immune
[Zha06, LWLJ09, WWL06]. immunity
[ZSPZ08]. impact [Ano01z, AP09, DZ05].
impairments [YCC02]. impatience
[AP09]. impedance
[Kru03a, Kru03b, KPSW06]. imperfect
[Ano04-27, BM06, LCT08, TY03].
Implementation
[GPPRM01, VB01, BD01, DW09, HWHG08].
implementations [MHTR08]. implication
[ZL07b]. implications
[LSL09, LW08a, Luo06]. Implicit [FDx11, For01, Gir06, MM05b, MVS+07, Mur08a, Nko00, Ste06, Ano03-51, AG03, CYG09b, CCZK09, Fen08, GPPRM01, Hua01, JPV01, KO09a, yL08a, LY08a, NF03, Net05, Net07, PL05b, Rub07, Tia01, Ver03, YS04, ZZ02].
explicitization [WW08c]. implicitly
[Gal02b, Sya02]. importance [BK07].
imprecise [GHHD08]. Improper [CZW08].
Improved [FFK02, YSH03, ZYY08, Waz05b, YHS08, ZLN06]. Improvement
[Che01c, Kir08, MPP00, Mat03, TD09, BG11, LH05a, YW09a, WSZ02, Yus09].
Improvements [CCZK09, Jia09, Wu08c].
Improving
[AJ09b, Cha05, JYDH02, MRP08, WK03].
impulse [LZJ06, ZJLW06]. impulses
[DTZF03, GF06, Huo04, tLW08, Li08b, LFZ08, LY09, LX07, LS01b, Lu03, PG00, Pen02, WW08b, WD05, WZG06, ZM09].
Impulsive
[BHNO04a, De 02, LET06, PXXW06, Sat06, YZZ+08, ZLJW06, ZCW06, ATY08, ADN02, BHN01, BGO04, BHNO04b, CQJ03, CWZZ07, CK02c, CHR09, DHM05, DFY02, GS09, Guo02, HH04b, HPG06, Jan09, KZD03, LDZW05, Li08a, LS08, LB01, LSN05, Lj08b, MAH08, MG08c, NRL08, ÕZ07, PXW09, SDCL08, WF07, Wan08a, WFY09, Wei05, WH05, WTZY05, XLL04, XT08, XX09a, XLT09a, XLT09b, Yan01, Yan04c, YY07, ZS04, ZLY06, ZL09b, Zhu08b].

Impulsively [ZL09a].

incidence [HWC04, NTTS09].

incident [HWC04, NTTS09].

incorporated [Ano00-34, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-46, Ano01f, Ano01k, Ano03v, Ano03-34, Ano03-58, Ano03-67, Ano03e, Ano03-75].

Includes [Ano00-42, Ano00-78, Ano00-79].

including [GC06, GCN06, MM07b].

Inclusion [CK06, LC03, GYS05, PV00, YL09b].

Inclusions [AI06, AVLNP04, AA05, BV05, BN00, BGO04, BHNO04b, BG05, CGY08a, CGY08b, CKN04, CL07b, DY05, FHT05, Hu01, HF04, HN07, JI04, Jin07, Jin08, KB04, LCV06, yL08b, LKS08a, LHS08, N002a, PL05b, PZ07, STH08, Tia01, Ver09, XH07, ZGY05a, ZGY05b, ZGY05].

Incomplete [LN08, ZM04b, DK003, PRA01, PRA02, Sni03, TS00a, Whi00].

 incompressibility [Lee09].

Incompressible [HLMR08, Bla07, DH08a, GMS07, KK06b, MRRM02, Sta07, SL02].

Inconsistent [Tan03a]. Incorporating [zGtM08].

increasing [Dha07, SSX09, Sav07b, SL09]. increasingly [DF02, LF05].

Increment [KL03].

incremental [GZZ09]. increments [CH00b, HL07].

indefinite [HL08c, KK08b, Lz09]. independent [AN06, AK08c, HHJS03, KK05, LGS00, Li08, dG09].

Inderjeet [An00e, An00f].

Index [An0061, Lam05, An00a, An00b, An001, An001b, An002a, An002b, An003a, An003b, An006a, Den08, DDCB04, HR05, KT09, KYAA08, XCH07, YW08b, Zha02c].

index-2 [HR05].

indexing [SP09, An00d].

Indian [An003-29]. indicator [KT09, Pal06].

indices [RKDF09, TBR01].

indices-realistic [TBR01].

indirect [AVBW08, SK06a].

Indiveri [An004d].

individual [GMG09, TDHL09].

individual-based [GMG09].

indoor [KY03].

induced [Dg05].

industry [She05].

inelastic [MB08, PP08].

Inequalities [Kum04, LX06, WIW08a, WD07b, XD09, Xu06, ABCD05, Alb02, AP04, Ana04d, Ana07a, Ana07b, Ana08, BK00, BZN07, BDA02, BDO4a, BCD05, BFX09, BV09, Bo03, CLY08, CYW08, CCD07, Che01c, DMP01, DBGP08, DYZ08, DDF02, FW08, FH07, GL09a, GYS05, Gau04, GK03, H100, HBC00, JC05, Kha01, KDC08, Kir08, Kua08, Kum05, Lan04b, yL08a, LKS08b, Li09a, LW02, LY05a, Liu07b, Liu08d, Liu08, MRS08, MPU00, Mat03, N003a, N000b, NCK+08, ÕY09, POS03, RN02, SP08a, THD08, Uje04a, Uje04b, ÜCT08, Ver01a, Ver01b, Ver03, WYH00, WC04, XH02, XWZ04, XC07, YHS08, YHT04, Y06b, ZGY05b, ZGY07a, ZLY05, ZS08b, Zhu08b, Zhu09a].

Inequality [Mig06, AL08b, BCD02, C09, DBGB08, Dra03a, DS06b, FY01, GL08a, HL02b, HS04a, Han06, HLW07, Han08, XHCH09, HZ07, HZ09b, JT05, JZ07, LN09, Nie09, PSS07, Par04b, PCR09, SZ09b, Uje03, WZ00, WXW01, WD07a, Wu08c, XX02, ZH09, Zhu08a, dSRGRML08].

inequity [LJ08a].

inertia [RF09].

inertial [AF09, HTKM09, Yon04].

inexact [Arg00a, YL08c].

inf [mLpW08].

inf [mLpW08].

infected [WS08a]. infection [WWL06].

inference [APz01, BGLT08, ES08b, LN08, MJ02, NLL07, NLL08, WML08, ZL06].

Infiltration [CKK06, Jon07].

Infine
Infinite

\[ \text{infinite-dimensional} \] [PG04]. \text{In} nitely

\[ \text{in} \] nity

\[ \text{in} \] now

\[ \text{in} \] uence

\[ \text{information} \] [LGBS00]. \text{informative}

\[ \text{infrequent} \] [DY09, ZY07]. \text{inherent}

\[ \text{initial-value} \] [AP08, Che04b, KS03b]. \text{initialization}

\[ \text{initialization} \] [CLJ09, CZ02, RTS07, VR09]. \text{initializations}

\[ \text{initialized} \] [VDMK08]. \text{initialize}

\[ \text{inner} \] [MCRA05]. \text{innovation}

\[ \text{innovations} \] [Ano03-60]. \text{innovative}

\[ \text{Input} \] [PP06, AHIN06, GC02, GM09b, HD09, KLP09, LBz+09, Mac06, MW00, Wa03]. \text{input-and-output}

\[ \text{input-output} \] [MW00]. \text{input-output}

\[ \text{inputs} \] [CS01, GLTS08]. \text{insects}

\[ \text{inspection} \] [SI03, WM09]. \text{inspired}

\[ \text{Instabilities} \] [MM06]. \text{Instability}

\[ \text{instances} \] [AGS09]. \text{insulated}

\[ \text{Insurance} \] [KS07, LP06]. \text{integer}

\[ \text{integrals} \] [BCDS09, CDD07]. \text{integrative}

\[ \text{integrators} \] [Gir06, BCDS09, CCD07]. \text{integro}

\[ \text{integro-differential} \] [ATY08, AO08a, BMHV09, BUP09a, CK08, DI08, Gau06, Guo01, HH04b, Hua08a, JKN09, JL09a, KGB07, LS08, MQ06, Pao01b, PXW09, SNT08, SNG09, Swe07, WG08b, Yen08, Yil08, ZJLW06]. \text{integro-differential}

\[ \text{ATY08, AO08a, BMHV09, BUP09a, CK08, DI08, Gau06, Guo01, HH04b, Hua08a, JKN09, JL09a, KGB07, LS08, MQ06, PXW09, SNT08, SNG09, Swe07, WG08b, Yen08, Yil08, ZJLW06]. \text{integro-parabolic}

\[ \text{Pao01b}. \text{integrodifferential} \] [SC04].
Integrodifferential [SBS06, XWL06, BSD00, BPA03, BSK04, BPM05, BMb04, BV05, BAK09, Guo02, HPT05, HM05b, LX04, LWG04, Wen01, ZCC04].

intelligence [Ano00a, Ano00n]. intelligent [GL05, PC08]. intelligentsia [Ano03-89].

Intense [Ano00-42]. interaction [JD07, LMSH04, PS08b, SO03, SZ06, Wan06c].

Interactions [RB07, FM03, MK08, OKCO08, PS08b, SO03, SZ06, Wan06c].

interfaces [BOP07]. interference [LW09f].

interception [YZHY09]. interconnected [TLS07].

interest [Ano04-40, Ano04-41, CK03, CM03, GPvZ06].

interface [BLS05, DD03, VC03, An0008-88, Ano00-89].

interpolants [All02, CLMM06, CM04, FW04b, FWL04, GQL05, TSZ02].

interpolated [SALK02]. Interpolating [DZZT06].

Interpolation [DF02, LL03a, LL03b, OS08b, SAS06, Sya02, Bal04, Bal02, CD05a, CBW04, CC08b, DR02, DH07, FF02, FZ07a, He09a, HHRA02, HSWL08, KK06d, LG08, LF05, Lin04c, LTL05, OS08, RR03a, Sha04, Sh04a, Sun07, TK09, WYL07b, WB01, WIW08a].

interpolations [LF09]. interpretability [YX09b]. interpretation [SV01].

interrogation [Ano03-69, FGX05].

Interscience [Ano03-39, Ano04m, Ano04s, Ano04u, Ano04v]. intersection [Bao03, Lan04a, WY01]. intersection-form [WY01]. interstitial [MG01].

intertemporal [SZ06]. Interval [AL04, GYPL09, LA00, Liu08b, QLD08b, SOW04, TBG05, WZ08a, YYZ03, AO01c, BPP04, BDA02, BCGA05, Boy01, CC08a, Csa01, DLF09, GLTS08, HW08, HLL09, JY11, Kun04, LL07, MC07, NUN06, XX06, YLY+09, YLD08]. Interval-valued [GYPL09, CC08a, JY11, YLY+09].

Intervals [CD06, BN00, GK04b, Ki04, LC03, NFI03].

Introduction [Ano00-69, Zha02a].

Introduction [Ano03h, AA09b, FHZ08, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano01w, Ano03-30, Ano03-82, Ano03-73, Ano03e, He09b, Ano00-28, Ano04i, Ano04p, Ano04r, Ano03-46, Ano04j]. Intuitionistic [CZ09a]. Intuitive [Nam00, Nam01b, WH005]. invariance [BP09]. Invariant [AP03, Xu03a, Zhu08b, Ano04a, Gar01, Ter00, XX09a, ZM94].

Invariants [Nes01]. inventory [DCHR07, Hoh01, HY06, KH02b, KH02c, MM05a, MM08a, Saw03, WCL02, XZ08b].

Inverse [BG04, CPP08, DS06a, MV08a, SPE06, Yan02, Van04a, YLL08, CCP09, GL09c, GS06, JKR08, JSK+04, KR07a, LZ09, LL08, Mur07a, NC09, ÖY07a, PST08, PSES07, SC07, SL07, S0t02, TT09, WW00, Xie00, Yan04b, YK00, YTCF08, ZZ08, Ano00-35]. Inverses [LS02, Wac00].

Inversion [HP02, De 02, DWL08, J0g04, LS04a, MRT05, MG05, RH09, TK02, VA04, WYZ001]. invert [JZ02]. investigating [HGS07].

Investigation [CSC+09, BR05b, FGH08, MT09, Tur07, Wan02a, WDL08, YV05].

investigations [AF02, CM09]. Investor [LWL08]. invexity [Ant05, Ant08]. inviscid [De 04]. involutions [ES07]. Involutive [CG01]. involving [Ana04d, CG08, Dha03, Ehr02, GA06, HF04, JSS01, Kun09, KT03b, Kun04, LC06, LHH08, MN01, PMS07, Sav07b, SL09, Ver03, WIW08a, XZZ01].

IO [Jia00a]. ion [HMCR00]. ionic [Sam07]. IP [Ana03w, Ano00-72, Ano00-73].

IPA [MPW07]. iris [MW09]. irrational [Zha09g]. irreducibility [XY04]. Regular
irregularity [Wan02e]. irreversibility [Mak09]. Isaac [Ano03-53]. Isaacs [Gal08c]. Ishikawa [SW08, IL04, KK01, LKC04, Pan07c, Tia05]. Islam [Ano03-81]. isochronicity [WL09b]. isochronous [DLM08]. isolate [BCT00]. isolated [WHL+09]. Isolating [ZW09b]. isolation [XZ06]. Isomorphism [DFFL09]. isothermal [DLSB08, VM09]. isotropic [KIXF09]. Israel [Ano00-85]. issue [FHZ08, TB08]. issues [ABBD01, Ano04-40, Ano04-41, KM03a, Ano01o]. item [HY06, MM05a, MM05b, ZY07]. items [BCT00]. itemsets [LGH09]. iterated [CLC01, CM02, Lin04b, WYL08b, WYSS09, ZLN06]. iterated-subspace [WYSS09]. iterates [Agr08]. Iteration [LN07, TS06, AETE07a, AETE07b, AU09, AC09, BNH07, BG07a, CA09, Dz09, Dz09b, ES01, Fas02, GAC03, MwZ09, Waz07c, Waz07a, WF01, Wu09, Xu07b, YW09, Yao04, Yao05, Yao07, YLD09, YB07a, ZH07, Zha09c, Zha09d, Zhu05]. Iterations [Iva10, Bai01, BGP04, CT09, CSG04, KK01, Pan03, PW06, Wan02d]. Iterative [Ale06, BD04c, BGM+02, CGY08a, CGY08b, Chu05, Hua00, HF04, Jin07, KB04, KA07, KRO07, yL06, LG00, LK03, LHH08, MPS04, MN01, SW02b, WLWC08, ZGY05b, Ar00a, Bai01, CCS08, Chu07, DHO08, EGA00, FG08, Has04, HH04b, HCL00, Inc09, Jin08, KZ02, KK08a, KL04, yL08b, LTT02, Lin08c, LKC04, LD08b, MCQK09, Min08, NSB08, Noc00a, NW09, PP09, Pan07c, PZ07, Pet05, RR09b, SSH01, SW02a, SP08b, SW08, Tia05, Ver01a, Wan00e, WW03, Wan03b, WZ08a, WZ02, XDD09, XWX04, YTEC02, ZGY07a, ZGY07b, ZAY08, ZHL05, ZZZ02, ZLD08]. IV [CGPB08]. IVPs [CM02, Ihk01, Ihk02, Ihk04, Ts01]. IVSA [Zha02a]. Iwański [Ano01r]. IWO [ZWC+09]. J [Ano00d, Ano00z, Ano00-51, Ano00-54, Ano00-66, Ano00-84, Ano00-87, Ano01m, Ano01o, Ano01-27, Ano03-77, Ano03j, Ano03u, Ano03r, Ano03-73, Ano041]. Jacobi [BH01, AAR03, CL07a, CCS02, DJL04, FJ05, Guo03, HZ03, JSKE05, KA00a, WS03, YZ07]. Jacobi-free [WSZ03]. Jacobians [Ano03-56, Ano03-64, Ano03-70, Ano03-74, Ano03-79, Ano03-80, Ano03-83, Ano03-85, Ano03-90, Ano03-91, Ano03-92, Ano041]. Java [Ano04u, Ano00-36, Ano01p, Ano03-47]. JavaScript [Ano00-37]. Jean [Ano03-36, Ano03v, Ano04-27]. Jean-Arcady [Ano03-36]. Jean-Jacques [Ano03v]. Jean-Pascal [Ano00-54]. Jeffery [GGE09, MM07a]. Jensen [Ano01g]. Jensen [PCRR09]. Jeremy [Ano00-90]. Jerry [Ano00-74]. Jerusalem [Ano00-85, Jet]. Jet [ZJC06]. Jets [De 04, YG08]. Jim [Ano00-36]. Jimbo [HO00, TGH02]. Jining [Ano03-68]. Jin [Ano00-50]. Jing [Ano00-50]. Job [Nak06]. Jobs [KK03]. Joel [Ano03-55]. John [Ano00i, Ano00z, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano00-90, Ano0lk, Ano03-36-79, Ano03-31, Ano03-58, Ano03-73, Ano03-70, Ano03-74, Ano04k]. Johnson [Ano03-31, Ano04t, HM05a]. Join [ET09]. Joining [KK03]. Zha02c]. Joint [FDY+08, Mac00, MGG05]. Joints [EA03b, FY01]. Jonathan [Ano00-82]. Joo [Ano03-83]. Jordan [Zhu08a]. Jordan-type [Zhu08a]. Jörg [Ano04d]. Jorgenson
Laguere-like [PPI03]. Laguere-type [BCR04]. Lai [LC06a]. Lallemant [dKLR09]. Lamé [JKR08]. Laminar [XL09, Gre04, YG08]. Lanchester [SS07b]. Lanczos [SB00]. Landau [DCW08, LHY06, Liu09c]. landing [LH00b, LNL08]. landmark [GSNDB+08, LGH09]. Langtangen [Ano04f]. language [Ano01r, Ano03-86, BV01b, CML+09, Ano00-83, Ano01r, Ano04k]. Languages [VV08]. Laplace [AETEZ07a, BMH08, CWLC07, De02, LSZW07, MG05, VA04, Xu04, YTCF08]. Laplacian [AOS07, Cab01, CG08, CWZZ07, Das04, GD04, Guo07, Jia01c, JX04, KLM09, Kru08, LLW00, LX03, Liu04c, MDG05, PTG08, SS09c, Sun09a, WG06, WG07b, WG08a, WA08, WS08c, XG07, YW08a, YWYL07, ZLY09, ZG09b]. laptop [Ano03-50]. Lar [Ano00-67, Ano00-68]. Large [DMP03, HCL07, JKN09, PB01, PW05, ZW04, dR03, ACD01, AMYS+09, AR07, Ano04q, CKL07, FHZ08, Jia00a, Jia01a, JZ02, KDKS01, Lun03, LM03, MA02, MAK03, OY06, Sid08, TLS07, XWW08]. Large-eddy [DMP03, dR03]. large-scale [FHZ08, TLS07, XWW08]. Large-time [ZW04]. large-update [CKL07]. largest [Den08, LYC07]. laser [CPP08]. Lastovetsky [Ano04s]. late [GSNDB+08]. latent [SP09]. Lattice [AS09b, AVBW08, CM09, ITR08, KIXF09, OKCO08, SM08, VN09, WB09, dG09, AZB08, AB09, As08, BJK+09, BHS+08, CJO8, CJR09, CLL09, CLT+08, DWL07, DSO8, Dub08, HKL09, IMLF09, JTRu09, JY08, JY09, KOC08, KMK09, Lee09, LY09c, MHTR08, MKK08, STK08, SP08c, SGR+09, TBDL09, TK09, VRJ09, WYZY01, Yon09, YG08]. Lattice-Boltzmann [SM08, MHTR08]. lattices [Fly06, GG03, LSZW07, Pei02, SW09, Wan00b]. Laurence [Ano00-54]. Lauricella [HS07]. law [BCGP03, FZ07b, Gal08b, GM07, KK06c, Lin04b, PL05a, Ung07, YLZ08a]. laws [CS02b, CCZK09, Gos00, OIL09, PLD02, Soh05, Ano03-37]. layer [DMP03, ICM09, KT01, PM05a, Roc08, Tur07, Xu07a, XL09, dR03]. layered [BD04b, BD05a, ICM09]. layers [Kel06, LTWM08, NVAR03, TBDL09]. layout [PS08b]. LBGK [SDDC08]. LBM [SS09b]. LCD [KS00b]. learning [HM04]. leap [Sny00]. leap-frog [Sny00]. Learning [An03, LY06b, ZY09, CCF06, GSNDB+08, HCTC03, KY07b, MCC09, PYLX08, SS09a, Wan08b, WWW+09, YH11, Zha02a, ZL07c, Ano03-61, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano03-48]. Least [BB04, GB04b, FR04, LL05, Xie00, ZHZ03, Bed02, BM05b, CJL04, Che04d, CLS07, DWO2a, DD08, KN04, KL06, KU01, L09, LU09a, MS04a, Mur05a, SDZ06, Tan07, XZDD09, Yan03d]. Least-squares [BG04b, LL05, Xie00, CJL04, Che04d, CLS07]. Least-squares/penalty [CLS07]. Lebeau [Plu02]. Lebesgue [OF08]. lectures [Ano03-33, Ano03-49]. LEDA [Ano00-41]. Lee [Tan03a]. Leeber [Ano00-76, Ano00-77]. Leen [Ano01c]. left [CL01]. leg [XT01]. Legendre [GW06, HZ03]. LEGO [Ano00-82]. Leibniz [JSS01, TWS00]. Lemma [Pal01, KM01, LCJL03, Pen03]. Lencevicius [Ano01d]. length [GI00, GSS04]. lengths [AM00, GI00, KC05b]. Leonardo [Ano03-50]. lesions [BHC07]. Leukocytes [SASHS09]. Level [DL06, OK06, Ras06, BJK+09, CGPB08, IDM08, KO09a, KM03b, KH09, LLW08, MKF09, NUN06, SHWF05, Sir00, VDM08, YZHY09, Ano03-51]. level-2 [LL08]. levels [BFM04]. Levitin [HS04a]. Levy [Ano03z, Çin03]. Lewin [Ano00p]. Lexical [PCA09]. lexicon [PCA09]. LFOPC [Sny00]. Li [Tan03a]. Liapunov [Dib03, Nes01]. Liaw [TJ01, ZW08]. library [YS08]. Lidstone
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**Numerov** [AW01, Ts03, Van07, Wan03a].

**Numerov-type** [Van07]. **Nutrient** [JB05]. **Nutrient-plankton** [JB05]. **Nuthshell** [Ano00-78, Ano00-79, Ano00-36, Ano00-86, Ano00-91].

**NY** [Ano03p, Ano03q, Ano04g, Ano04j].

**Nyström** [BBRS08, CM02, PF01, RT04a].

**O** [Ano03-29, Ano03-58]. **O.D.E.** [BB04].

**ObD** [JWSS04]. **Obesity** [JSGP08].

**object** [Ano01w, Ano03-75, Ano04u, BI00, HJW03, FG +08, ROY01, Ano00-55].

**object-oriented** [Ano01w, Ano03-75, Ano04u, ROY01, Ano00-55].

**objective** [JCC07, JCC +09, LR09, LW09d, MM08a, SJL08, ZS08b, YZLL09, dORM08].

**objectives** [BGMB02]. **objects** [Ano04u, LG00, Ros03].

**Obrecht** [NF03, Net07]. **Observability** [AHK00, SBS06]. **observable** [Nak06, TG03]. **observation** [AL08a].

**Observations** [FDWC02, AC06, CÁNCJL +09, CS05a, FWL04, LLXC03, OLAS01]. **observer**
observer-based [GLTS08, TLS08, GLTS+08].

obstacles [ZCS04]. obtained
[CG05, LZZ04, Ryo00b, Ryo03, Ryo07, XC04b, Yan04a, YF04, Zha01d, ZZZ02].

obstacles [KKM00]. obtain
[BENT06, MCC09]. obtained
[BMP05, YW09]. obtaining [Waz01, YC07a].

obtuse [LGGSP06]. occasion [dKLR09].

oblique [PGH+08]. occurring [ZZ06].

Ocean [CZLN06, Ano03-57]. odd
[LLT08]. odd-order [LLT08]. ODE
[ANV00, LG08, MT09, Pet01, SSD07, Waz05a, Zla01].

ODEs [Ano00-66, BBL05, CM08, Ikho01, Ikho02, Jia00b, Sal08]. off
[LW09d, YX09b]. offline [WM09]. offs
[Dra06]. Olsson [Ano00-28]. oil
[CL02a, FM08a, YLZG01]. Olaf [Ano03e].

Oldroyd [AVO08, FMFV08, HHH06, KHA07, VNFF08]. Oldroyd-B
[FMFV08, HHH06, VNFF08]. oligomer
[WK03]. oligopolies [CS05b, SZ06].

oligopoly [PP09], Oliver [Ano04-31].

on-line [He00b, ZY02]. One
[Ano04c, CS05a, DS06a, Dor01, GS06, Liu04c, Ano00-94, BSS98, BS00a, BM09, Bo03a, CCC08, CAZAA00, CZLC08, Che00b, DWW07, FL03, HJW05, HNH07, Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, Jia01c, JX04, JDH03, JPO0, MQ05, Min08, NWW08, OAVB08, Root08, SDO0, She04b, Sl07, SZ09a, SR01, VH06, WG07b, WK03, WX00b, WS08b, XTO1, Xu03b, Xu08a, YL0D08, ZCL08, ZLO8b, ZX09].

One-Dimensional [CS05b, DS06a, Liu04c, Ano00-94, BSS98, BM09, CCC08, Che00b, FL03, HJW05, Jia01c, JX04, JDH03, JPO0, MQ05, Root08, SDO0, Sl07, SZ09a, VH06].

one-leg [XT01]. one-parameter [ZX09].

one-period [YL08]. One-phase
[GS06, SLO07, SZ09a]. one-step [CAZAA00, HNH07, Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, Min08, WX00b]. ones [BD04a, SS09d]. online [LG09h]. only
[CT02a, WSZ03]. Onsager [Yon09].

Onsager-like [Yon09]. onthe [CJL04]. onto
[SMS+04]. Open [GC06, GCN06, CCZK09, Gl05b, GM00, IMLF09, Ano04q].

Open-domain [Ano04q]. operated
[Mos08]. operating [Ano00i, Ano00-56].

Operation
[SKU01, YWC08, Ano05f], Cho03, Dor01, EWO0a, Eng04, LJ08a, YL04b]. operations
[AFL+09, AVA01, KYAAA08, LW04, LNL08, ZYL06, Ano04r]. Operator
[CN08b, Hip06, WG06, AISO08, BSR02, BS01a, CLC01, FGH08, FBA07, Gup02b, HHS06, HLY09, IP07, JVO1, yL09c, LZZ04, LZ08, MDG05, Oro02, OI00, PMS07, PW00, SALK02, UA06, WC04, WA08, qW7H07, XHO7, XD09, XA09, YZ02a, ZY0G8, ZL07b, ZCK00].

operator-integral [BS01a]. Operators
[YL06, AZC05, Agr08, Ano00a, AG01c, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano05, AD08, ASS08, ABB05, A08b, AP01, BM05a, B003, CCP02, CC04a, CHS02, Cap00, CC05, CC09b, CC02, DD04, Dha03, Dha04, DB-X04, FT05, Gal08a, GY05, GJQ07, GN09, Gup03, Gup04, HMV04, HHR07, H101, HHO3, HCC07, Hua00, KF05b, Kua08, yL09c, LL05, LT02W, LT03S, LK03, LKC04, LHH08, MN01, PX0W09, PP01b, PD04, S09b, XWD04, Xu04, Zen00, ZG02, ZGY05a, ZC06, ZLO8a, ZZZ09a, ZC09b, ZQC08].

Opial
[Ano04d]. opinion [Che04g]. opportunities
[DCR07]. optical
[FT0C3, JS08, PG+08, Raz00]. Optimal
[AH03, AHN06, CD05a, Che01a, CHW07, HM00, IYN03, KAn00, KM03b, KB08, LET06, MNIS06, NF03, NUN06, OD000, OK06, PXXW06, PR07, SI03, SO33, Saw03, TSL07, WW04a, WM09, XWL06, AC06, Ana06, ADN02, BBGG08, BR05a, Bog09, CY00, CLS07, DKO03, DFSS08, Dra06, DW05, FFXL05, Gal08c, HRP01, H00b, HL08b, JS03, Kar05, KKK03, LCL+09, LCT08, LT09b, MM08a, MCC09, NQHN03, OD003, PXGL09, PXW09, TLP+09, VG08, WLS01, WS00, WZ07a, WTZ05, YZLL09,
Optimal-order [HM00].

Optimality [ARM08, CWZ06, ES08a, KT03b, Wu08a, Ammu07, CLT09, CCF09, Gal06a, HYZ06, PWX08, PXGL09, Zal03]. optimally [HY06].

Optimisation [PPP+06, FT05].

Optimization [BFL06, Gal02b, HM03b, LDHW05, LY09c, MPT08, Zha06, ARM08, ASM09, Anoo00, Anoo0y, Ano01g, Ano03b, BGMIB02, BGG04, BM06, BG04b, BGS04, BRMS01, CS50a, CS02a, CPP07, Che04c, CHZ09, CCL02, CCF09, CZ02, Csa01, DTXW05, EGO2, FH080, GKO2, Gal02a, GGG03, zGtM08, GAO0, GL00, HTKM09, HRMS09, IMPF08, JZZQZ07, JCC09, JTO05, JZT07, bJQxC09, KLZZ09, KT03b, KH09, Lei02, LJOa, LWLJ09, LCL09, LL09a, LI00c, LG09b, MWZ09, MLW09, NLLL09, Nob06, PWX08, PG06, PG08, SYJ09, Sny00, SH02, SF01, SF07, SL06a, Wan02c, WZG04, WL08a, WFTL09, Wu04, WS08b, WYSS09, XWW08, Yan03f, YLZL09, YL07, ZX09, ZYY09, ZZZ09, ZCM01b, ZZ02b, ZZ06, dSOGRMR04, dSRGRMR08].

optimize [PdlF09]. optimized [LWLJ09].

Optimizing [PdlF07, Anoo00-57]. optimum [LLL08b, YLZG01].

Option [Wan04a, WZ07b, WX09a].

options [CM03, Hon02, LRPH05, LPvST07].

oracles [YXZL09].

orbits [AI08, DCS09, Din04a, DS05b, Kot01, VAR03, WM04, Zhou03, ZW03b].

Order [CZLN06, LCL06, LBW09, Liu06b, SW02b, XT04a, ZLJW06, AG01a, AGO03a, ATT03b, AORS03, AL04, AC02, AC05, AS05, AS01, AJ09a, AJ09b, ADP08, Ana04b, Ana04c, AA01, And03, AK08b, AW09, AYO0, AC03, AT02, Ayk04, BG04a, BX07, BLD07, Bao08, BA01, BPA03, BPM05, BJL03, BN00, BHN01, BHN04b, BBR08, BGN07, BNR05, BG07a, COEP00, CH01, COE03, CC09a, CYG05, CT05, CHS02, Can08, CH04, CH00a, CM04, CL02b, CQJ03, CS04b, CL08a, CLT09, Chu07, CjBN09, CH00c, CM02, Coo05, CZ08, CZ09c, Cui09, DJ08, DK05, DCS09, DHM05, Dixo05, Dog08, Don09, DK04, DP07, DR01b, DM07, EM09a, EM09c, ED09, FB05, Fen08, FR04, FT03, FFXL05, GM09a, GW0a3a, GF06, GPPRM01, GH03, GM09c, GW01b, GS09, Guo01, Guo02, GZ06, GJS01, HJKW03, HAK07].

order [HW09, HT02, HY03, HM05b, HM00, HLX07, HLY05, IS04, Jan09, JEP08, Jia06b, JLT04, JT07b, Jun01, KA09b, KZ02, K008b, KK04, KKZ02, KLW09, Kra01, LA00, LFZ00, LA03, LS04b, Li04b, LZ04a, LZ05, LTY05, LS08, LL08, Lin05, LLNS05, LDG05, Liu04a, Liu04b, Liu07a, LX07, Liu08b, LDK08, LWL08, LXXK09, LY05, LST02, Lu07, Luo02, LD02, Luo03, LS05, LI08b, Ma00, MQ05, Man00, Man01, Mas07, MC03, MA09b, NF03, Net07, NJ08, NWW08, NR0L0, NMD07, NMD08, OLS06, Ou08, Pal01, PL07, PWX08, PGT08, PG00, Pen02, PHW03, PXW09, PXX03, QSL08, RS09, Rap01, RC07, RC09, SALK02, Sha02, SR03, SR04, Shi03, SC03, SW02a, SCF09, SB06, SOW04, Sun05a, SS06, SL07b, SZ09b, ST08, Swe07, Tan02b, TL08, TA01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TCO4, TA04, TBG05, TK09, Top04, Tsi02].

ordering [TDS08, VR02, VNG04, Van07, Wan04e, Wan04d, WW03, Wan04b, WLS06, WG07a, WL07, WW08b, WA08, WW08w, WL08, Wan08a, Wa00, WA01, WW03s, Won08, WYYL09, WX00b, WF01, WWX04, WD05, WZ07c, WW08d, Wu09, XL03, XZ08a, X00b, XL09a, XL09b, Yan01, Yan04c, YY03, Yan03c, Yan07, YY07, IYsST09, Yao05, Yao07, Yan06, Yll08, YYWLY07, Z000a, ZP01, ZCZ01, Zha03b, ZFYS05, ZS05, ZLY06, ZL08c, ZL08d, Z08, ZW09a, Zha09c, Zha09d, ZWY08, Zha08d, ZC09b, ZG09b, Zho01, Z003b, ZY08b, Zha08].

ordered [AP01, Dha06, QLD08b, ZYG08, ZC09b].

ordering [SL06c].

Ordinal
[TH02]. Ordinary [Jan04b, Liu06b, AP08, Ano03-42, Ano03-67, Ash05, ACH01, CCF02, CL08a, DKS07, Gar01, GL03a, HDLS03, LDG05, Liu04a, LSN05, MCH01, PGT08, ST00, SR03, SR04, Tel08, VR02, ZTW09].

O’Reilly [Ano00-75, Ano00v, Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-36, Ano00-37, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-57, Ano00-60, Ano00-78, Ano00-61, Ano00-79, Ano00-63, Ano00-62, Ano00-67, Ano00-68, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-87, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-92, Ano00-91, Ano00-93, Ano01f, Ano01j, Ano01k, Ano01s, Ano01-27].

organizing [PL01b]. orientation [ID05, ID08]. oriented [Ano01w, Ano03-75, Ano04u, OP01, PDP05, ROY01, YX09b, Ano00-55]. Orienting [CLS08]. original [CT02b, WL08b]. Orlicz [Sav08a]. Ornstein [APvZ01, AF02, BPvZ03, BB01].

Orthogonal [CZLN06, HW00, BC02, BC03, BCGA05, Boy07, CO00, He00a, MCS08, SHKL08, VB007]. orthogonality [APvZ01, GLR05, Jay04, VJ04]. orthogonalization [GLR05, JH09].

orthotropic [CB02, DD00]. Osborn [Ano00z]. Oscillating [DL06, Van07, ZY08b]. Oscillation [AG01a, AML02, AT02, Çt05, Can08, CZ03a, Don09, FT03, GF06, GW01b, GS09, HL03b, JT07a, JT07b, KÖ08a, Kop01, Lin05, Lin06a, LLD02, LX07, LS01b, Lu02, LD02, Man00, MS02, Öca07, OZY05, PG00, Pen02, SA02, SW04, Sh03, TYP00, TZ01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TK07, TA04, WZG00, Wan06d, WWZ03, Wan04b, WY06, WWX04, WD05, XTX01, Xu08b, Yan01, Yan04c, ZZ00a, ZZ01a, ZCZ01, ZT04, ZS05, ZYW08, AL04, CZ03b, CKZ01, DJ08, DK05, DH03, DFY02, EM09c, GZ06, JEP08, JLT04, Kar09, Kha09, LA00, Lu08b, LS01a, LS03, Lu03, Man01, ÖZ07, QSL08, SL00a, SOW04, Tan02b, TL08, TX04, TC04, TBG05, WXM09, YYZ03, ZP01, ZA03a, ZC01]. Oscillations [LC04, ZZ02a, ZZ00b, Zho01, DTZ03, HM05a, LGY09, MH07, PHW03, SD03, TA01, Zha09b]. oscillator [Bel09, BGM09, CW09a, ETA09, Fan09, OY07b, Zha09a]. oscillators [DZ05, He03, Liu09b, ME08, MEA09, Sh00a, Sh09b, Zha09g]. Oscillatory [BG05, LZ02, ZY08b, CXZ09, Fly06, FLW06, GZ06, RSE01, XT04b, ZL04].

Oseen [He02, PR07]. Osher [Ano03-51]. Ostrovsky [KO09b]. Ostrowski [AP04, Ana07a, Ana07b, BBCD02, BCDS09, CCD07, Che01c, DS06b, KDC08, Kun05, Liu07b, LN09, Li08, MPU00, Nie09, THD08, Uje03, Uje04b, Yan06b]. Oscilloscope [CLS08]. Oscillator [Bel09, BGM09, CW09a, ETA09, Fan09, OY07b, Zha09a]. Oscillators [DZ05, He03, Liu09b, ME08, MEA09, Sh00a, Sh09b, Zha09g]. Oscillating [BG05, LZ02, ZY08b, CXZ09, Fly06, FLW06, GZ06, RSE01, XT04b, ZL04].

Oscillating [BG05, LZ02, ZY08b, CXZ09, Fly06, FLW06, GZ06, RSE01, XT04b, ZL04]. Orienting [CLS08]. original [CT02b, WL08b]. Orlicz [Sav08a]. Ornstein [APvZ01, AF02, BPvZ03, BB01]. Orthogonal [CZLN06, HW00, BC02, BC03, BCGA05, Boy07, CO00, He00a, MCS08, SHKL08, VB007]. orthogonality [APvZ01, GLR05, Jay04, VJ04]. orthogonalization [GLR05, JH09]. orthotropic [CB02, DD00]. Osborn [Ano00z]. Oscillating [DL06, Van07, ZY08b]. Oscillation [AG01a, AML02, AT02, Çt05, Can08, CZ03a, Don09, FT03, GF06, GW01b, GS09, HL03b, JT07a, JT07b, KÖ08a, Kop01, Lin05, Lin06a, LLD02, LX07, LS01b, Lu02, LD02, Man00, MS02, Öca07, OZY05, PG00, Pen02, SA02, SW04, Sh03, TYP00, TZ01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TK07, TA04, WZG00, Wan06d, WWZ03, Wan04b, WY06, WWX04, WD05, XTX01, Xu08b, Yan01, Yan04c, ZZ00a, ZZ01a, ZCZ01, ZT04, ZS05, ZYW08, AL04, CZ03b, CKZ01, DJ08, DK05, DH03, DFY02, EM09c, GZ06, JEP08, JLT04, Kar09, Kha09, LA00, Lu08b, LS01a, LS03, Lu03, Man01, ÖZ07, QSL08, SL00a, SOW04, Tan02b, TL08, TX04, TC04, TBG05, WXM09, YYZ03, ZP01, ZA03a, ZC01]. Oscillations [LC04, ZZ02a, ZZ00b, Zho01, DTZ03, HM05a, LGY09, MH07, PHW03, SD03, TA01, Zha09b]. oscillator [Bel09, BGM09, CW09a, ETA09, Fan09, OY07b, Zha09a]. oscillators [DZ05, He03, Liu09b, ME08, MEA09, Sh00a, Sh09b, Zha09g]. Oscillatory [BG05, LZ02, ZY08b, CXZ09, Fly06, FLW06, GZ06, RSE01, XT04b, ZL04].
FZ07a, GAT07, HB04, JS03, Lo 02, MV08b, PKM08, Syn08, WKL06, WW08d.

Parametric
[FH07, ABS09, ID10, JPS09, JW05, NWL08, PL05b, Sun05b, Sun05c, WY09b, WW08c].

paramonotonicity [CLY08]. parasite [MM06]. parasitic [Lee09, YW03b]. parasitoid [JD07]. paraxial [QS03].

Pareto [YZL09, Din00b, DPJ03, SM02]. Pareto-optimal [YZL09]. Parhami [Ano00s, Ano00t]. parity [Boy07]. Park [Ano01r]. Parker [Ano03-70]. parsimony [BGLT08]. parsing [KC03a]. Part [CS08, AVA01, BDO04, HRM08, LYC07, SSLL09, Ikh08]. Partial [AG01c, AG01b, LY08b, Ste06, AETE07a, AML02, Ano04f, Ari07a, BG08, BA09c, BS04, Bs03a, CKZ01, DS04, Dub08, FFK02, FT03, GL03a, GJ07, GS07b, GL00, HP0G06, HLP03, JSE00, KH00, KHA07, LZ02, LLD02, LC04, LLL05, MAH08, MO07, OM09, PS03b, PB02, SERG09, SMH08, SK09, TD07, TZ04b, TX04, WKL06, WX03b, WG08b, XTX01, XLZ02, XT04b, ZD01, ZY02, ZA03a, ZD03, ZTO4, Ano03-59]. partial-[GS07b]. partial-difference [DS04]. partially [Nak06, Ver03]. Particle [Gre03, LLCS02, MIPT08, AK08a, AF09, Ano03-44, BX02, HTKM09, Kor00a, KLZ09, KW03, KH09, LWLJ09, LCL+09, MG08a, MLW09, NLL09, SP08c, YZL09, ZZJ+04, ZZJ09]. particle-fluid [ZZJ+04]. particles [HK08, ITR08, Mar09, OKCO08]. particular [BD03]. Particulate [SS09c, HK08]. partition [Pla07, WLL06, WL07a]. partitioned [AK07, PV01, TT09]. Partitioning [Zla01, LLCS02, MP05, OY06, PSTD08, SB00, WS008, ZZ02h, HTZY03]. partitions [BKK08, K05]. Parts [PL01b]. party [LLS+09a]. Pasca [Ano04q]. Pascal [Ano04-27]. Passification [LZL06]. passing [Ano00-88, Ano00-89]. Passivity [LZL06]. password [CYH05]. past [Ari07b, Ari09a, Ari09b, Ari09c, EM09b, SMH08, WWW+09]. past-sequence-dependent [WWW+09]. patch [XC00]. patches [Gou02]. patents [KWT02, Ano03-60]. Path [QW09, HCY00, HL02c, Hua05, KC05b, MP08b, PS07a]. paths [BR05a, FKM05, LTTH09]. Patricia [Ano03]. Patrikalakis [Ano03-09]. pattern [WYL+09, WS08b, WYSS09]. patterned [WSG08]. Patterns [Wan06a]. Patwardhan [Ano00-78, Ano00-79]. Paul [Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano01i, Ano03j, Ano03-27, Ano03x]. Paulus [Ano00-32, Ano00-33]. payment [BCJ08, Jua03]. payoff [YLD08]. PBVPs [SL07b, WW08b]. PCA [LY06b]. PCG [Ara01, Kur08, NV08]. PDE [Cat05, FFK02, Mic03]. PDEs [AR07, BNH08, BR05b, Fas02, LF03, Waz07c]. peaky [Abu01]. Pearson [ND05a]. pedestrian [Dog08]. peer [WBP08]. Peirce [Ano03-83]. Penalty [HZ07, Nie06, CLS07]. pencil [EGR03]. pendulum [Dor01]. penetration [De 04]. Peng [Ano03-68]. Penrose [LLW08, PST08, WW00]. peptide [Bru08].

Perceptual [Ano03-61]. perfect [MM08b, SC02]. perfectly [TBDL09]. Performance [NS00, Nab04, Pla06]. Performance [AHRT09, AG03, GS07b, LLL02, VG08, YMI06, ZBS03, BM00, GYPL08, GYPL09, HW08, KZ02, LRL09, Pet05, WL06, WGF09, WFT+09, ZL07c]. Pergamon [Ano00-85]. Perić [Ano03r]. Period [MM06, DCR07, FM08b, KH02c, Pan07b, YLD08]. Period-doubling [MM06]. period-five [FM08b]. Periodic [AZ01, A1S08, BX07, CYG06, CL07a, CH04, Che04b, DHM05, DE06b, GY06, HLY06, Kot01, LH06, Lin06b, Lj08b, MH07, PG04, RC07, WG06, ZWCW00, ZL03, ZWW04, ZLJW06, ZLZ09, Zhao09b, ZM02, Zhao03, ZT07, AB08a, Abu01, AOW05, AB08b, AC03, BCGA08, CYG05, CZ03b, CH05b, CO07, CK02c, FW00, FW04a, Gon09, HH04b,
periodical [AD03]. Periodicity [BS04, CS04a, AR09, AR10, AZ01, Bs03a, FM08b, HZ05, YH03, ZSZ06, ZLLL08, ZHL04].

periods [ZHZ00]. peripheral [ICM09]. perishable [KS00a]. Peristaltic [AH08, HAKA07, MP02b]. Perl [Ano00-79, Ano00-78, Ano00-62, Ano01s]. Permanence [CWL07, Huo05, NTHP09, TL00, CF04, Cui02, LY08b]. permanental [Gyi00]. permeability [STH08]. permeable [MM00]. Permutation [JS08, Ano03-58]. permutations [Köh00]. Perseus [Ano00-29, Ano00-59]. Persistence [WM04, XC00, Wei05]. person [KL02]. Personal [LLB05, Blo00]. perspectives [Ano03-45]. Perturbation [Gal05, Ano04w, Ano04v, Ari07b, Ari09a, Ari09b, Ari09c, BN05, Bel09, BG08, BBA09, BA09c, BG11, CL07a, CJK09, EM09b, GSZ02, GTJ07, GSN08, Guo07, HL03, He03, He09b, HRM08, IS04, KP03, KA09a, KGB07, LDK*06, LS08, Lu09b, MZ07, MO07, MEA09, NVAR03, NMD08, OY08, SNC09, Sho09a, SHI09, SK09, WW00, WY09b, Xia07, Xu07a, Yl08, Yl09, Yus09, dZmClQ09, CC04b]. perturbations [AZCK05, Che01b, DGPT08, Han04, JKP02b, WF07, Wei05, XL01]. Perturbed [Bai01, JJ01, AL04, AE07, CN01, KP01, KK09, Lj00a, Li02, LTWM08, Pit03, SR03, SR04, Sir00, SK06b, SNA09, VR02, WYL08b, Yan04b, YMMC03, ZCS04, Zho06]. pest [WS08a]. pesticide [CGPB08]. Peter [Ano00i, Ano01u, Ano03-47, Ano03-70, Ano03-67, Ano04p]. Petersen [MWH08]. petri [IUCR06]. petrochemical [She05]. Petrov [BLS05]. Petrovsky [ES08a]. Petter [Ano04f]. Pfister [Ano03e]. PH [LW04]. pharmaceutical [BBM08]. Phase [ASL06, LL06a, WZE*06, AORS03, AP03, BJK*09, BGR09, BJK*08, EW00a, Eng04, GS06, KW03, LZ09, LGGSP06, MAR05b, Nik06, PP01a, Q06, Slo07, ZS09a, SF01, WCL02, WW09c, ZZJ*04]. phase-1 [PP01a]. Phase-Field [ASL06]. phase-I [LGGSP06]. phase-lock [EW00a, Eng04]. phases [DP07]. phasing [Lan08]. phenomena [AA08, CQJ03, MAR05b, MKSB08, dSM02]. phenomenon [FZ07a]. Philip [Ano03g, Ano03-74]. Phillips [Ano03g]. Physica [Ano00-47]. Physica-Verlag [Ano00-47]. Physical [Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ish00, LWZ08, PM01, YCCY02]. physics [Ano03s, Ano03g]. physiological [Zho07]. Picard [Ana05, AA09a, DWL08]. pictorial [CS00b]. Piecewise [GL03a, Wy06, AB08b, GL09, GK04b, HF00, ITT07, KU01, LS03, LYL07, Nie01a, SYL05, WZ08a, ZW09b]. Piecewise-linearized [GL03a]. Piero [Ano01a]. Pierre [Ano03-52, dKLR09]. Pinning [XCL*08]. pipe [HHC08]. pipeline [MG08b]. pipes [APS07]. Pironneau [WFC04b]. pixel [BFKL08, Jum01]. pixelation [MRÁR08]. placement [ISAAM09]. planar [Aro08, HSM00, HS02, Lec00, Li09c, Yan05b]. Plack [AU03]. plane [Buh06, DD00, Hav08, MOP06, OS08a, PS01, Yan04b, Yav05b, Yav05d, Yav07a, Yav07b]. plankton [JB05, ZM02]. planning [Bel01, SKU01]. plant [AGS09]. plants [IUCR06, SKU01]. plastic [NLR00]. plate [FAF09, GW06, HM05a, PKP09, SMH08].
plates [GGD00, PB01, SHKL08]. platform [Ano00-41, WFTL09]. platforms [HSM00]. players [EAE09]. pleasures [Ano03-76]. Plenum [Ano00-71]. plus [Ble00, NV08, Roj08, Ano03-73]. PM [WS00]. Pochhammer [SK04]. Pocket [Ano01j]. POD [KK06c]. POD-based [WX09a]. PM [WS00]. Pochhammer [SK04]. Pocket [Ano01j]. POD [Ano03-61]. Point [DZZT06]. FY03b, yL06, LX06, Yav05c, AO01b, AO01a, ATT03b, AORS03, AN09, And03, AK08b, Ano03-68, Bai08, BW05, BW06c, Bow00, CYG06, CM04, CWY08, CCSL04, CS04b, CL08a, Che03, CKL07, CT02b, CRRU08, CM08, DS04, Dha03, Dha04, Dha06, Dha07, DG05, Du08, EGA03, Ely04, FR04, FT05, FM03, Gra08, Gu07, Ha01, HL02a, HG03, HL05, IK03, INP08, Jan09, bJQxC09, KP01, KK09, Kan09, Kan02, KH02b, Kar08, Lun04b, LL09b, Lin02, Liu04b, Lin04c, LLTL05, LLW07, LDK08, Ma00, Ma01, Ma04, Mar00, Mar07, Més05, MEG08, NT08, PMQR09, PL07, POS03, PKT07, QZ05, RR09a, SSX09, SPW08, SS06, Sun09a, TXC02, TGS07, Ver08b, Ver08a, Ver09, Ver12, Wan02d, Wan03a, WG07b, WSL08, Wan09d, Won08, Xie01, WX04, XG07, Yao04, Yao05, Yas08, ZM04a, ZL08c, ZYW08, ZL08d, ZJ08]. point [Zha09d, Zha08d, ZG09b]. Point-to-point [FY03b, Yav05c]. point-wise [Kan02]. points [AP01, AA09c, Bai01, Bao03, CC04a, CKQ08, FG00, udK07, GN09, Hua00, KM07, KDY09, LLX05, Lin07, LHL08, LD000, Moo02, Oi00, OS09, PT00, Rad09, Roe09, SYJ09, SV09, Sya01a, TCH07, Wan07a, WL08b, WL09a, YZ07, ZP02, Zha08b, Zha02c, ZC09b]. Pointwise [CK03, GQL05, GX04, LW08b]. Poiseuille [Fru09]. Poisson [AM08b, BSR02, HL06, Jay04, JDH03, KK06c, KL03, LKS+06, Mac06, PS08a, SALK02]. Pokman [Ano03-64]. polar [AM08b, KP05a]. poles [LS04a, VB07]. policies [CH07, Dra06, HY06, ODO00, QNN03, SI03, SOO3, Saw03]. policy [Ano03v, Ano03-29, Ano03-80, Ano03-38, KS00a, KS03a, KK03, LCT08, LLY09, MNIS06, PS08a, WS00, WW04a, WZ07a, WM09, YE01, Ano04n]. Polk [Ano03a]. poll [KK06c]. polluted [WM04]. pollution [CS08, Zla01]. poly [XY09a]. poly-scale [XY09a]. Polya [HC06]. Polycrystalline [ASL06]. polygon [GS04, Has03]. Polygonal [Koh00]. polygons [DW08b, Koe00]. polygroups [DL09, KDI09]. polychedral [Lep09]. polychedron [YK01]. polyn [MUHdH03]. polyhedron [WY01]. polymer [WK03]. Polynomal [Bar01b, She04a, ANZ09, BY03, BGLT08, BGP04, Boy01, Boy07, BCT00, CB01, DJL04, DFS08, Fly06, GL06, GM00, HY02, HS01, HL04, Ikh08, JC09, Lai08, LL07, LC02, MRA05, Nie01b, Pan01, Pan05a, Pan05b, PV00, Tay01, Tel08, XH02, XZ05, Z07a]. polynomial-growth [Boy01]. polynomial-time [DFS08]. polynomial-differential [TF04a]. polynomials [AG01b, AG09, AAR03, BN05, BC02, BC03, BCCA05, BCA09, BCR04, CSS02, CBGVP09, FF02, FF01, GM09a, Gra08, KM03a, KFMH06, KA00a, KR07b, KL04, LS06a, Li08c, LS06b, MPTV06, NR01, NR04, NMD09, PCRR09, PV01, Rap01, RTW05, SPV01, Sya01b, Trz01, JW08, WW09a, WW09b, Win03, WSZ03, XY04, XX08, Y06, YY03a, ZY08a]. ponens [WHS08]. pool [GSNB+08]. Popoviciu [DBGSP08, Wu08c]. popular [Bel05a]. Population [BFL06, LO 02, CWL07, CCW00, Cui02, GM09, Li09b, LP04, MMM04, RST07, S07, WW04a, WS08a, ZWCW00, Ano03-62]. populations [AVAG08, Bra08, GAA08+09, Gou01]. Porous [WZE+06, CM06, GMS08, HK06, HASA07, LY08d, MG03, NMD09, SMH08, SR07, VM09]. Portable [Ano00-89].
Portela [Ano03-34]. portfolio [Ana06, Hua08c]. posed [HB04]. posedness [FH07, FHH08, Gup02a, WX09a]. posets [BKN09]. position [LTH09]. positioning [BGA08, Hur00]. positions [KY03].

Positive [AOS07, ACM05, AW09, BW06c, CDM01, DC05, ERR01, FZG07, HLY06, KKK07, LA03, LS04b, Li04b, LLX05, Li08b, LFZ08, LS09, LL09b, LXL05, LQ04, Liu04b, Liu04c, LY06a, LLW07, Ma01, Ma04, MO01, Pal01, SXX09, SC03, Son09, Sta02, TGS07, Wan08a, WLY06, XDD06, Yan03c, Yan06a, ZYG08, ZLJW06, ZG09a, ZG09b, ZH02, ZCW06, Agr08, AD08, AA01, AO08b, AP01, Ayk04, BF03, BG04a, BKN09, BBP09, BW05, Cap00, Ch05b, CWZ07, CZ08, Den07, DSS08, DM08, EM09c, ES01, FLR05, Fer01, Gup03, HYLW00, Hu04, Jan09, Jia00b, JA03, JX04, JZ03, KO08, Kar09, KKLW09, Lai08, LZW08, LLW09, Leu00, LFZ00, LW05, LDZW05, LZ06, LHL07, LLY06, LBW05, LZO2, LL02, LG04b, LY05b, LDK08, LL08b, Ma00, MDG05, MZ09, MZ04, MOP06, Oca07, PLG07, PL03, RSE01, SW04]. positive [Sot02, SPW08, Sun00, Sun05a, SZ05, SX06, SL07b, Sun09a, TYP00, WJX04, WZ00, WG07b, WG08a, WL09a, Waz01, Wen00, Won00, WCC08, WCC09, WWYL09, WLZ07, WLY08b, Yan04d, Yan07, YW07, YW08a, Yao04, Yao05, Yao07, Yas08, YTEC02, WWYL07, Zen09, ZLJW06, ZYW08, Zha09d, ZC09a]. positive-definite [YTEC02]. positivity [GW03a]. positone [ZY08]. possess [Dra08]. possibilities [CJV07]. possibility [Isk02, Isk04, Isk08]. Possibly [BFL06]. post [Ano01-28]. post-World [Ano01-28].

Postaenomic [Ano03-41]. Posteriori [Ale06, Had03, PPP+06, RW03, AN06, Bla04, VH06]. postman [WW02a]. Postmodern [PR01]. Postprocessing [Sar06a]. postprocessor [AN06]. postservice [Kaw06]. postshock [SD03]. potential [AC05, All02, BRC00, CMS04, DCS09, HZ08a, KL05, Ano03-71]. potentials [GZ06, HZZ02, KK06a]. Powell [CL08b]. power [BGP04, Coh00, GM07, HCWC07, ISAAM09, IUCR06, LTYB09, LCL+09, LK04, NWL08, NLLL09, Pan05a, SL09, Siir08, Trz01, Ung05, YE01]. power-law-like [GM07]. power-mean [HCWC07]. power-of-two [YE01]. powerful [Waz07a]. powers [Pan07b].

Powersums [BKN09]. Precise [ZF07b, KY03, PL05a, YLZ08a, ZT08, VAR03]. precisely [Ano03-47]. Preconditioned [Bax02, Gra03, LCC08, Tou05, Yan03d]. preconditioner [LHR09, MAK03]. Preconditioners [CHL06, JR01, TC09, BFM04, CJ05, CT09, JLY04, JLY09b, NV08]. Preconditioning [Hip06, KF05b, AM08, C00, GKM08, KL05, LZ09, PI0+08]. Predator [HLY06, Wan06a, ADN02, CW08, Col04, Cui02, DH08c, HC09, HZ08b, Hu05, NTHP09, SC00b, SDC08, WLW08b, XC00, XCD07]. predators [XCO6]. Predazzi [Ano03-44]. predicting [HLW07]. Prediction [Gla07b, BCD08, CKC03, CML+09, CFF06, GPT03, HX03, JAM02, KT09, MR08, WLT07]. predictions [Har01, SLL03]. predictor [PS07]. predictors [Sya02]. preemptive [LKH03, LHY09]. Preface [AO01d, Ana00b, Ana04f, Ano03-95, Bar01c, CP03, Dey00b, DLO06, Fas06, Gai02c, Gal06b, GKKL06, JAV08, KHO2a, LD06, Net06, Osa03, PC09, RXY06, SAVA03, SY03b, SBGS01, SBGS05, Tay00]. preference [CL02b, ESNP06, LH05b, LWL08]. Preinex [dSOGRMRL04]. Preinexivity [SL06c, Ant05]. Prentice [Ano03-59, Ano04r]. preproximity [ZAAES09]. prescribed
preys [XC06]. Price

[MM08b, HLY08, Lon03]. priceless

[Ano03-63]. Pricing

[YLD08, BM06, BCJ08, CKKK06, CNPP08, DLL08, Hon02, YC07b, Ano03-63]. Primal

[KP06, Ano03-68, CLK06, LGP08].

primal-dual [Ano03-68]. primary [KCD05].

prime [Tan03b], primes [BDT04].

Primitives [Ste06, LH08]. Princeton

[Ano03-27, Ano03-49, Ano03-68]. principal [LJ08a]. principle [BK00, BHHA08, Dib01, Hor08, Li07, LV03, WF07, Wu03].

Principles [AA05, Ano03-52, HLC00, Ano04d, Ano00-59]. Priori

[RPO03, CBJ01, PJJP04, WWS+06].

Priority [WNS09, GC02, LKH03, PdlF07].

Priority-based [WNS09].

priority-discipline [PdlF07]. prisms [AA08]. privacy [Ano00v]. pro [Ano04o].

probabilistic

[CHL09, Ind02, MT09, PP01b, Ren03].

Probabilities [CF04]. Probability

[Ata09, Kum06, Ano03-27, BDA02, Hoh01, JWSS04, LWZ04, YC07a, ZZ09b, Ano04t].

probability-based [ZZ09b]. Problem

[CKKK06, DS06a, GC06, GCN06, SPE06, Ada04, AV008, AGS09, ARM08, AD03, AA01, AK08b, Ano00-94, Ari09b, BK00, BSS98, BLD07, BC00, BGLT08, BD04c, BIKL06, Cab01, CG08, Che01b, Che04b, CX04, CO007, CHZ09, Che08b, DDD00, DS02, De 04, DHM05, DG05, ES05, FLFL08, FS04, FR04, FM08c, FS07, GW08, GE03, GS06, HRP01, HMCR00, Has04, He02, HG03, HZ08a, Hof03, HLo02e, HLM04, Hua05, JKR08, JN07, JK02a, Jia04b, Jia01c, Jia02, JZ03, KA09a, KK02a, KK06a, KH00, KK04, KS00b, KLW09, Kru03a, Kru03b, Kru05, Kru08, KC05b, KH09, LHC08, LUZ05, LCGX06, LS08, LIL09b, LG09a, LX00, LWY02, LV03, LWY04, Liu02, LQ04, LY05b, LCMX06a, LD08, LS05, LJD08, LHW08, Ma01, MDG05, MZ09, MM08a, MRB02, MCC09, Man05, Mar07, Mar05a,
MV08a, Mur05a, Mur07a, Nak06]. **problem**
[OTB+08, OEV09, PLG07, PW05, PSES07, QW09, Ryoo09a, Ser00, SP08a, SW07, SL08b, Slo07, SZ09a, SWX06, Sot02, Sta07, SZL02, Sun09a, TCH07, TGS07, VNFF08, Van09c, WWL08, WW09c, WFC04b, WYZ01, WI08, WTY03, WTY05, Xie00, XC07, XZ09a, Yan02, Yan04b, Yan05a, Yan07, YZHY09, YL09a, YE01, Yao04, Yao07, Yi09, YD08, ZLY06, ZL08c, ZYW08, ZJ08, Zha09d, ZG09a, ZZZ02, dSOGRMRL04].

**Problems**
[Guy00, LET06, Liu06b, Mig06, SW06, ZLS06, ZLJW06, AC07d, AP08, AS03b, ATT03b, AOLL04, AOS07, AM09, AS01, ACJ07, Am07, And03, AW09, Ano00a, Ano00-31, Ano00-35, Ano00-58, Ano03f, AMV08, AS08, AC08, ACH01, Ayk04, BG04a, Bai08, BSR02, BN05, BCS04, BGR01, BN00, Bla07, BG04b, BW05, BW06c, BS03b, Bou00, BRM01, BM1+06, BL05, CH01, CG05, CC09a, CDJR03, CS02a, CM04, CN01, CGY09b, CKY04, CS02b, CK02a, CJ01, CWY02, CGGC02, Che04f, Che04a, CWZ07, CL08a, Che06b, CE02, CKL07, CL07, CH00c, CW05, CD04, CZ08, CZ09c, Cu09, CM08, DR04, Din00c, DW02a, DE09a, DH07, Du08, EGZ04, EGA03, EM09, ES08b, EB04, FHH08, FK01, FL03, FZG07, Gal02a, Gal08c, Gal08b, GSZ02, GM07, GL09c, GKM08, GOMA07, GH08d, GN05].

**problems**
[GH03, Gra03, GL00, GH06, Ha01, HL02a, HH02b, HL02b, HS04a, Han06, HL07, Han08, HTHM09, HTHY03, HL05, HW09, H02, HY03, HW05b, HB04, Hor08, HLC05, HZ07, HZ09b, IS04, lif04, IN07, Jan05, Jan06, Ji02, Jia06b, JX04, JC00, JPV01, JP01, JV02, KM01, KP01, KP03, KK09, KN04, Kao09b, KO09a, Kar08, KF05b, KF08a, Kel06, KR07a, KP00, KL08b, KKK02, KK08b, KS03b, KLZ09, KY07a, KY07b, LP08a, LY09a, Lan04b, LR03, LW09b, LLWY00, L06b, Les05, LH00b, Li00a, Li02, LZZ04, Li04b, LCG06, LS09, LHW04, LDG05, LJ06, LS09, LW09c, LT04, LT01, LWG04, Li04a, Li04b, Li04c, LCW06b, LCW06c, Li07a, LL07, Lop09, Lu07, Ma00, Ma04, Ma07, MS04a, MM05b, MW00, MEG08, Mou02, NLL07, NLL08, NRR0, NAV03, NF03, Net05, Net07, NRR0, Nob06].

**problems**
[NMD07, NMD08, OEV09, Pal01, PG04, PG08, Pao03, PF01, PX09, PY09, Pet04, PD06, PDBH03, Ram05, RMC08, RR08, RW03, Ry00b, RSK02, Ry03, Ry04, Ry07, SV06, SA05, SR04, SC00a, SC03, SWL1+06, Shi01, Sir00, SF01, SF07, Sta02, SPW08, SBS05, S09b, SB00, SL06a, TS00a, TLLM08, Th01, TL06, TT09, Top04, VJ04, VH06, VC03, WSL01, WX01, WX02b, Wan03a, Wan03b, WG07b, WL07, WJA08, WWW0, WSL08, Wan08a, WFG08a, WFG09, Wan09d, Waz00, Waz01, WA08, WFS03, Won00, WX03b, WC08, Won08, WX00b, Wu04, WK05, Wu08a, Wu09, Xia07, XDX06, XD02, XZ08b, XZ09c, X004b, X007, YAVB08, Yan03d, Yan06a, YW07, Yae05, Yas08, YTFC08, YL07, YS04, YLL08, Zal02, Zal03, Zha01d, ZJJ1+04, ZM04a, ZhYL05, ZL08d, Zha09e, ZH09, Zha09c, ZG09a, Zha08d, ZC09a, XZ10].

**problems**
[ZZH03, dZmCIQ09, ZCC04, ZZ06, dSRGRMRL08]. **procedure**
[JSK1+04, PW00, SF01, Ver09, YS04].

**procedures**
[HGH02, SF01]. **Proceedings**
[An00-43, An00-85, An00-95]. **process**
[AF02, AO08b, Bai01, BB01, CPP07, CPP08, Che04g, CH00b, ET09, GMS08, GLR05, HM03b, Hua00, Jun07, LP00, Mac06, MM05a, Moo02, TT03, WCL02, W07a, WL09, YY09, Yu04, Zha08c]. **Processes**
[yL06, LL06a, An00-71, APV02, BPv03, Bib06, CCRM04, CU03, CSP05, ES01, FM07, GL03b, HCL00, HB04, HL07, KKY06, KL08a, KL03, yL08b, LHP07, Pan07c, SH05, SW08, Syn08, Tur04, XLL08].
Quintic [ZHHT06, ANZ09, BN05, LF09, PHAF09, WH08b, ZL07a]. quorum [MM08c, TT03, ZSPZ08].

R [Ano00z, Ano00w, Ano00-56, Ano00-84, Ano03-46, Ano03-62, Ano04m, Jai05]. R74 [RW03]. Radial [HLC05, LLTL05, Sar06a, ZL04, AM08b, BSR02, Bax02, Bax06, BI02, Buh06, CLM06, CGGC02, CCF06, DS07, DR02, DF02, DH07, Dua08, Fly06, FDWC02, FNL04, FLW06, GKO2, Hon02, HRRA02, Kan04, KH00, LF03, LF05, MDPD02, PD04, PD06, PB02, SV06, Sar06b, SDZ06, TL06, VTR04, WHL02, WW08c, YTEC02].

radial-basis-like [DR02]. Radial [HLC05, LLTL05, Sar06a, ZL04, AM08b, BSR02, Bax02, Bax06, BI02, Buh06, CLM06, CGGC02, CCF06, DS07, DR02, DF02, DH07, Dua08, Fly06, FDWC02, FNL04, FLW06, GKO2, Hon02, HRRA02, Kan04, KH00, LF03, LF05, MDPD02, PD04, PD06, PB02, SV06, Sar06b, SDZ06, TL06, VTR04, WHL02, WW08c, YTEC02].

radial-basis-like [DR02]. Radial [HLC05, LLTL05, Sar06a, ZL04, AM08b, BSR02, Bax02, Bax06, BI02, Buh06, CLM06, CGGC02, CCF06, DS07, DR02, DF02, DH07, Dua08, Fly06, FDWC02, FNL04, FLW06, GKO2, Hon02, HRRA02, Kan04, KH00, LF03, LF05, MDPD02, PD04, PD06, PB02, SV06, Sar06b, SDZ06, TL06, VTR04, WHL02, WW08c, YTEC02].

Raimondas [Ano01d]. Rajeev [Ano00-88]. Rajkumar [Ano00-56]. Ralf [Ano03-41]. ramp [WWH05]. Random [CCJ08, DL06, LLB05, AL08a, An04e, Ano04i, BDA02, BLO00, CYL08, CHM06, CIV07, DS05a, FZ07b, GPV06, GG06, GL03b, GC02, HM03b, KS00a, KT03a, KDKS01, KU04, KUM05, KNP06, YL09c, LW04, LEI02, LW209, Lin08b, MAM04, ODO00, PL05a, RR07, SA08, SY05, Tan04, WLV09, W08, WH05, WD05, WCG06, YLZ06, YL08, YXZL09, ZL05, An04w, Ano04v]. Randomization [Jum01, Ano03h]. randomly [Bra08, CACJCL+09, NSQ02]. randomness [An03-45]. range [CLC01, HNR08]. rank [Gal05, SC07, Wan07b, WS08b, XZ09a]. rank- [XZ09a]. rank-one [WS08b].

Ranking [CT08, CT02b, DZQ06, LH05b, AH09, CL01, Tan03a, WL08b, WL09a]. Ranks [Liu06a, Liu08e]. Rannacher [AMV08]. rapid [An00x, OAVB08]. Rasch [FM06]. Rate [An00a, Gup03, LY06b, ST07, ZG02, ZW06, BB05, DD08, DAK06, GPV06, HM03b, KT09, NTT09, SY05, Wan02b]. Rates [BB01, ZP00, AH06, AC00, CM03, FZ07b, HZ09a, L01c, PL05a]. ratio [Me05, SA08, XC00]. ratio-dependent [XC00].

Rational [Boy01, DZT06, Kii04, An01t, Bal02, CK02b, DGV06, F03, H03, Ikh01, Ihk02, Ikh04, Iva07, KL01, Li00b, L04b, L05, L0108, TSZ02, VBG07, ZSG01]. ratios [MB08]. Rauch [Phu02]. Raúl [An01y]. Rayleigh [Liu08a, ZT07]. Raymond [An00-75, Ano03-70]. rays [AA08]. RBF [CT02a, FZ07a, GMS09].

RBFFD [SDZ06]. RCGM [LY04]. RCNNs [LC07b]. re [Ano00-55]. re-engineering [Ano00-55]. Reacting [BR06, dR03].

reaction [BKM08, CN01, DNL08, GAT07, Li02, L06c, MC02, Pao01a, Ram05, RR08, SR03, SK06b, TZ04a, Wan02b, Wan09e, XCD07, YV05, Yi09, ZS06]. reaction-diusion [BKM08, CN01, DNL08, GAT07, Li02, L06c, MC02, Pao01a, Ram05, RR08, SR03, SK06b, TZ04a, Wan02b, Wan09e, XCD07, YV05, Yi09, ZS06].

Reactive [SW06, LCL+09]. reactor [JTR09]. read [HLM04, LHY09]. read/write [HLM04, LHY09]. readers [Ano04-40, Ano04-41]. reading [Ano00-29].

Real [DD04, XZ06, ZXTL09, BD01, Bal04, CCSR04, CF08, Dra08, Gla04, Gla09, GM00, Lai08, tLjW08, LY07, MPTV06, SBS06, Sun05b, Sun05c, Sya01a, Tan01, Wan05a, Wan05b, WSZ03, Wu08b, XH02, ZW09b]. Real-coded [ZXTL09]. real-life [SB06].

real-valued [BD01]. REALbasic [An00-65]. realistic [TBR01].

Realization [AF09, Don04, LW09b]. Reanalysis [Mic09]. rearrangement [Nik06]. reason [An03u]. reasoning [An01h, LCWL06a, LCWL06b, Liu09a, SLF02, WML08, hYL09, ZL06, ZL07b, An01t]. receiver [Hur00]. reciprocal
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ROM
[Ano00-34, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-46, Ano00-83, Ano01f, Ano01k, Ano03v, Ano03-34, Ano03-58, Ano03-67, Ano03e, Ano03-75, Ano03-88, Ano03-78, Ano00-79].
Ronald [Ano00z, Ano03-51].

root
[BGP04, Pan05a, PR06, Ik07, Kn08].

root-finders [Pan05b].

root-finding [BGP04, Pan05a, PR06, Ik07, Kn08].

root-finders [Pan05b].

root-finding [BGP04, Pan05a, PR06].

roots [CjBN09, JCZ09, MPTV06, NJ08, Nie01b, Win03, WXG01, YC06, Zha08a, Zw09].

Ross [Ano1n, Ano4h].

Rota [HHS07].
rotated [GKM08].

Rotating [Hay06, AL08b, Ari09b, HM05a, KL01, LM03, MH09, RZ03, Tur07].

rotating-disk [Tur07].
rotation [SB03].

rotational [Kan02].

rotationally [Leu00].

rotations [AK08a, Rub07].

rotor [Dum00, YW09, Yao05b].

rotor-spun [YW09].

rotors [KY00].

Rough [CW06, Guo03, HY09, HS04b, LCW06b, LCWL06c, LSZ07, PC08, QL08a, SW09, TDY08, XZ08b, XMW09, YG09].

rounding [MT09].

routing [WW09].

RPICM [LT05].

RS [Lin04b].

RSV [AMC08].

RTDs [LKS06].

Rudd [Ano00-58].

Rudolph [Ano03-55].

rule [JSS01, KS07, LZ05, LGG06, MC07, QL08a, TXC02, Uc07, ZY07].

Rules [Bel06, AC02, AC03, Ano03, BCD08, DY09, ED09, HRMS09, HLY09, Ko00, LC05, NLR01, Nie09, TWS00, WX03a].

Runeson [Ano00-28].

Runge [AG03, BJ02, CFR03, CLM03, CM02, FZ07a, GS02, GW03a, GPR01, GPM03, LGY09, LYL07, PF01, XT02, XT04a, Xio07].

Running [Ano00-67].

runs [SS09d].

Russell [Ano03k].

S [Ano00-75, Ano00-71, Ano01n, Ano03q, Ano03-39, Ano03-82, Ano03-45, Ano03-53, FP06, KP01, JC05, Ano03-73].

S-G-L-KKM [JC05].

S-Plus [Ano03-73].

Sabin [CL08b].

Sabra [Ano03-81].

Saddle [Ano03-59, Ano04r, Li05].

Safer [EMD08].

sale [LZS07].

Salehi [Ano04w, Ano04v].

same [Ikh07].

sample [GGO06, WZ08b].

sampled [SN03].

samples [EW00b, HS00, To00, ZMP04].

sampling [CWW08, CZ02, GL03b, KDK01].

sandwich [CB02, PB01].

sapiens [Ano01u].

SAR [LW09].

Sara [Ano01c].

Sarit [Ano01n].

Satisfaction [RKS08].

satisfiability [Bru08].

satisfying [Nie01].

Satsuma [LHT07].

saturation [GLTS08, TSL08, Wan06c].

saturation [KLP09].

Scalar [HRMS09, Bil05, DSS08, OS08a, WX00a, dR03].

scale [ACV03, AS09b, CW05, FHZ08, FV04, HY03, LCHL06, SI03, Sun05a, TLS07, XWW08, YX09a].

scaled [JAM02].

scales [ADP08, AK08b, AW09, BW05, BD06c, BG07b, CL07b, CWZ07, EPS05, FZ07, Hof03, HT05, JEP08, KÖ08b, LN09, OEV09, ÖY09, PXG09, SSX09, SL07b, Sun09a, Top04, WW08b, WWW08, Wan08a, WS05, WZ07c, Yas08, ZS05, ZLZ07, Zho08].

Scaling [Bax06, CSL07, Koi07].

scanning [SYHC06].

Scattered [Sun00, All02, WB01].

scatterer [YZ02a].

scattering [Krus00, LL07, Yan02, Yan04a, Yan04b, Yan05a, ZRO5].

Schaffer [Ano00-80, Ano00-81].

Schauder [PPRG02, WW07].

schedule [ODO03].

schedules [KA02].

Scheduling [MR06, MS09, DAK06, He00b, HY08, KM03b, KY07a, KY07b, LCW06a, LCW06b, LCWL06c, MCC09, MG08b, MYR09, SMO03, SMOK05, TH02, Wan08b, WWW09, Wan09b, WX05, YE01, YH11, YZ08, ZY02, ZY08].

schema [ROY01].

scheme [AB08c, Ano00-69, BG01, BKR05, CCC08, CS00b, CLT08, Che03, CCK00, D04, Dub08, EA03a, Go00, HJJ05, JKN09, Ju03, KK09, KZ02, KL03, Lee00, LHW04, LKC04, LXZ08, LT09b, MQ05, MWZ09].
schemes [AO05, AY06, ASi08, AO09, BS00a, BGM+02, CFR03, CS02b, CAZAA00, CGGC02, CCZK09, GW03a, GLa00, Glao3, Glao4, Glao5a, Glao5b, Glao6, Glao7a, Glao8, Glao9, Gra03, Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, IL04, IJB00, KO09a, Li01b, LDHW05, LY08d, LHD08, LB04, NUN06, Nko00, PKSP08, Roe09, SMMM02, SC02, Tan01, VRJ09, VTR04, XX09b, Zha03b, ZC08].

Scheutz [Ano03t]. Schiestel [RZ03]. Schmidt [GLR05]. Schneiderman [Ano03-50]. Scholes [AE08, CNPP08]. Schönemann [Ano03e]. Schreiber [Ano00-38]. Schrödinger [HJW05, LDHW05, AS08, CK08, CQT02, DS07, Den07, GT00, HZZ02, IJB00, JG04, Kan04, KD08, ÖY07a, RL08, Sim01, SAB07, Tan07, WX09b, XZlD09]. Schumann [BM00]. Schur [SJJ09]. Schur-convexity [SJJ09]. Schur-geometrically [SJJ09]. Schurer [AG09]. Schwarz [JZ08, LZZ04, Sir00, Ano03-66]. Schwickenberg [Ano00q, Ano00r]. Science [Ano00-85, Ano03x, Ano03-81, Ano03q, Ano04t, Ano01v].

Sealed [Bel06, Che08b]. sealed-bid [Che08b]. Search [CX04, MIKP04, Ano00-70, Lei02, MCRA05, Nak06, Nam01a, yNyLjZaZ08, OTB+08, SS07a, SHWF09, Wan02d, WS08b, WYSS09].

searches [SH01]. Searching [BDT04, Qua01, YZLL09]. seasonal [YC07b]. Sebastapol [Ano00-75, Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-57, Ano00-62, Ano00-87, Ano01j, Ano01k, Ano01-27]. Sebastopol [Ano00v, Ano00-36, Ano00-37, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-60, Ano00-78, Ano00-61, Ano00-79, Ano00-63, Ano00-67, Ano00-65, Ano00-68, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-92, Ano00-91, Ano00-93, Ano01f, Ano01s].

Scientific [Ano00-70, Ano00-75, Ano00-79, Ano00-82, Ano00-85, Ano00-87, Ano00-91, Ano00-92, Ano00-93, Ano01f, Ano01s]. scientifique [Ano00-80, Ano00-81, BDGR01, TB08]. scientific [Ano00-30, Ano03p, Ano03-67].

scientists [Ano00g, Ano00h]. scope [KPD+09]. Scott [Ano03-84]. screening [Can03]. screens [KKM00]. SDOF [MB08].

Second [QSL08, RSD09, RN02, Shi03, SW02a, SOW04, Sun05a, SS06, SZ09b, Tan02b, TRG01a, TRG01b, TC04, TA04, TBC05, Tsi02, TDS08, Van07, VSK08, Wan00e, WWZ03, Wan04a, Wan04b, WZ07b, WLW07, WWW08, WS09a, WWC08, WWX04, WD05, WW08d, XZ08a, Xu08b, Yan04c, YYZ03, YW03a, Yan03c, Yaw05, Yaw06, ZZ07a, ZZ00a, ZP01, ZC01, ZS05, ZJ08, Zha09d, ZW09a, Zha08d, ZC09b].

second-grade [ASHA08, MP08a, VSK08]. Second-Order [SW02b, GZ06, LTY05, Luo03, PXW09, SK00a, TRG01a, TRG01b, TC04, TA04, TAG05, Tsi02, TDS08, Van07, VSK08, Wan00e, WWZ03, Wan04a, Wan04b, WZ07b, WLW07, WWW08, WS09a, WWC08, WWX04, WD05, WW08d, XZ08a, Xu08b, Yan04c, YYZ03, YW03a, Yan03c, Yaw05, Yaw06, ZZ07a, ZZ00a, ZP01, ZC01, ZS05, ZJ08, Zha09d, ZW09a, Zha08d, ZC09b].

Second-order [SW02b, GZ06, LTY05, Luo03, PXW09, Top04, ATT03b, AL04, AS01, AW09, AY06, AC03, AT02, Ayk04, BLD07, BA01, BPA03, BPM05, BN00, BBR08, COE03, CC09a, CT05, CHS02, CJ03, CS04b, CL08a, CNP08].

Sebastopol [Ano00-70, Ano00-75, Ano00-79, Ano00-63, Ano00-67, Ano00-65, Ano00-68, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-92, Ano00-91, Ano00-93, Ano01f, Ano01s].
sequencing [Bru08, KM03b]. Sequential [CT09, BCD08, CFH05]. serial [JKY06].

Series [SK04, BBGG08, Bar01d, Boy07, BJ00, CKCG03, CGBJR03, DK09, Has02, IR08, Jun06, KHS00, LC07a, LCL08, LHP07, Mal04, MJ08, MM05b, PS09, Sav07a, Sav08b, SL09, Sri03, TY05, WZ07a, ZYG09, Ano00-30]. server [Ano00-92, Ano00-93, GC02, LWY09, ODO00, SG08, Wan04a, WX09a, Ano00-44, Ano00-45]. servers [Jai05]. service [Ano03w, GM09b, HY08, KLHC08, RS06, SG08, Wan04a, WZ07b, WX09a]. services [Bel01, KCD05, Ano00-56].

sessions [Guy00]. Sestoft [Ano03-47]. Set [BFL06, CW06, EGM02, GJM03, Yan08, AO01b, ARS02, AFL09, ARM08, Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano03-51, BJK09, BSM01, CGY08b, EMP06, FW08, GK04a, Gu02b, HNR08, HCLL00, HY09, HRMS09, HCLL00, Hua01, HF04, HLCW07, IDM08, Jee04, JZZQ07, bJQC09, JLP09, JY11, Lio07, LCWL06b, LCWL06c, LSZW07, MBR03, MK09, MCC09, MN01, Nam00, Nam01b, Pad07, QLD08a, SV01, SM02, SHWF09, VDM08, WW08a, Xu03b, YLY09, YGH09, YX09b, YLZ08b, ZGY05b, ZGY07a].

Set-Based [BFL06, CW06]. Set-contractive [GJM03]. set-theoretic [SV01]. set-valued [ARM08, CGY08b, FW08, HRMS09, HCLJ00, Hua01, HF04, Jee04, Li07, MN01, Nam00, Nam01b, Pad07, QLD08a, SV01, SM02, SHWF09, VDM08, WW08a, Xu03b, YLY09, YGH09, YX09b, YLZ08b, ZGY05b, ZGY07a]. Sets [PT00, CTYW05, Dino04a, Dra03b, Eke02, HH00, HHJS03, HCTC03, ISAAM09, KGW08, Lan04b, SLHY09, MRB02, POS03, PC08, PG06, PG08, RFCCRM03, SW09, SLJ04, TB09, TDY08, WS07, Xu03a, XX09a, YL09b, YZWL09, hYLL09, Zhu08b].

setting [YLD08]. settings [GPvZ06]. settlements [SBPD08]. setup [WWW09]. Seventh [Ano04r, DL08]. Several [Lio08d, ZY08a, Ano00u, CH04, CS04a, JSS01, JA03, KKM00, LW08a, Sta07, XT04b, ZZ01b, ZZ02a]. SFR [Ano03-37, Ano03-82, Ano03-48, Ano03-69, Ano04j, Ano04i, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04v, Ano04z, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-47, Ano00-46, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01w, Ano03w]. Shadbolt [Ano00-38]. shadowing [Gu08]. shallow [BFO02, CB02, Gir03, Gla00, Gla05a, Gla07b, Hav08]. Shane [Ano03-69].

Shannon [CW06, Dra03a]. Shape [CS02a, CLMM06, AG01c, AG01b, FW04b, FZ07a, Lee00, WK06]. shaped [BKN09, WY07]. shapes [Br00]. Shapiro [Ano01r]. share [CZL08]. sharing [Ban07, BD07, CZ05b, Fan02b, LL06b, LHLD08, LY09, SC02, Xu03b, Xu08a, ZCL08, ZL08]. Sharkey [Ano03v]. Sharp [Hu08, KLJ09, KDC08, Uje04b, ZZ09c, Lio08]. shear [BCGP03, NS07, SASHS09, VSKF08]. shear-thinning [SASHS09]. sheared [Sar03], shearing [ZMM07], shed [KO08]. sheet [ASHA08, AL08a, Ari07a, Ari07b, Ari09a, Ari09c, Bat07, EM09b, FLFL08, XL09]. sheets [APvZ01, BPvZ03]. Sheffer [Nie01a]. shell [Ano01-27, CB02]. shells [GAA06].

Sheng [Ano00u]. Shepard [AG01c]. Shi [Ano01w]. shift [Ano04b, JZ02, PLP09]. shift-and-invert [JZ02]. shift-invariant [Ano04b]. Shiftability [SKHK06, Wan00c]. shifted [JH09]. Shih [Ano04d]. Shih-Chii [Ano04d]. Shin.The [Ano03-83]. Shing [Ano03p]. Shock [BD04b, Ar08, BD04, LY09, SO03, SD03]. shooting [EG03, Ha01]. Shore [Ano00-90]. short [XZ09]. shortcuts [CW07]. Shortest [FK05, HL02c, Hua05, KC05b, PS07a]. shrinking [FLFL08]. SI [DL03]. sided [ZZ02]. sideline [TRD08]. sideways [FQ02, FX05, QF03]. Sierpinski [Jia09]. Siever [Ano00-78, Ano00-79]. sight [KK09]. sigmoidal [CC09b]. Sign [AS07, TA06, AS03b, AOW05, AOT07].
ARS03, Bal00, COE03, DCS09, DG05, Kar08, LS09, LLJ09b, Liu04b, SSX09, WA01, WS05, Won08, Yan06a, YW08a.

sign-altering [Bal00]. sign-changing [Yan06a, YW08a].

signatures [NFI03]. signless [SS09c].

Signorini [Ryo00a]. Silberschatz [Ano00i]. Silvia [Ano01i]. Similar [WYW05, Dua09]. Similarities [Fer03]. similarity [BCGP03, CC08a, WML08, YL09b]. Simon [Ano00-80, Ano00-81]. Simple [CYH05, AGS09, CGFS09, CLT+08, Gra08, HLW07, HLO8b, Ke06, LLNS05, LHS08, Nik06, WLS06]. simplex [Pan00, PP01a, WWWL08]. simplicial [CZ02, simplicial [ZZ02b]. simplifica [LLL08a, Rub07, Roy00a].

ASS02. Simply [Ano00-69]. Simpson [Li08, Uje04b, Uje07].

simulate [BHS+08, JTRu09]. Simulated [HHL+06, Tan03b, ZY08]. Simulating [AZB08]. Simulation [Fer03, ITRO8, MPW07, Ano03-82, Ano03-86, BH03, BW09, Che04c, CLT+08, DKS07, DMP03, DE06a, GOMA07, HK08, ITM08, KK06b, Kor00b, Kor07, Lun03, MEO00, Mar09, Mos08, NB08, OKCO08, Qia08, RR03a, SWS05, SPW08, SP08c, SGR+09, SM08, Sür08, VM09, WL04, WB09, WLD09, XZDD09, XCS+08, YBO7b, Zha03b, ZJZ+04, dR03, An04ag].

simulations [AB09, Ban00, BC08, DLL09, DGG+04, HW05a, HWHG08, IMLF09, JZC06, KIXF09, KD08, LY00c, MG08c, NS07, dSM20]. simulator [AMYS+09]. Simultaneous [CFY08, CM01b, LW90e, SDK09, Bal04, Ihk08, KI04, Nio01b, VW00].

Simultaneously [Pan05c, WSZ03]. Sinc [CWW08, EGZ04, RR03a, MEG08, MS04b]. sinc-Galerkin [MS04b]. sine [KGB07, Lu09b, Waz05c]. sine-cosine [KGB07, Waz05c]. sine-Gordon [Lu09b].

Single [Kan04, KY07a, KY07b, RQH+08, WZE+06, Wan08b, WWW+09, Wan09b, YH11, CS08, Che01a, DCR07, GC02, GSND0+08, Gup02a, HK02c, KM03b, LHS08, MCC09, MM06, WW04a, ZWC00, ZJLW06, Zha05].

single-level [KM03b]. Single-machine [KY07a, KY07b, Wan08b, YH11].

single-period [DCR07, HK02c]. Single-Phase [WZE+06]. single-server [GC02]. single-species [MM06].

single-step [Zhu05]. Singular [ZCW06, AS03b, AOLL04, AOS07, Ana05, AA09a, Ano03e, AK03, BN05, BRR08, CCP02, CM09, CM01a, CK02a, C09b, C08, CZ00c, DM08, EGA03, G02, GSZ02, HZ08a, Hilo1, Hua08b, IS04, Jia00b, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02, JX04, KP03, KA09a, KK04, KDKS01, KR01, KLW09, KB08, LT05, LFZ00, Li01a, LC03, LUZ05, LXH05, LLO6, LS08, LQ04, Liu04c, LY05b, WW07, MSS08, NVAR03, PS09, Phu02, QZ05, RV05, SC03, Sta02, SW08, SS06, WYW05, Xia07, XXD06, Yan05c, Yan06a, Yao04, ZYW08, ZJ08, ZZ09].

singular-perturbation [KA09a]. singularities [AORS03, Gan00, Ke06, KHS00, Li01d, LCGX06]. Singularity [MAR05b, AC02, RGGT03]. singularly [AE07, CN01, KP01, KK09, Li00a, Li02, LTWM08, SR03, SR04, S00, SK06b, SNA09, VR02, YMMC03]. sinh [Waz05a].

sinh-Gordon [Waz05a]. sink [Bat07].

sintering [Nik06]. sinusoidal [AZB08]. SIR [NTTS09]. Siropson [ZH07]. SIS [HZ05, WM04]. site [MB08]. sites [MD06, RMC08]. Sivashinsky [LRL06, KT08].

Six [ZS08b, DS04, LPSS02]. six-point [DS04]. sixth [NMD08, WX00b]. sixth-order [NMD08, WX00b]. size [AVAGP08, DFFL09, KH02c]. size-reorder
sizing [HTKM09, HY06, XD02].
skew [LHL07, tLjW08].
skew-antisymmetric [tLjW08].
skew-Hermitian [LHL07].
sleep [OD00, O03].
slender [DH08a].
slide [FG00].
sliding [PM05a, ZYG+09].
slip [Ari07a, HLMR08, KHA07, Lia04, Lia05, SMH08, SANH08].
slopes [DPU07].
slowly [SD03].
small [Blo08, GG06, Ban07, BRC00, FY04, Gil00, MM07a, MP02b, Wan07b].
small-scale [FY04].
smallest [Hua08b, Li01a].
smart [Bog09].
Smooth [ADH*03, VRJ09, AA05, BBCE09, Hua00, ITT07, LK03, ZW04].
smoothened [MG08a].
smoothing [BM08, SMW04].
smoothing [Ana05, Gan00, HL00, Lia04c].
Smirnov [Ana03-70].
Smith [Ana03].
Smooth [ADH*03, VRJ09, AA05, BBCE09, Hua00, ITT07, LK03, ZW04].
smoothened [MG08a].
smoothing [BM08, SMW04].
smoothness [Ana05, Gan00, HL00, Lia04c].
Smythies [Ana03-79].
Sobolev [Ana08, BC02, BC03, BCGA05, DBX04, EP04, Kan09, KF05b, KL05, Pat05, PPA08].
sociable [Ana03y].
social [Lo 02].
society [Ana00j].
soft [FJZ08, Jun08, JLZ09, JLP09, MBR03, Yan08, AFl*09, AA09b, CTYW05, FGX05, JY11, KGWL08, MRB02, YLY*09, ZS09].
software [Ana00-28, Ana03w, GPT03, HX03, JY06, TD03, TBR01].
Solar [Ana03-70].
Solaris [Ana00-86].
solennidal [KK06b].
solid [Ana03g, Kor07, LLCS02, Mar00, MO08, RB06, VC03].
solids [VC03].
solids [MKSB08, PM08, Ste07, SR07].
Solitary [DH08a, WH07, JG07, MP07b, WX09b, Zha07a].
soliton [DS05a, Ma09a, OR01, Tao09, Wan09a, cW09b, cW09b, ZY02b].
soliton-like [ZY02b].
solitonic [HO00, TGH02].
solitons [MP07b, Waz05d].
Solla [Ana01e].
Solomon [Blo00].
solutal [ZDLH08].
solute [SZ07].
solution [BDGR01, WZE+06, Yi08, YTEC02, ACD01, Ada04, AOLL04, AS01, ASES09, AM08b, AE08, Ari09b, BMHV09, BP09, BSR02, BM01, BM02, BM04a, BBL05, BD03, BHEKE07, CL07a, CCJ08, CDJR03, CJO05, Cat05, CP04, CH05b, CWZ03, CDJ04, CNPP08, CJV07, Cse06, DI08, DK09, DAS09, DRR09, De 04, DSHS05, DXZ05, ETAJ09, FLFL08, Fas02, FR04, FP02, FS07, GHHD08, GNR05, GL200, HR07, HMCR00, HB06, HL09a, HC01, HHL08, HL08b, Jan07, JG07, JDH03, JC00, JSF00, JPV01, JPV02, KP03, KF05a, Kar03, KS03b, KOO9b, KA00b, LP08a, LF03, LRL06, LL05, LWY02, LWY04, LY05b, MH02, MPS04, MN01, MT09, MS07a, NOY01, NSB08, NF03, NST01, OR01, Par04a, PS08a, PW05, PPJ04, PB02, QS03, RF09, SMH08, SD07, SD08, SK04, Sid08].
solution [Sim01, Slo09, ZS09a, Trz01, UHU09, Wan05b, WLW07, Wen00, Wen02, WSZ02, WL08c, ZX06, Xie00, Xu02a, Yan03f, YZLL09, Yao05, Yao07, ZR05, ZCM01a, Zha01a, Zha07a, ZS08a, ZYW08, ZX09, Zha09c, ZLD08].
Solutions [AO08a, BW06c, GY06, Gyi00, Hay06, HLY06, Liu06a, MCH01, ME08, PS03b, SW02b, TEB06, UK08, Wan06b, WG06, WHD09, ZLS06, ZLJW06, Zha08d, ZCW06, AETEZ07a, AB08a, AH00, AZ01, AM02, AG003b, AS03b, AOW05, AO07, A005, ACM05, AA01, AAD03, AW09, ACH01, Ak04, Bae07, BM08, BF03, BG04a, BS03, BL07D, Bai08, BPA03, BK04, BV05, BAK09, Ban00, BM04b, BPP04, BC05, BN00, BHN04b, BGO05, BRC00, BW05, BR05b, Boy01, COE00, COE03, CYG05, CYG06, CG08, CH04, CM04, CDM01, CDM03, CWY08, CGY08a, CGY08b, CX04, CWZ07, CWL07, CC04b, CH00c, CW05, CK02c, CP01b, CHR09, CZ08, Cui09, CS07, DCA08, DCL04, DS04, Den07, DCS09, DN03, Dib03, DSS08, Din00c, DW02a, DL05, DY05, DY08, DIX05, DM08].
solutions
[Dog08, DG05, Don09, ES01, ESR06, EMM09, ERRY01, EA03b, ER07, FW00, Fan02a, FW08, FL05, FW04a, FZG07, FMFV08, FH03, Fro08, GK02, GL09a, GGA09, GSN08, GS08, Gon09, GCH08, GH03, Guo01, HG03, HZ08a, HW09, HT02, HY03, HM05b, HYLW00, H000, HZ08b, HZ09b, Hu04, HL05, Ibr09, IP07, JKN09, JI04, Jan04a, Jan04c, Jan07, Jan09, JKP02a, JKP02b, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02, JA03, JX04, JZ03, K04, KC02, KL05, KLW09, Lai08, LG08, LL08b, Liu08a, LL08b, Liu08e, LHT07, LS01b, MAH08, Ma00, Ma01, Ma04, MDC05, Ma07, Ma09a, MZ09, MRT04, MH07, MZ04, MC02, MCR05, MRMR02, Mus06, MO01, NR00, Nic04, NLR00, OI00, Ou08, OSSY04, Pa01, PPRG02, PL07, Pao01a, Pao03, PF01, PZ07, Pen09, P01, PP04, P04, Pr07, RG07, RC07, RR08, Ryo00b, Ryo00a, RN02, RS02, Ryu07, S07, SG07, SX07, SA05, S05, S06, SH04, SK04, SC03, SW07, S08b, S09, SL07a, SK01, Son09, Sta02, SP08, SK06b, Su05a, SZ05, SX06, SL07b, Sum09a, SK09, Tan02a, Tan07, TLLM08, TMG03, TGS07, TD08, Van07, VNFF08, WJ04, W00, WC04, Wan05a, WYY05, Wan06c, W06, WL06, WG07a, WG07b, WW08, W08, WLC08, Wan08a, WYL08a, WG08a, Wan09e, WX09b, mWmZ09, WFY09, Waz00, Waz01, Waz05a, Waz05d, Wei05, WA08, WZ09, Won00, WA01].

**solutions**

[WX03b, WS05, WC08, WWC08, Won08, WWYL09, WLZ07, WH07, WLW08b, WW08d, Wu09, WL09, cWcX09, cW09b, XH02, XXD06, XLZ02, XD09, YZ02b, Yan03a, Yan03c, Yan03c, Yan04d, Yan05b, Yan06a, Yan07, YW07, YW08a, Ys010, Yau04, Yas08, YZZC09, YTCF08, YWYL07, YD08, YXZ09, YB08, Zen09, ZY08b, ZW08b, ZC01, ZZ01b, ZL03, ZW04, ZWW04, ZL04, ZFS05, ZJLW06, ZHL07, ZL08d, ZJ08, ZTW09, ZLZ09, ZG09a, Zha09b, Zha09d, ZG09b, ZC09a, ZM02, ZYCI09, ZHU02, Z303b, ZH03, ZHKW05, ZT07, ZHL04, dS0GR08, An03f].

**solutions of**

[Ryo04].

**Solvability**

[BS01a, Du08, LDG05, Liu06b, PGT08, Sta07, yL09c, LK09, Sah01, Ver01a].

**solve**

[Ano03-58, Chu07, EA03a, KLZZ09, LH04, PSS09, Pet04, ZDD08].

**solved**

[EBVS06, GS06, Slo07].

**solvent**

[ITM08].

**solver**

[DS02, LH08, NJ08, Pet01, SALK02, Wac08].

**solvers**

[BMH08, CjBN09, NSB08, Pet05, Sch01].

**Solving**

[AR07, An00-58, BGLT08, BS03b, Bru08, Che08b, GMS09, HTMK09, HF00, HL09b, Ryo03, SPE06, Tao09, WYH00, Wan02c, WTZ05, Ara01, BUP09a, BNH07, BG08, BA09b, BG11, BFX09, BPSW01, CC09a, CJ05, CN01, CZ09b, DHO0b, EG04, GAT07, GOMA07, GJ07, Gra03, GJS01, Han06, Han08, Has04, Hem08, HR02, Iva07, JLB00, JDY08, JH04, K01, KGB07, K06a, KZ02, KX05, KH09, yL08a, LRWO9b, LZ04, L08c, L08h, LRWH00, MYG09, Mar05a, MAK02, MAK03, MLW09, MQ06, MEA09, NM08, NW09, PMR08, PSS07, PKPS08, PDR08, RR09b, SDV09, SD09, SNT08, SNG09, SER09, S08, Sha04, SP08a, SF07, SZ09b, SNA09, TD09, WWWW08, WHS08, Waz07e, Waz07b, WKL06, WF01, Xu07b, XC04b, YHS08, YL09a, YI09, YLD09, Yus09, ZGY07b, ZAY08, Zha01d].

**Some**

[AW01, AK07, An04-40, An04-41, AHS00, ASS08, AAR03, BL01, Bal02, BM05a,
spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CBW01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. Splines [McD07, AS01, CM01a, DSH05, HL00, TDS08, WFLC05]. split [ME03]. split-step [ME03]. splitting [AK01, BNP05, BSR02, CCS08, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. splittings [CFH05, Hav08, Min08, SH06]. split-step [DZ08]. splitting-radial [BSR02]. splitting-step [DZ08]. splittings [CFH05, Hav08, Min08, SH06]. spot [YC07b]. Spreading [MM07b, Qia08]. spring [RM07a, RM07b]. Springer [Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00o, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-46, Ano00-58, Ano00-70, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01w, Ano03i, Ano03h, Ano03u, Ano03r, Ano03-30, Ano03-34, Ano03-37, Ano03-42, Ano03-40, Ano03-44, Ano03-48, Ano03-51, Ano03-52, Ano03-84, Ano03-56, Ano03-64, Ano03-65, Ano03-67, Ano03e, Ano03-69, Ano03-75, Ano03-88, Ano04f, Ano04j, Ano04i, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04r, Ano04w, Ano04v, Ano04y, Ano04z]. Springer-Verlag [Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00o, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-46, Ano00-58, Ano00-70, Ano03-37, Ano03-82, Ano03-48, Ano03e, Ano03-69]. SPSS [Ano03-72]. spun [YW09]. Spurgeon [Ano00-27]. Spurious [HLS05]. SQP [JT05, SH02, SY09]. SQSD [SH01]. Square [EPS05, BB04, BM05b, CJV07, HHW08, SDZ06, Zha03b, ZHZ03]. square-based [SDZ06]. squares [Bed02, BG04b, CJL04, Che04d, DW02a, DD08, FR04, KN04, KLO6, KU01, LL05, Liu08e, LU09a, MS04a, Mul05a, XZDD09, Xie00, Yun03d]. squares/penalty [CLS07]. squaring [CWLC09, Koi07, LLY01]. Srivastava [PMS07]. SSC [KY02]. St [Ano04c, Ano00c, XC07]. Stability [AR09, AR10, AO05, Bar01d, BY03, BJ02, BP03, BX02, BDO04, BM006, Che03, CN04, Dem00, GY06, HT05, HC02, Hua08a, JL09a, KÖ08b, yL08b, LRL06, Lev06, Li05, LC02, Lóp09, LYL07, NTTS09, NC09, Noo02b, PP09, Peo03, SYL05, TCX08, WLS01, WZ07c, WH09, Yen08, YS04, Zha01c, ZL02, ZSKZ03, Zho08, ZC08, ASCY08, Ash05, Ay06, AC09, BV01a, BD04b, CB02, EIR03, GZ08, GHW04, HR07, Han04, HLX07, HHW08, HZ05, JK09, Jin08, KZD03, Lee01b, LGZ01, LZ05, tLW08, Li08a, LB01, LKC04, LC07b, MM07a, MG08c, Mur05b, NTHP09, PS01, Pit03, PD06, Pru09, RL08, SP08b, SWL05, Sun06a, Sun06b, TZ04b, Tia08, Wan01, WZ06, WWL06, WF07, WZZ09, Wen00, WH05, WD05, WGZ06, WG08b, WL08c, XCO0, XLL03, XLL04, XLT09a, XLT09b, YX07, YTC08, YH09, YG08, ZD01]. stability [Zha02b, Zha03a, ZD03, Zha04b, Zha04a, ZSO4, ZL07, ZLO9b, ZSZ06, ZZ05]. Stabilization [AM08a, KY00, NP07, Yav05d, GX04, LHMY09, Par04b, PKP09, Tur07, XT08]. Stabilized [GPMPR03, Ban00, Bla07, DPU07, RPO03]. stabilizing [HHJS03, HLC00, HL02c, HLM04, Hua05, HLC07]. Stable [FW04b, Mur07a, ZW03b, AC07, CZ06, Din04a, DS05b, JSF00, LML02, Mur06, Net05, Net07, PLY08, PDR08, Sar03, WX00b]. Stackelberg [TOH03]. stage [CCW00, SMW04, WW04a, WFTL09, XXLD04, WX05, XCD07, ZWW04]. stage-structure [CCW00]. stage-structured [ZWW04]. stages [Tsi03]. stagnation [INP08]. Stan [Ano00-46]. standard [AMC08, MG08a]. Standish [Ano03k]. Stanford [Ano04q, Ano04-32]. Stanley [BKN09]. Stanly [Ano03-51]. starlike [Ano00u, EAA09, KM01, Oro02, SM00]. start [KY07a, SM03]. start-time [KY07a]. start-up [SM03]. Starting [CLM03, HR05, GPMPR03, TP03, WZ07b]. State [ACLL06, WWHL09, AHN06, Ano03g].
state-feedback [KLP09]. State-space [Ano00-70]. stated [HM04]. states [HW05c, LYL00a, WW02b]. static [DD00, HLP03, Ji02]. stations [KLHC08]. Stationary [Wan06a, Ano00-30, BPvZ03, CMS04, GL03b, KAKK00, ST07]. stations [LWLJ09]. Statistical [AEC06, AD08, DAK006, DA06, DE06b, MJ02, AAK08, AF02, PLP09, Sav08a, Win03, ZZ02b, Ano03-73]. statistics [Ano04t, Jah04, Lin04b]. Steady [ACL06, ITT07, Ban00, Kon09, LP08a, ST07, WB09]. steady-state [Ban00]. Steebo [Ano01w]. steel [RDS00]. steepest [SH01, ZCK00]. steerable [FY04]. steering [HH09]. Stefan [Ano00-41, Ano03-88, GS06, Slo07, SZ09a]. Steensen [AB05]. stem [AACLM08]. stenosed [ICM09]. stenosis [WB09]. Step [TS06, AB05, BJ02, CAZAA00, CZG04, CM02, DZ08, FT05, FM05, HN07, Ikho1, Ikho2, Ikho4, Min08, ME03, PW06, RR09b, Tou05, Tsi02, WBS08, WX00a, WX00b, YHS08, ZGY07b, Zhu05]. steps [JMR00, Xia07]. stereoregular [WK03]. Steven [Ano00-83, Ano01q, Ano03s, Ano03-62]. Structural [BV01a, LY09b, Lo 02, ODO03, TL06, TV07, Ano03-74]. Structure [Ano03-42, TY03, At05, Arg00b, BM00, CCW00, DY09, Jay04, MAK02, Pan03, Qin08, Ren03, TDHL09, WW04a, WSO08, XCD07]. Structure-preserving [Ano03-42]. structured [JSKE05, KK06c, LGZ01, Li09b, NST01, Pan07a, ZWW04]. Strother [Ano01h]. Strong [BC02, Gir03, Inc09, MCQK09, PW06, ZP02, CZ02, zGtM08, LLCS02, Tan00]. Strongly [Ano00-78, Ano00-79, Ano03n, Ano04y, Ano04z]. string [FG00]. strings [SS09d]. strip [KK05]. Stevens [Ano04-32]. Stewart [HSM00]. Stietljes [BS01a, BM05a, BCDS09, CD03, CCD07, CD09]. stiff [ACD01, AP08, DKS07, HCLF01, WX00b, Xia07]. stiffness [RDS00, SN01]. stimulus [Iac07]. Stirling [MIPK04]. Stochastic [AL08a, NB08, AAK08, AC06, BV05, BAK09, BBM08, CS01, CZ00, CM03, DZ08, ETAJ09, EVBS06, FKM05, Gy000, HHIW08, IUCR06, Is0k04, Iva07, J010, J040, K03, KV03, KB08, LLL08a, MS08, PKM08, PS07a, RS06, Sot02, VDMK08, WZ06, WD08, XX09a, YYNK03]. stock [KS00a, ZWCW00]. stocks [KWT02]. Stoer [Ano03-46]. Stokes [AV008, AL08b, BCS03, BG04b, CLS07, FP02, GC06, GCM06, ITT07, JY08, KK02, KLS06, Lia04, Man05, NP07, PR07, Tou05, VNFF08, WFC04b, YTEC02]. stopping [BG04, YYNK03]. storage [CFR03, CS00b, WL06]. strain [GMS08, Ste07]. strapdown [AF09]. strategies [Bel05b, CN01, CML+09, CZ02, zGtM08, LLCS02, Tan00]. strategy [Han08, HHR07, IMD08, JZQZ07, LZ09, SY05, YZLL09]. stratification [SAR03]. stratified [SSDD07, VNG04]. stream [DS02, Kan02, ZGY+09]. streamline [Zha09e]. streams [LH09]. strength [KFMH06]. strengthened [HZ03]. stress [CMS04, Kor07, VSK08]. stretching [ASH08, Ari07a, Ari07b, Ari09a, Ari09c, Bat07, EM09b, XL09]. strict [JT05, MCQK09]. Strictly [MOP06, Dha07, Inc09, OS09]. string [FG00]. strings [SS09d]. strip [KK05]. Strong [BC02, Gir03, Inc09, MCQK09, PW06, ZP02, CZ02, zGtM08, LLCS02, Tan00]. Strongly [Ano00-78, Ano00-79, Ano03n, Ano04y, Ano04z]. steps [JMR00, Xia07]. stereoregular [WK03]. Steven [Ano00-83, Ano01q, Ano03s, Ano03-62]. Structural [BV01a, LY09b, Lo 02, ODO03, TL06, TV07, Ano03-74]. Structure [Ano03-42, TY03, AT05, Arg00b, BM00, CCW00, DY09, Jay04, MAK02, Pan03, Qin08, Ren03, TDHL09, WW04a, WSO08, XCD07]. Structure-preserving [Ano03-42]. structured [JSKE05, KK06c, LGZ01, Li09b, NST01, Pan07a, ZWW04]. Structures [PKM+06, BDO04, BD04b, GYPL08, HGS07, LW08, LDK+06, LD08, PLL03, SDD04, She00, She02, Waz04, Waz05b, YJC08].
Stuart [Ano00-84, Ano01r]. Stuck [Ano00z].
Studies [Ano00-84, DW02b, Gre09, XZDD09, Ano01h]. Study [BA09c, BK07, CKL06, CPS05, Dim08, Gal01, HRP01, HXG03, KPD+09, KHA07, KV03, LF03, LKS+06, MAR05b, MG01, MP02b, MD06, MP07b, MM08c, MK08, SC04, SB03, SD03, Sii08]. studying [Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, LWY06].
Sturm [AU09, BCT00, CH00c, DH03, KM07, KKH08b, LR03, LS09, Ma07, UA06, VJO4].

subcritical [DMP03].
subdifferential [HZ09a].
sub-feasible [JZT07].
sub-superalgebras [CZ09a].
subalgebras [Jun09].
subclass [AM08c].

subclass [AD09, AIS08, Aou08, ASS08, CK06, WJS09].

study [Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, LWY06].
Symbol [Ish00]. Symbolic [IK04, TG03, YZC09, YB08, AH00, Ano03-34, Fan02a, HHS06, IK05, TN05, XLZ02, YZ02b].
SymbolicC [Ano01w]. Symbolization [HHS07]. Symmetric [LWZ04, tLjW08, WX03a, Blo08, BR05b, CWZ03, DH08b, DL08, Has04, HL08c, KC05a, Leu00, LW02, MG08a, Net05, PB02, RSR01, RR03b, TG03, WX03b, WS08b, Yao04, YFT04, YLL08, YL08c, ZCK05].
symmetrical [PSES07, XZ08a]. symmetries [Ahl03, Boy07, MR AR08]. symmetrization [Pan07a]. Symmetry [Ish00, OS08a, Oze08, Ano04y, Ano04z]. Symplectic [CQT02, XT02, Ely04, HLS05, LDHW05, XT04a]. symposium [Ano00-85]. Synchronization [MM08c, ET09, HaLC08, LC06c, TaL09, XCS +08]. synthesis [MS03, ZL06]. System [Ano00-86, CR06, Hua06, OK06, ZW06, ADDL04, AOW05, AOTW07, AN09, AS01, ABS09, Ano00i, Ano01s, Ano03-86, AN09, BCGA08, BPM09, BG11, Bon03, CC09a, CO00, CCC08, Che04e, CS04a, CK02b, CM06, DML07, DH08c, Dog05, DL08, DW08, DTZF03, DX04, DX205, ES08a, ES08b, FHT05, GL09b, GMS09, GW03b, GY09, HK03, HC09, hIC09, HYZ02, HF00, HZ08b, HLC02, HL04, HY06, HU04, Hur00, IYN03, Ish00, Jai05, Jin07, Jin08, KS00a, KC02, KF05a, KK06c, Kav06, KB04, KLHC08, KKS +04a, KH09, KYN06, KC03b, KB08, KS07, LRLM +01, yL08b, LRL06, LML02, LDK +06, LY08b, LG09a, Lin04a, LP04, LH09, LHY09, LC02, Ly04a, LC04, LLW07, LY09b, LL02b, LLX03, LHR09, MBI08, Mal09, MP02a, MPS04, MPW07, MUHdH03, MS02, MCS08, MM06, MA02, MA03, MLW09, MB08, MQ06, MIPT08, MCR05, MS00, N002b, NV08, ODO03, PL01a, PG04, PCE +05, PL02, Par04b, PL01c, PP06, PJJ04, QZ05, QL08b, Raz00, SDK09, SC04, SA08, SHA09, SID08, Son09, Sun05a, Sun05b, Sun06a, Sun06b, SBD +00, SNA09, TLS07, TD09, TL00, TK07, TCX08, TLS +08, UÇT08, WW04b, WFC04a, Wan05a, WL06, WY07, WYL08b, WD08, WX09, WWS +06, Waz07c, Wen00, WH05, WD05, WW08d, WL09b, XH02, XHZ05, XLZ02, XL04, XT08, Yan03e, Yan05b, YV05, YY07, YX07, YJCD08, YMMC03,
Yu04, YZZ+08, YL04c, ZCS04, ZHZ00, Zha01b, Zha01c, ZD03, ZHL05, ZL06.
systems [ZLCM08, Zha08a, ZTH09, ZL09b, ZYS01, Zha03, ZL01, ZBS03, An00n, An01n, An03-54, An01x].
Systolic [BD01, LLY01, SMS00, SMS04].
Szasz [Gal08a].
Szego [CBGVPP09, GM09a].
T [An00e, An00f, An00-71, An003p, An03-53, LMSH04]. T-cells [LMSH04].
Taylor [An00-71, An07a, BBL05, HR08, Jum06, MM05b].
Technia [PR01]. Technique [WZ+06, AETE07a, BHS08, BA09b, CT02a, Dib02, Di03, He03, HH04b, JYDH02, KKO9, MM05a, MCH01, MZ07, PdlF09, SR04, SY90, TLP+09, WDL08, Zha02b, An01m].
Techniques [Bel06, BRC00, CJR09, CO00, GJS01, IS04, Kr05, LRLM+01, Li01d, MRdCV00, Pan07a, Sch01, WW03, WX09, ZW03a].
technological [Fer03]. technologies [TBR01, An03-50]. technology [An00-55, An01v, An03-82, CL00, ES08b, KWT02, NLL07, NLL08, PLL01a, WL06, An00-66].
telecommunication [AP09, IDOK06].
telecommunications [An03v]. telephone [ACCMJ07]. Temperature [DS06a, LYT09, BG01, Koa09].
temperatures [Les02]. Temporal [AU03, MM07a, ROY01]. tension [MM07b]. tensioned [GX04].
tensor [Ah03]. tensors [CHS02]. Terlaky [An03-68]. term [AN05, BOP07, CCJ08, CM01b, IJB00, LFZ00, Lin06a, LLO8b, NR01, SDDC08, WLO8b, YMO4b, ZP01, ZCZ01]. Terminal [HCY00, HY00]. Terminal-pair [HCY00, HY00]. termination [Csa01].
terms [BUP09b, BD02, EGM+02, G000, HS00, HM04, HZ03, Lin07, LC06c, PLD02, YSYT09, YMO4a, ZS06, ZZ01c, ZHKW05].
Terrence [An00-54]. tessellations [DW02b, DW05]. test [NWL08, Pan01, WX00a]. testing [LBZ+09, MNIS06, NT02, TSY09]. Tests [KLO8a, ME00, PM08, Siri08, TK02].
tetrahedra [Pia07]. tetrahedral [BKK08, Kr05].
text [An00-74, An03-31]. Their [Bel06, An00o, Bl08, BS01a, Cap00, CS08, CFH05, CD02, Deh02, Dib02, Di03, He03, HH04b, JYDH02, KKO9, MM05a, MCH01, MZ07, PdlF09, SR04, SY90, TLP+09, WDL08, Zha02b, An01m].
Theodore [An00-74, An03-31].
Theodidis [An00d]. Theorem [ARS03, AK03, BM09, CHY01, CWW08, DP02, GL08b, KM09, LN04, LH05a, LCW06a, Lin09c, LYX09, PKT07, RR09a, Sav07b, SA05, SL06b, WW09b, Won08, YX09].
theorems [AO01a, AZCK05, AT02, CC04a, Cap00, CCS04, CZ04, CR08, CZ09c, Dha03, Dha04, Dha06, DP08, Din02, FJ07, FT03, GN09, HH03, HL07, IK03, In09].
IN07, JEP08, JC05, KH08, Lan04b, LF02, LHP07, LWG04, O100, Pen02, PW06, SH06, SP08b, Son08, SOW04, TRG01a, TRG01b, TA04, Wan00d, Wan09c, Wu00, Xie01, XG07, Zha08b, ZL08b. Theoretic [LGBS00, MRP08, SV01]. Theoretical [Ano03-65, CJ04, LF05, Ano03-78, FM08c, MM00, MM08c, PC08]. theories [hYLL09, Zha08a]. Theory [Ano00y, Ano00-29, Ano01g, CW06, Hua06, Nam01a, SBS06, Wan00b, Yan08, dM06, AO01b, AFL+09, Ana06, Ano00-85, Ano03-49, Ano03-84, Ano03-58, Ano04a, BC08, BFKL08, CP02, CGL01, CD05c, Dha07, Fei07, Glao5b, HD09, HHS07, Ind02, IL04, JLP09, Kor05, Kru03a, LW04, LYL00a, LCYL00, LCL00, LJ06, LW09d, Lin08c, LSZW07, MBR03, Mas07, MP07b, Nam00, Nam01b, PdF07, Pei02, QDL08a, RMC08, Ser00, Ste07, WX07, WY07, YLZG01, Zhyl05, ZJLW06, Zhao07, Ano00-83]. theory-probabilistic [Ind02].

there [Dra03b]. Thermal [DHY06, LYF09, MS00, ES08b, HNSA09, LHLW07, Mak09, NLL07, NLL08]. Thermo [RB06, RB07]. Thermo-elastic [RB06]. thermo-elasticity [RB06, RB07]. thermocapillary [DS08]. thermoelastic [DLSB08, MK08]. thermoelasticity [SB03]. thick [MO08]. thicker [BKR05]. thickness [ICM09, PM05b]. thin [BT03, LWY06, LM03, MM07b, SANH08, Ste07, SZL02]. thin-plate [Ste07, SZL02]. thinning [SASHS09]. Third [Ano03r, Ano03-46, Ano04j, HWL03, AG01a, AA01, And03, Ano00-67, Ano00-68, Ano00-84, Ano00-86, CH01, CJBN09, DK04, Fen08, HAKA07, HY03, KKK02, LS04b, LD08, SMM08, SHI09, VR02, WG07a, YW07, Yao07].

Third-order [HWL03, AG01a, AA01, And03, CH01, CJBN09, DK04, Fen08, HY03, KKK02, LS04b, VR02, YW07, Yao07]. Thirty [Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano03-70]. Thirty-five [Ano00j, Ano00k]. Thomas [Ano01n, Ano01x]. Three [ATT03b, AP01, CL08a, FT05, Kor00b, Lee01a, LL03c, Ras06, SN02, TS06, WZE+06, Wan06a, WG08a, WX03b, hYLL09, ZGY07b, ZM04a, ZYY08, AC05, AN09, And03, AK08b, Ari07b, Ari09c, BGO4a, Bia08, BMH08, CD05a, Che03, CZG04, Chu07, DW05, EM09b, ER07, FY01, GY09, HGO3, HM00, KO09a, LY04, LY09a, LLS+09a, LLJ09b, sLhYL09, Li02, Li04b, Li04c, LLW07, LL02b, LYX09, Ma00, Mar07, Mar05a, MP08b, NR01, PW06, Roe09, SS07b, SYHC06, TGS07, TT09, Won08, Yao05, Yas08, Yav00, YF04, YWZ03, ZJ08, Zha08d]. Three-Dimensional [WZE+06, Kor00b, SN02, Ari07b, Ari09c, BMH08, DW05, EM09b, GY09, KO09a, LY09a, sLhYL09, LL02b, LL03c, Mar05a, SYHC06]. three-directional [HM00]. Three-Level [Ras06]. three-link [FY01, Yav00, YF04]. three-party [LLS+09a]. Three-point [ATT03b, CL08a, ZM04a, AN09, And03, AK08b, Bia08, Che03, LL09b, Liu02, Liu04b, Li04c, LLW07, Ma00, Mar07, TGS07, Won08, Yao05, Yas08, ZJ08, Zha08d]. Three-Species [Wan06a]. Three-Step [TS06, FT05, ZGY07b, CZG04, PW06]. three-term [NR01]. Three-view [Lee01a]. threes [Ano00-90]. Threshold [HZZ02, LGZ01]. thresholds [ZZ09c]. thrombus [bFFlT09]. throttling [WLT07]. throttling-based [WLT07]. Tidal [SK06c]. tight [ADH+03]. Tikhonov [MRdCV00]. Tikhonov-based [MRdCV00]. tilings [AT05, Gor00]. Tim [Ano00-62, Ano00-91]. Time [BFL06, Gir06, GY06, Kar05, LL06a, LZL06, LST02, Mur08b, OK06, Ste06, WW02a, AS09a, AHRT09, AC07, ADP08, AK08b, AW09, Ano00-30, Asio8, AM04, BBGG08, Bib06, BW05, BW06c, BG07b, BRMS01, CAHCJL+09, CKCG03, CL07b, CAZAA00, CWZZ07, Che08a, CW05, DLL08, fDxZ11, DKO03, DAK06, DFSS08,
Dra06, EPS05, FZG07, GPvZ06, Gal08b, Gal09a, GT00, GS07a, GM09b, GHW04, GSS04, Han04, HJW05, HY03, Ho03, HT05, HZ08b, HWW08, IDOK06, JKN09, JEP08, JPV02, KÖ08b, KK06c, Kaw06, KL08a, KY07a, KY07b, KNP06, LKH03, LC07a, LL07, Li08a, LCL07, LY09, LW09d, Li09a, LDHW05, LN09, LPvST07, LC06c, MB08, Mah09, Mc03, MS09, Mur08a, MDPD02, NQN03, NTTS09, OEV09, ÖY09, PCE05, Pao01a, PXGL09, PXW09, Pet04, PD06, PJJP04, RB06, SSX09, Sav03, SB03, Sun05a, SL07b, Sun09a, Sun05b, Sun06a, TLS07, Ter00, Top04, Tou05, TYW05, WZ07b, WW08b, WW08, Wan08a, Wan09e, WWW09, WZZ09, WS05, WZ07c, XC00, XL03, YX07, YC07a, Yas08, You04, YH03, ZM04, ZW04, ZS05, ZS08a, ZYG09, Zha09e, ZTH09, ZLZ09, ZW03b, Zho08, ZHO4. time- [Sun05b, Sun06a, TLS07, Ter00, Top04, Tou05, TYW05, WZ07b, WW08b, WW08, Wan08a, Wan09e, WWW09, WZZ09, WS05, WZ07c, XC00, XL03, YX07, YC07a, Yas08, You04, YH03, ZM04, ZW04, ZS05, ZS08a, ZYG09, Zha09e, ZTH09, ZLZ09, ZW03b, Zho08, ZHO4. time-constrained [WW02a]. Time-Delay [OK06, ZTH09]. time-delayed [Kar05]. time-dependent-coefficient [GT00]. time-integration [CAZAA00].

Time-Dependent [BI06, AS09a, GS07a, HJW05, KY07b, LDHW05, PD06, RB06, WWW09, Zha09e].

time-dependent [BI06, AS09a, GS07a, HJW05, KY07b, LDHW05, PD06, RB06, WWW09, Zha09e].

time-integrated [CAZAA00].

Time-Depend Integrators [Gir06]. time-invariant [Ter00, ZM94]. time-limited [KK06c].

Time-optimal [Kar05]. time-accuracy [AC07]. Time-Vary [GYY06]. time-varying [BI06, Che08a, Han04, HHW08, Li08a, LC06c, Mah09, PCE05, PXW09, Ter00, YX07, ZM04, ZS08a, ZS08b].

timey [LY09].

times [AHRT09, BHNO04a, BGO04, KA02, TH02, WWW09].

Timing [BM00].

tissue [FGX05, ZS07], tissues [BBH07].

Titchmarsh [Cha08]. Tobias [An04d].

Tobin [An03-66]. Tocher [LF09]. Todd [An01e].

Toeplitz-plus-Hankel [Ro08]. tolerance [DM09]. tolerant [FL05, SMS04]. Tomaso [An03-61].

Tomographic [Bal00].

tomography [WW05]. tone [NCKS08].

tonometer [Hai03]. tool [SN09, Waz07b].

tools [GHC09, SBSY06].

Toxoplasmosis [AVAGP08, GPAA09].

TPMACA [CCK03].

TPR1 [PKM06].

trace [PS07b].

track [An03-58]. tracked [DG04].

tracker [GLTS08, TLS08].

tracking [An03-37, Kar05, LNL08, LLS09c, PGG08, TLS07, WH09].

Trade [XW09b, An012, Dra06, HL08b, LW09d].

Trade-off [XW09b, LW09d].

Trade-offs [Dra06].

traffic [An00-85, BC08, SWK07, TGIM02].

Train [Wac08].

trailling [YX09b, LW09d].

training [ZXTL09]. traits [Lau08].

Trajectories [XW06, FY01, Gal08c, Zha02c].

Trajectory [LNL08].

Trajtenberg [An03-60].

transcription [MD06].

transfer [Bat07, Bib06, Dog01, GW06, Jun01, OIL08, VC03, XL09].

transferring [WY01].

transform [AMT03, A008a, BHHA08, BJ00, De 02, DDF02, FTC03, LW04, LCW06a, MG05, ME08, Pet04, VA04, ZMLQ09, RR03b].

Transformation [An00-59, RSD09, CO00, CK06, Ely04, Li01c, LMHH05, Ung03, WX03c].

transformations [GM09a, Kan02, TB09, Wan09a, Yan03a].

transforms [AETE07a, BD01, BS09a, LS04a].

Transients [ASEES09, KA00b, PS08a,
TEB06, AS09b, BSR02, Che04a, PSM02].
transiently [LW09f].
transitive [FLR05].
translating [GX04].
translated [SKHK06].
translational [Yav05d].
translating [GX04].
Translation [SKHK06].
translational [Yav05d].
translating [GX04].
translational [Yav05d].
transmissible [CCF09].
transmission [AMC08, DLB03, IKY06, LW09d, MS04a, Yan02].
transmittal [Gal08b, Gal09a].
transonic [BRC00].
Transport [DRR09, SW06, AK06, Col02, DE06a, HMC00, HAKA07, Lin08c, LL08, MP02b, MO08, dSM02].
Transport-diusion [DRR09].
Transportation [ZS07, Ano00-85, HY08, Ano00-85].
transposition [CLS08].
TRAP [PKSP08].
trapezoid [BD02, BCDS09, DDF02].
trapezoidal [AH09, AC02, AC05, BS00a, CAZ01, CT08].
Träumerei [BM00].
Traveling [Fan02a, KO09b, SHY08].
travelling [YB08].
treatment [AAK08, BM05b, JYDH02, Kha05, MG08c].
treatments [VC03].
tree [HL00, KMO3b].
Trees [YW08b, Ano03i, CLS08, Hu08, JS08, KM01, Lon08, MIPK04, MP05].
Trefethen [Ano03-66].
Trefftz [CWLC07].
trenches [DPU07].
triangle [WX03a].
Triangular [Las08, BMHV09, BKK08, Che04g, Cho03, Gal05, LY08d, TSO2].
triangulation [CL08b, LW09a, LHC05].
triangulations [Pla07].
trichloroethylene [CCK08].
tridiagonal
[CPS05, GS01, PSES07, WH09, YLL08].
Trigonometric
[MC08, Bal02, BCGA08, MJ08].
trigonometrically [KS03b].
trigonometrically-fitted [KS03b].
trigonometry [Ung00, Ung01].
triopoly [EAE09].
Triple [BD07, Bai08, CW05, KLW09, LW06, LW08b, Liu09a, SFL02, Sm09a, WF05, Won00, ZC09a, BW05, Kar08, LW08a, Mal04, WG07b, hYL09, ZL07b].
triple-point [Kar08].
trivial [ZL09a].
Tropical [CZLN06, HHL+06].
Troy [Ano00-91].
Truesdell [Sam07].
transcendental [AV08, AN09, CGBJ03, El 03].
truss [WG09].
truss-core [WG09].
trust [CSD08, zGtM08, JZQZ07, QJZ09, ZZ03a].
trust-region [JZQZ07, QJZ09].
Tsotras [Ano00d].
TU [ND01, LD08].
TU-games [ND01].
tube [DH08a].
Tucson [Ano00-84].
Tumor [ACLL06, LH00a].
tumour [MM08c].
tumour-like [MM08c].
tuning [BK07].
Turán [Kov00].
turbulence [KIF09, RZ03, Sar03].
turbulent [LYS03].
Turek [Ano03-88, AMV08].
Turing [Pio00, Ano04-30].
turning [KP01].
Turow [Ano04-29].
Turunen [Ano00-47].
TVD [So05].
twelfth [KA09b].
twelfth-order [KA09b].
twice [LV03].
Twin [ACH01, ABS09].
twin-tail [ABS09].
twisted [Lu09c, OS08b, YY07].
Two [AORS03, Bel06, BW06c, ES01, FFXL05, HL02b, ICM09, KO09a, LCY00, LZ04b, LX06, LD08, LL02b, PY09, Sir00, YX09a, AS09a, AK08a, AC04, AB05, Ano04d, BP09, BB08a, BCD02, BJ02, BJK+09, BA09a, BFM04, BW05, CG05, CK03, CT09, CM04, CA01, CY00, CGBJ03, CW03, CR03, CK04, CM02, CM08, DS02, De02, DS07, DMS00, Den07, Dha03, EGA03, EZ08, FR04, FP02, FM05, GGD00, GS07a, Ha01, HL02a, HG03, HN07, HL03b, Isk08, ID10, JW05, JT07a, JT07b, KM07, KK09, KC02, KF05a, Kay04, KY00, KK05, KK03, KU01, Lan04b, LZ09, Lev06, Li01b, LTWM08, LC04, LH06, LD08, Lin08a, LY08d, LdS00, Lu08, Mar07, MAR05b, MYR09, MEG08, NQHN03, NUN06, PWX08, RR09a, RRR07, RR08, RZ03, SMW04, SO03, SLL09, SF01, SPW08, TT09, Ts02].
two [WCL02, Wan03a, Wan03b, WZ07a, WW09c, Wan09d, Waz05d, WFTL09, WS08c, WW08d, XXL04, WX05, Xie08, XC00, XTC+09, YE01, Yao04, YH03, Zen00, ZCS04, ZZ01a, ZZ7+04, ZS04].
ZYY08, Zha09f, ZZ09c, ZZZ02. two-by-two [TT09]. two-component [WZ07a].
two-components [ZZ09c].
two-dimensional [AS09a, AK08a, BA09a, CK03, Dch02, DS07, Den07, FP02, HL03b, 
JT07a, JT07b, KC02, Kay04, Li01b, LTWM08, LC04, LY08d, RRR07, RR08, 
Wan03b, Waz05d, WZ08c, XYC+09].
Two-direction [XY09a, Xie08].
two-equation [RZ03]. two-grid [CWZ03].
two-grids [CG05]. two-grids/projection [CG05].
Two-layered [ICM09]. Two-level [KO09a, Sir00, NUN06]. two-levels [BFM04].
two-neuron [LH06]. two-part [SSLL09]. two-patch [XC00]. two-phase
[BJK+09, LZ09, MAR05b, SF01, WCL02, WW09c, ZZJ+04].
Two-point [AORS03, BW06c, BW05, CM04, CM08, 
EGA03, FR04, Ha01, HL02a, HG03, LDK08, 
MEG08, SPW08, Wan03a, Wan09d, Yao04].
two-sided [ZZZ02]. two-space-variables [Mar07]. two-species [XC00]. two-stage
[SMW04, WFTL09, XXLD04, WX05].
two-state [EZ08]. two-step
[AB05, BJ02, CM02, FM05, HN07, Tso02, 
WBSP08, WX00a]. two-stream [DS02].
two-type [KF05a]. two-unit [SO03].
two-variable [BP09, CGBJR03].
two-variables [ZZ01a].
Type [GA06, ND05a, Xu06, YL06, AH03, AML02, 
Agr08, AP04, ACM05, ADP08, Ana04a, 
Ana04b, Ana04c, Ana04d, Ana07a, Ana07b, 
Ana08, BUP09b, BM04b, BCRS05, Bar01b, 
BCDS09, BB05, Ber05, BCR04, CCP02, 
CCD07, CCS00, CZ03a, CS04a, CWL07, 
CH09, CZ09b, Che01c, CC02, DFFL09, 
DJ08, DMP01, DK05, Dib03, Din02, DDF02, 
ES08a, ESR06, Fh07, GA07, GS08, GJQ07, 
Has02, He04, HCLJ00, HF04, HL07, Ibr09, 
IK03, JAM02, Jan04b, Kam09, Kan04, 
KF05a, KDC08, KKS04b, KL06, KLV09, 
KT03b, Kum05, LKS08b, LDZW05, LW06, 
LS08, LSL09, LL09b, Li09a, LF02, Lin05, 
LG04, LHC05, Lin07b, LN09, Ló08, Luo06, 
MCH01, MPU00, Mat03, MO01, NDL08, 
Nie09, Nko00, OI00, ÖY09, PSS09, Pao01b, 
PX09, PP01b, PS09, RC07, SR03, SP08a, 
SYHC06, SDCL08, Sun09b].
type [Tan02b, Tao06, TOH03, TK07, Tia05, 
TCH07, THD08, Ts03, Uje03, Uje04b, 
UCT08, VR02, Van07, WLIW07, WHS08, 
XC06, XWW08, Xie01, XLL03, XLT09a, 
XLT09b, Yan03d, Yan06b, YL09b, Zeno0, 
ZG02, Zho08a, ZS08b, Zho09a, ZCC04, 
Mis05, Hua04].
type-2 [LHC05, YL09b].
Type-I [Mis05]. types [HB04, ID10, JW05, 
Kon09, MRS08, MP08b, WLY08a, XZ08].

U.K [Ano00-74, Ano00-41]. U.S.
[Bel05a, Bel05b]. U.S.A. [Ano04c].

Uhlenbeck
[APvZ01, AF02, BPvZ03, BB01].
UlF [Ano01y]. Ulrich
[Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano03-70]. ultimate
[ZLCM08]. Ultra [LYF09]. Ultra-High
[LYF09]. ultrasonography [BHC007].
ultrasonasound [FGX05]. umbral
[CGL01, Fer01, SV01, Tay01]. umbrella
[LU09a]. Unbounded [CDM03, Leu00, 
LFZ00, BPP04, Boy01, Den07, FB05, HH02a, 
HH02b, HJW05, MRMRM02, MK08, Ren03, 
XTX01, Xu07a, Zha04b, ZLH07, ZS06].
Uncanny [Ano03-89]. uncaptacitated
[HTKM09]. uncertain
[CCJ08, MB08, PCE+05, PG08, WK08, 
XT08, YL04c, ZLCM08, ZL09b].
uncertainties [Che08a, Gal02a].
uncertainty [Ano03x, BHHA08, CS05b, 
CSPJ05, Gal08b, Gal09a, Sun05b, Sun05c].
unconditionally [ACJ07]. unconfined
[De 04]. unconstrained [FT05, zGTM08, 
SH01, WS08b, WYSS09, XWW08].
undergraduates [Ano00-35].
undetermined [CN08a]. unification
[KC03a]. Unified [LW06, WF05, BM05b, 
BG04, LTS03, MG08c, Yan06b, ZXX05].
Uniform [AE07, DDX04, EIR03, Li02, 
LB01, Xu02a, Ana05, Has03].
uniformisation [FP06], uniformity [GG06].
Uniformly [DS05b, CWcX09, CW09b, AD03, Din04a, udK07, GSS02, Huo00, LB03, MN01, Sar03, SM00, ZLCM08], unifying [LGBS00].
unilateral [RSK02].
unimodal [LU09a].
Unimodular [Ber00].
unique [LBZ+09, WLW07].
university [MWW09, YSP+08].
universe [LML02].
University [Ano00-74, Ano00s, Ano00t, Ano00p, Ano00-31, Ano00-42, Ano00-41, Ano00-51, Ano00-64, Ano00-80, Ano00-81, Ano01z, Ano01o, Ano01q, Ano01v, Ano03-76, Ano03f, Ano03m, Ano03-27, Ano03-29, Ano03-80, Ano03-43, Ano03-49, Ano03-57, Ano03-62, Ano03-66, Ano03-68, Ano04e, Ano04g, Ano04c].
UNIX [Tun05, Ano00-86].
unknown [Jan07].
Unleashing [Ung05].
unicial [Ano00-82].
Unreliability [Lin06b].
Unreliable [WCL02, KLHC08, ZBS03].
unrestricted [Tan03b].
unscented [AF09].
unspecified [TL07].
Unsplit [PLD02].
Unstable [Far01, Djo08, Lin05, Tan02b].
Unsteady [ASHA08, FAF09, De 04, IMLF09, NMD09, WFC04b].
unstructured [BMH08, CHS02, SMW04].
unsymmetrical [CB02].
untracked [DG0+04].
update [CKL07, WS08b].
updated [XZ09a].
updates [For01].
updating [LY09b].
Upper [Ano03-59, Ano04r, BHNO04b, CZLN06, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02, ZJ08, AOLL04, COEP00, CG00, CPZ00, DSS00, HYZ06, Lin07, SA05, SAS06, SLJ04].
Upwind [AS09a, Glao03, Gla04, Gla05a, Gla05b, Gla06, Gla07a, Gla08, Gla09, LY08a].
Upwinding [BOP07].
Urysohn [AO01c, BPP04, ESR06, Ibr09].
used [AS01, Ano00-58, FM05, Lun03, Mar05c].
useful [Pio00].
user [KPD+09, Ano00-87].
users [Tsa03, YCCY02].
Using [CW06, HHL+06, HRM08, Pet04, WI08, AEETZ07a, AH00, AS07, AM09, AZB08, AN05, AF09, ACCM07, AIS08, AM08b, Ano01w, Ano03-34, Ano03-73, AS09b, AO08a, AC09, BMHV09, BN05, BI02, BGLT08, BS03b, BHC007, Boy01, BCT00, CZLN06, CLJ09, CLMM06, CM04, Che00a, CKY07, CWW08, CSC+09, CCP09, Co04, CA09, Cse06, DSHS05, DS07, DZQ06, Dim08, DR02, Dua08, ED09, Fan02a, FL03, FP06, GA07, GHC09, HL02a, HD09, HTKM09, Hun06, HHS06, IUCR06, Isk02, Isk08, KA09a, KK09, KK08b, KY00, KH09, KA00a, KKS04b, KDKS01, K09b, KB08, LH08, LH00a, Lee00, Lee01a, Li01c, LGGP06, Lin08a, LBW09, LNL08, LF09, LW09, Lu09b, MP08a, MP07b, MO08, MEG08, NMD09, NV08, OY06, OIL08, OIL09, Pan00, PdlF07, PLP09, PD04, RNM00, Ryo00b, SALK02, SD07, Sha04, SDB09].
using [SHI09, SGR+09, SK06c, SBD+00, Swe07, SK09, TS00b, TV07, Trz01, TDS08, VDMK08, Wan02d, mWMZ09, WNS09, WZ09, Wu03, WH07, WW08c, WX06, XZ02, YZ02b, YW09, Yav05b, Yav05d, Yil08, YTEC02, YG08, Zha03b, ZL07, ZLN06, ZBS03, Ano00-88, Ano00-89].
utility [KKY06].
utilizing [SN02].
V [Ano00a, Ano00-86, Ano01n, Ano03-44, Ano04w, Ano04v].
vacation [OD000, SG08].
vacations [Gup02a].
vaccination [PLG+09].
Valencia [JSGP08].
valent
validation

Value

valley

values

value-sharing

value

variables

value-sharing

value

Variational
[Ano03-38, Ano06l, Ano03-28, BM05b, BMM+06, CCC08, GY08, NS07, RM07a, RM07b, Wan02c]. **Volumes** [Ano01l].

**Voronoi** [DW02b, DW05], **vote** [Be05a].

**VRG** [ZCCB08]. **Vries** [HKL03, LRL06, ME03, Ras06, UHuI09, Zha07b]. **VSVO** [BBL05].

**vulnerability** [MV08b]. **Vygen** [Ano01g].

**W** [Ano00-35, Ano00-84, Ano01p, Ano03v, Ano03x, Ano03-28, Ano03-46, Ano03-49, Ano04k, Ano04y, Ano04z]. **Waerden** [Gyi01].

**wages** [Ano01z]. **Wagner** [Ano03-33]. **Wagon** [Ano00-46].

**Wahlster** [Ano03-71]. **wait** [XXLD04]. **Waiting** [Kaw06, GSS04].

**walk** [DL06], **walks** [RRR07]. **Wall** [JS04, MM00].

**Wall** [JS04, MM00]. **Walter** [Ano00-38, Ano00-91]. **Wagner** [Ano03-42].

**War** [Ano01x, Ano01-28]. **Waiting** [Kaw06, GSS04].

**Walk** [DL06], **walks** [RRR07]. **Wall** [JS04, MM00].

**Walter** [Ano00-38, Ano00-91]. **Wagner** [Ano03-42].

**War** [Ano01x, Ano01-28]. **Waiting** [Kaw06, GSS04].

**Warranty** [SY05, RS06]. **Washington** [Ano00-32, Ano00-33, Ano00-35, Ano00-66, Ano03-35, Ano03-58, Ano04c]. **wastewater** [IMPF08].

**Water** [OK06, BFO02, Dor00, GM07a, Gla00, Gla05a, Gla07b, Hav08, JTRu09, LWZ08, MIPT08, PM08, VC03].

**Watkins** [Ano03-39]. **Wave** [Gon01, Hav08, OS08a, BS00b, CJK09, Fan02a, GMS08, GHJ06, HT04, Hem08, JG07, KLJ09, KÖ09b, LYW04, Pbu02, SD08, SYH08, TG03, VNG04, WYL08a, WX09b, Waz07b, Yan03a, YB07a, YB07b, Zha07a, ZTW09].

**wave-making** [HT04]. **Waveform** [Jan05, BNP05, BK04, JZ08]. **waveforms** [Abu01].

**wavefronts** [MRT04], **waveguide** [SBD+00].

**waveguides** [RV01]. **Wavelet** [Ano03-52, AC00, Ana04c, BJBL03, CWZ03, EBVS06, FTC03, HM04, KGB07, LWZ09, Lin00, MS04, Wang00c, Xie08, ZMLG09].

**wavelet-collocation** [EBVS06].

**wavelet-like** [Lin00]. **Wavelets** [Kar03, Pat05, QFZ03, ADH+03, Cat05, FQZ02, He04, LH00a, Lee00, Mac00].

**waves** [Aro08, BGR09, BDO04, BD04b, DH08a, DLSB08, Dor00, KKM00, MP07b, RR03a, SD03]. **Weak** [CZG04, O100, ZHZ00, CF04, CLT09, Gir03, NVAR03, XXD06, 4SOGRMRL04]. **weaker** [GZ08].

**Weakly** [BGR09, ĆRRU08, GK02]. **weaken** [BoG09]. **web** [Ano03-71].

**wedge** [WY07]. **wedge-shaped** [WY07].

**Weierstrass** [KI04, SERG09]. **weight** [BKN09, DGVP06, HH04a, HTKM09, WGF09, YW08a]. **weight-shaped-posets** [BKN09]. **Weighted** [Bal04, Ban07, Che04d, CFH05, SC02, YI06, AP04, CH05a, DW02a, GA07, G0108, HJWL03, HCWC07, JH09, K1a08, LLW08, LU09a, LYX09, MS09, OY06, PST08, TZS03, THD08, WW00, ZL06].

**weighting** [KLP09, LH05b]. **weighting-dependent** [KLP09]. **Weiss** [Ano00-83]. **Weiss** [Ano00-74].

**Weiszfeld** [UL00]. **Weitzenfeld** [Ano03-86]. **Weixiong** [Ano00-70].

**Well** [FHI08, Gup02a, FH07, GOS00, RM07a, RM07b, WX09a, YLZG01].

**well-balanced** [Gos00].

**well-posedness** [FHI08, Gup02a, FH07, WX09a].

**well-spring** [RM07a, RM07b]. **Welsh** [Ano00-67, Ano00-68].

**WENO** [CCC08].

**Werner** [Ano03-67]. **Wesslén** [Ano00-28].

**Westview** [Ano03g, Ano03s, Ano03-32, Ano03-33, Ano03-70]. **Weyl** [Sau07].
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